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I 
t was hard for witnesses to distinguish between 

those who had fallen and those who dived for 

cover when a gunman opened ire on a Las Vegas 

concert. Dozens were killed and hundreds injured 

in what is being called “the worst mass shooting in 

modern US history.” 

Approximately 22,000 people were gathered on 

the Las Vegas Strip for the inal hours of the three-

day Route 91 Harvest Country Music Festival, when 

bullets began to rain down from above. The gunman, 

64-year-old Stephen Paddock, had set up in a room 

on the 32nd lood of the Mandalay Bay Hotel and 

Casino, less than 400 meters away from the main 

stage of the festival. At around 10pm he opened ire 

on the men and women below. 

At irst festival attendants thought the popping 

sounds were ireworks or feedback from the 

speakers but suddenly a bloody scene erupted. With 

nothing to shield them from the gunire, the crowd 

ran for cover, seeking refuge in nearby motels, car 

parks and apartment complexes. With no knowledge 

of where the shooter was, pandemonium engulfed 

the strip. 

As wounded concert-goers lay bleeding, strangers 

tried to plug the wounds and save them, but the 

number of dead quickly rose past 50. When police 

tried to enter the hotel room of the suspect, who Las 

Vegas police oicer Joseph Lombardo described as 

a “lone-wolf” shooter, he turned the gun on himself 

and died at the scene.

Armed with an arsenal of guns in a room 32 floors up, a Las Vegas 
shooter brings the strip to its knees in what President Trump has 
described as a “sick” and “demented” attack

Las Vegas, USA, 1 October 2017
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THE JURY IS OUT 
FOR COSBY TRIAL
F

ollowing 52 hours of deliberation a jury announced that they were 

unable to reach a unanimous verdict on sexual assault allegations 

against actor Bill Cosby. In 2014 scores of women came forward to 

claim that the former star of The Cosby Show had assaulted them between 

1965 and 2008. However, the statute of limitations had long expired for 

many. Ultimately Cosby was accused of three counts of felony-aggravated 

indecent assault. Chief accuser Andrea Constand’s claim was the only 

one to see Cosby criminally indicted. She claimed that in 2004, at his 

Philadelphia home, the actor and comedian had drugged her with Benadryl 

before sexually assaulting her. She testiied that she had fought of the star’s 

advances towards her twice, before one evening he plied her with pills, 

insisting they were a safe ‘herbal supplement’ intended to help her sleep. 

Cosby has denied the allegations, insisting their sexual relationship was 

entirely consensual. For several hours, Constand was grilled as she took to 

the stand to give her account of what happened, but due to inconsistencies 

in her story a panel of seven men and ive women could not reach a decision, 

and a mistrial was declared, allowing Cosby to walk free. Outside the 

courthouse, Cosby’s publicist, Andrew Wyatt, said that the verdict was a 

“total victory” for his client. Prosecutors said they would re-try the 79-year-

old celebrity, who remains free on a $1 million bail bond.

Emotions run wild as celebrity actor and accused molester Bill Cosby walks free                    
from Montgomery County Courthouse after the judge announces a mistrial

Norristown, Pennsylvania, 17 June 2017
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TRACKING DOWN 
‘THE RAILWAY KILLER’

D
etectives question a young man on the platform 

of East Horsley station following the murder 

of Allison Day. She was strangled, stufed into a 

trunk and dumped in the River Lea in December 1985, 

and investigators began their search for the ‘Railway 

Killer’. This was intensiied when 15-year-old Maartje 

Tamboezer was snatched from West Horsley in 

Surrey, England, on 17 April 1986. The schoolgirl was 

last seen riding her bicycle home from school. Her 

killers, John Dufy and David Mulcahy, had gone to 

the area to hunt for their next victim. 

Mulcahy promised Dufy he could “go irst” when 

they raped their victim. Tamboezer stopped of at a 

store near East Horsley station to buy sweets, but the 

pair had been waiting in some bushes. As she cycled 

back home, the pair pounced and dragged the girl of 

into the nearby woods. Worried that she would be 

able to identify them, Mulcahy struck her across the 

head with a stone. As she lay unconscious she was 

strangled with her own belt. Mulcahy, unsatisied, 

returned to her body later that day to eradicate their 

ingerprints from the crime scene. 

At 5.35pm Tamboezer’s burning cadaver was 

discovered in the woods. Police launched ‘Operation 

Bluebell’ in the wake of the schoolgirl’s horriic 

murder, but it would take them six months before 

they apprehended Dufy, and more than a decade 

before they could capture his partner in crime.

A serial rapist proved to be a much deadlier assailant than 
investigators first believed, and as the killer’s hunt turned more 
sinister, the challenge of catching his accomplice heated up
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surrey, England, 19 April 1986



Guerrero State, Mexico, 1 February 2011

MEXICO’S 
DEADLIEST STATE 
ON THE RISE
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I
nnocents lie dead after an armed 

gang tore through southern Mexico, 

kidnapping men and women from their 

homes in the town of Chacotla. A day 

later and only two victims had survived 

their ordeal. The gang decided to release 

two women alive, leaving them incredibly 

shaken from what they had escaped. 

The bodies of six male victims who 

had been taken were discovered in the 

road in a rural mountain community 

north of the resort of Acapulco. The six 

victims had been executed in a horriic 

fashion. The bodies of the victims were 

peppered with gunshot wounds and left in 

a heap on the roadside between Mochitlan 

and Lagunillas. At the time of the incident, 

the intersection was in the middle 

of gangland territory where criminal 

groups waged a deadly war. Thanks to its 

proximity to smuggling routes, Guerrero 

has become ground zero for criminal 

groups and cartels. Investigators were not 

allowed to remove the bodies because of 

vigilante police groups patrolling the area. 

Despite the devastating scene, it is 

not an unusual one for Guerrero: the 

state has one of Mexico’s highest crime 

rates, where turf wars between deadly 

gangs such as Los Rojos, Los Ardillos and 

remnants of the formerly powerful La 

Familia Michoacana cartel dominate.

Within 24 hours a kidnapping in one of the most 
crime-ridden areas of Mexico turned fatal, with police 
struggling to keep the situation under control
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THE CHILLING DETAILS OF THE MOORS MURDERER’S CRIMES DOMINATED NEWSPAPERS FOR 
DECADES, BUT NOW THAT IAN BRADY IS DEAD WHAT’S LEFT TO LEARN ABOUT HIM? WE’VE SPOKEN 
TO DR. ALAN KEIGHTLEY, BRADY’S ONLY CONFIDANT, WHO IS FINALLY ABLE TO REVEAL THE SECRET 

DETAILS OF HIS MANY INTERVIEWS WITH THE CHILD KILLER

WORDS TANITA MATTHEWS
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IAN BRADY

T
he news that Ian Brady, one of Britain’s vilest child 

killers, had died on 15 May 2017 was met with conflicting 

feelings. The 79 year old was serving three life sentences 

for slaughtering five Manchester children in the 1960s with 

his lover and accomplice Myra Hindley. This murderess, who 

became the most hated woman in Britain for her part in the 

killings, died in 2002. After months of ill health Brady was 

discovered dead at Ashworth Psychiatric Hospital where he 

had been incarcerated for almost three and a half decades. 

Some believed that this meant nothing more than the fact 

taxpayers could stop shelling out for his care – where force-

feeding had kept him alive since 1999 – and his time in the 

media spotlight could finally come to an end. Others were 

horrified that Brady had drawn his last breath while taking 

his biggest secret to the grave: the whereabouts of 12-year-old 

Keith Bennett’s body. 

Despite the cry for Brady’s name to be stricken from 

memory and for the media to stop feeding his notoriety, there 

are still so many unanswered questions and untruths about 

the psychopath. It’s time to set the record straight about one 

of the most talked about serial killers in history. Dr. Alan 

Keightley is the 72-year-old author of Ian Brady: The Untold 

Story Of The Moors Murders who visited and corresponded 

with Brady for 25 years. He says that half a century of 

high-profile media coverage has created a skewed image of 

the child killer. His crimes were catastrophic, demonic and 

caused huge devastation to numerous families, but the killer’s 

sole confidant can recall how Brady could be “as generous as 

he was merciless.”

A Miraculous Misconception

Brady was born on 2 January 1938 in Rottenrow Maternity 

Hospital in Glasgow, Scotland. It was a Sunday, and the 

northwesterly winds brought freezing temperatures. His 

mother Margaret ‘Peggy’ Stewart was a single parent in 

pre-war Britain, and her son, born Ian Duncan Stewart, was 

a bastard. With finances strained, Peggy was forced to work 

full time and found a foster family to look after her son – the 

Sloan family. She regularly visited her son in the Gorbals area 

of the city, but Mary and John Sloan – ‘Ma’ and ‘Da’ as Brady 

called them – raised him along with their own four children. 

ABOVE Brady, his mother 

and stepfather moved to the 

Manchester area in 1958. Six 

years later Keith Bennett was 

walking to his grandmother’s 

home in the same city when 

the Moors Murderers picked 

him up

LEFT Brady’s signet ring, with 

the initials “ISB” – Ian Stewart 

Brady, the name he went by 

after he was imprisoned

Many regarded Brady as a loner in his 
younger years. However, Brady kept all of 
his friends at arm’s length and separate 
from each other so he could switch his 
façade at the drop of a hat



BELOW Speaking about his 

growing relationship with 

Hindley, Brady confided in 

Dr. Keightley that, “It wasn’t 

master and slave. It was more 

like teacher and student. Bit by 

bit we were moving towards an 

almost telepathic relationship”

author had little contact with those involved in the case. Dr 

Keightley, having corresponded directly with Brady for 25 

years, feels that the gory stench of dead animals was not the 

trigger that many, including Williams, believed it to be. 

Following the Gorbals afray Brady became obsessed by 

what he described as a “black light”. Dr. Keightley described 

the incident, explaining that, “Brady went for an interview 

for an estate of factories and he couldn’t remember the 

interview or whether he got the job or not. On his way 

back, while on Paisley Road he had a strange feeling that 

he had never had before. It was a drizzle rain but he took 

refuge under the newspaper shop to hide from the rain. The 

experience completely changed his life. He had this feeling, 

which he described as ‘black light’.”

He deined the feeling to his sole conidant in a letter 

as a “heightened perception”; a “hyper altered state” when 

all of Brady’s senses became “supranormal”. Following this 

incident, Brady came to identify himself as existentialist, 

believing that it was up to the individual to live however he 

or she saw it. His outlook on life was that it was meaningless 

and without purpose. However, Dr. Keightley recalled that 

when Brady was feeling compassionate, particularly towards 

animals, he was feeling what he described as “green light”. 

His proclivity for crime and violence grew, and the 

juvenile courts, fed up with his multiple appearances before 

them, exiled him from Glasgow when he was 17. He was 

forced to retreat to Manchester to live with his mother. In his 

new home he took on the name ‘Brady’ after his stepfather, 

a man named Patrick Brady, and began to cultivate a 

Manchester accent after growing tired of repeating himself 

to people who couldn’t understand his Glaswegian brogue. 

He never formally met his biological father, a journalist 

for a Glasgow newspaper according to Peggy, but Dr. 

Keightley’s book describes an incident in which Brady 

commented that he might have encountered him 

as a child. Yet these incidents are only a string 

of memories from a six year old. 

According to Dr. Keightley, one of 

the biggest misconceptions was that 

Brady had an unhappy childhood 

and grew up abandoned by 

his mother and abused by his 

adoptive family. “All the books 

painted him as having a bad 

childhood. It’s absolute rubbish. 

He adored his stepfather 

and mother,” he said. But 

despite a supposedly happy 

childhood, Brady ended up in 
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A hapless incident during his childhood resulted in a 

broken leg and left Brady with a slight limp, but other than 

this he never set foot in a hospital: there was no archetypical 

traumatic head injury that brought on Brady’s merciless 

murders later in life. A neighbour to Brady as a child would 

later recall how Brady had thrown a cat from a multi-storey 

property and had buried another alive, “to see how long it 

would last.” But in conversations, the killer told Dr. Keightley 

that as a young boy he did not torture animals. Dr. Keightley 

explained how Brady had a fondness for them, much more 

than he did for people and children. “To put it bluntly, he 

loved animals, but killing people didn’t bother him.”

As he grew into a teenager, alcohol, crime and violence 

became a major part of his life. He and his small group of 

friends began to burgle houses, leaving him with a criminal 

record in his early teenage years. When he was 15 and 

approaching the end of his time at school, Brady got his irst 

taste for blood during a scrap. Using a handmade cosh, he 

bashed his enemy across the face, leaving him bloodied and 

cowering. The sensations he felt in the throws of a passionate 

love afair with his own adrenaline sent him spiralling into a 

psychotic bid to relive the event.

Black Light 

Unable to continue living of his Ma and Da, Brady was 

forced into the world of work shortly after he left school. 

Dr. Keightley’s book notes how authors such as Emlyn 

Williams have ixated on Brady’s job in a butcher’s shop as 

the possible place where his murderous thoughts spawned. 

Williams’s book Beyond Belief: The Moors Murderers: The 

Story of Ian Brady and Myra Hindley was one of the irst to 

be published after the pair’s 1966 trial. It was criticised for its 

overly speculative and sensationalist content, given that the 

This picture was taken by Hindley 

in Bollington, just a few months 

before Brady killed Pauline Reade
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IAN BRADY

prison for theft and spent three months in Strangeways and 

another two years in Borstal, where he immersed himself 

in the works of authors such as Dostoevsky’s Crime and 

Punishment, which became the “Bible by which he lived his 

life,” according to Dr. Keightley. 

Upon his release in 1957, it was part of Brady’s probation 

conditions that he ind a stable job. This condition eventually 

led him to Millwards in 1959, a Lancashire wholesale 

chemical distributor in Gorton. His job was in the 

stock control department. At night the ‘real money’ 

would roll in, as he and his criminal friends from 

prison would commit a string of robberies. 

Myra Hindley began working at Millwards 

in 1961. She was 18 years old and the 

unremarkable daughter of a working class 

family from Manchester. Then she met Brady, 

an intelligent, older and more sophisticated 

man than the juvenile boy she had been 

engaged to just months earlier, her long-

term childhood sweetheart Ronnie Sinclair. 

In a letter to the Guardian newspaper in 1995 

she expressed how she had been “emotionally 

immature, relatively unsophisticated and sexually 

inexperienced,” when she met Brady. For her it was love 

at irst sight. For Brady it took a little more than a year before 

he started to look at Hindley as anything other than just 

another woman working beside him. 

As their bond deepened, Hindley changed her hair and 

denounced her Catholic faith. She saw no point in life and 

what it had to ofer, which delighted Brady. He ofered to rid 

her of Sinclair, a prospect she readily accepted. But Brady, 

concerned that the murder could be traced back to them, 

spared him. By June 1963 the pair were living at Hindley’s 

grandmother’s house on Bannock Street, where talk of 

committing ‘the perfect murder’ began to take over their 

discussions. Brady told Hindley: “pick up anyone you choose 

– it is of no consequence to me.” He told her it would be an 

“existential exercise of sheer will. A sacriice.” It wasn’t long 

before the pair had their irst victim.

He Made Them Suffer 

Hindley and Brady’s versions of how 16-year-old 

Pauline Reade came to be in their company 

difer. Regardless, it was Hindley who enticed 

the young girl into her black van as she sat 

on Gorton Lane on 12 July 1963. Hindley 

knew the young girl – she was a friend of her 

sister’s boyfriend David Smith and lived two 

doors down from him on Wiles Street. Reade 

left her home at around 7.45pm to go to a dance 

at the Railway Workers’ Social Club, less than a 

10-minute walk away. She was wearing a brand-

new pair of white stiletto heels. 

On Gorton Lane Hindley pleaded with the young 

girl to come and help her ind an expensive glove she had 

lost on Saddleworth Moor. For helping Hindley, Reade 

sufered a degrading humiliation followed by a horriic death. 

Brady’s version of events, detailed in Dr. Keightley’s book, 

show that in a lash Brady attacked the young girl when 

the three of them reached a secluded spot. As she cowered 

on the ground she pleaded with Hindley for help. Instead 

Hindley undressed and sexually assaulted her prey, arousing 

Brady, who in turn joined in. As the daylight faded Brady 

told the girl to dress herself. When she reached for her gold 

medallion broach Hindley snatched it up and taunted her: 

“You won’t be needing that where you’re going.” Brady struck 

Hindley across the face for stealing away the suspense of 

ABOVE Lesley Ann Downey

Downey’s mother Ann 

West became the face of a 

national campaign to ensure 

Hindley remained behind 

bars, for killing her daughter 

and helping Brady to bury 

her naked body

Dr. Keightley recalled the killer 
asking, “How many instruments of murder do you think are in this room?” during his intial visit 
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THE LAST WORD ON IAN BRADY

HER PLEA TO LIVE

[Little Drummer boy by Katherine Kennicott Davis plays]

BrAdy - Put it in. Keep it in. Stop it now. Stop it now.

HindLey  - I’m only doing this and you’ll be all right. Put it in your mouth. 

Put it in. Will you stop it, stop it. 

(Lesley whimpers)

HindLey - Shut--

BrAdy - Quick. Put it in now.

(Lesley whimpers)

(Retching noise)

BrAdy - Just put it in now, love. Put it in now.

(Retching)

downey- (muffled) What’s this in for?

BrAdy - Put it in.

downey -  Can I just tell you summat? I must tell you summat. Please, 

take your hands off me a minute, please, please – Mummy 

-please. I can’t tell you.

(Grunting)

downey -  I can’t tell you, I can’t breathe. Oh. I can’t  - Dad - Will you take 

your hands off me?

(Brady whispers)

BrAdy - No. Tell me.

downey - Please God.

BrAdy - Tell me.

downey - I can’t while you’ve got your hands on me.

(Mumbling sound)

BrAdy - Why don’t you keep it in?

downey - Why? What are you going to do with me?

BrAdy - I want some photographs, that’s all. Put it in.

downey - Don’t undress me, will you?

HindLey - That’s right, don’t --

downey - It hurts me. I want to see Mummy, honest to God.

MAn - Put it in.

downey - I’ll swear on the Bible.

BrAdy-  Put it in, and hurry up now. The quicker you do this, the quicker 

you’ll get home.

downey -  I’ve got to go, because I’m going out with my Mamma. Leave 

me, please. Help me, will you?

BrAdy - Put it in your mouth and you’ll be all right.

downey - Will you let me go when this is out?

BrAdy-  Yes. The longer it takes you to do this, the longer it takes you to get 

home.

downey - What are you going to do with me first?

BrAdy - I’m going to take some photographs. Put it in your mouth.

downey - What for?

BrAdy - Put it in your mouth. Right in.

downey - I’m not going to do owt.

BrAdy -  Put it in. If you don’t keep that hand down, I’ll slit your neck. 

(pause) Put it in.

downey - Won’t you let me go? Please.

BrAdy - No, no. Put it in, stop talking. What’s your name?

downey - Lesley.

BrAdy - Lesley what?

downey - Ann.

BrAdy - What’s your second name?

downey - Westford. Westford.

BrAdy - Westford?

downey - I have to get home before 8 o’clock. I got to get. . . Or I’ll get

                          killed if I don’t. Honest to God.

BrAdy - Yes.

The audio tape with the heart-wrenching recording of ten year-old Lesley 

Downey’s murder has never been publicly released. It was played in the 

court at the Moors Murderers’ trial and at the police station: it reduced those 

in the public gallery and hardened police officers alike to tears. Former 

police chief John Stalker was a detective sergeant on the case when he 

first heard it at the police station. In an interview with The Sun, he said he 

was unable to listen to the Christmas song that played in the background 

as Brady and Hindley tortured the little girl, without feeling a chill down his 

spine: “When the 16-minute tape was played at the police station before the 

trial, I saw senior detectives and legendary crime reporters – hard men who 

had been through the war and seen terrible things – dissolve into tears. The 

song brings back terrible memories… Nothing in criminal behaviour has 

penetrated my heart with quite the same paralysing intensity.” Ann West, 

Lesley’s mother, had to confirm the identity of the victim on the recording. 

Naturally, she could barely listen even to the first a minute of it. 

BRADY AND HINDLEY MADE A SICKENING TAPE AND PHOTOGRAPHED 

LITTLE LESLEY ANN DOWNEY, BEFORE AND AFTER THEY KILLED HER

LEFT Brady made two copies of the tape that 

captured Downey’s cries before he killed her. 

He kept them and the original along with 

the sick and twisted pictures he took of the 

victim in a secret suitcase at Manchester 

Central railway station 
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what they were about to do. He was further enraged when he 

learned that Hindley hadn’t selected a random, untraceable 

victim but instead a friend of her sister’s boyfriend. 

Removing a sheath knife that he had tucked away beneath 

the wrist of his coat, he knelt down and slashed Reade’s 

throat twice. He watched as the blood trickled out of her 

lifeless body, then buried her out on the moors in her white 

stiletto shoes. According to Dr. Keightley, the pair were 

scrupulous in the aftermath of committing a murder. “They 

used to go back to the house having killed somebody and 

would burn everything; the shoes, the trousers.” This was 

part of the pair’s master plan for their crimes – leave no trace, 

no connection to the victim. Reade’s father became a suspect, 

and the pair moved onto their next “existential exercise”. On 

23 November John Kilbride became their next target. 

Although the plan had been made weeks in advance to 

pick up a random stranger, the pair realised that with the 

world rocked by the John F. Kennedy’s assassination the 

day before, it would provide them with a perfect distraction. 

Kilbride was lured from the streets of Ashton-under-Lyne in 

Lancashire with the promise of a bottle of sherry for helping 

to ind a lost glove on the moors, according to Hindley, 

who said she sat in the van wearing a black wig to remain 

unrecognised. Brady claimed that Hindley – without a wig – 

sweetly swayed the boy to help her look for her lost glove. Up 

at Saddleworth Moor the pair began their sickening attack on 

the boy. Brady sexually assaulted him before strangling him 

with his bare hands. 

Next it was Keith Bennett’s turn to sufer. In the summer 

of 1964 he was picked up by Hindley, who requested that he 

help her load some boxes from the of-licence. Then came 

the story of the lost glove. She picked Brady up shortly after 

that. Brady told Dr. Keightley that, as the trio walked along 

the moor, they had passed Shiny Brook and followed the 

streambed that ran parallel to the road. Suddenly Bennett 

became anxious that his grandmother would wonder where 

BELOW Brady and Hindley, 

flanked by officers, are taken 

from Chester Crown Court in 

a police van on 7 May 1966, 

while the jury considers its 

verdict. In his closing remarks 

following their trial, Mr Justice 

Atkinson described the murders 

as a “truly horrible case” 
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he had got to, but Myra soothed the young boy, assuring him 

they would return soon. Brady whistled When You Wish 

Upon A Star. It was the signal that he was about to strike. 

As Brady had done with Reade, he grabbed Bennett by the 

throat and forced him to the ground. Bennett screamed for 

his life, but the sound only carried across the moors into the 

hollow distance. Hindley pinned the boy down while Brady 

sexually assaulted him. Within minutes he had strangled him 

to death with his bare hands. Brady photographed the young 

boy’s corpse before they buried him. 

Sweet little Lesley Ann Downey had gone to the fair in 

Ancoats with her siblings and friends on Boxing Day 1964. 

The other children were eager to get home, but Downey 

wanted to look at the lights just one more time. As she stood 

mesmerised by the twinkling bulbs Hindley moved in for the 

kill. Feigning innocence, she dropped her groceries. Downey 

saw and tried to help. With a beguiling smile, Hindley asked 

the girl to help her take the boxes home to 16 Wardle Brook 

Avenue. Brady, Hindley and her grandmother had moved to 

the new home earlier that year, re-housed as part of the post-

war slum clearances in the city. Hindley’s grandmother was 

at a relative’s house for the night, leaving the house empty. 

Once inside the house, Downey was forced to undress 

herself. She was shy and frightened, but  – ruthless 

paedophile that he was – Brady gagged her and took pictures 

of the girl in a variety of positions before and after her death. 

A 16-minute tape captured her final terrifying moments with 

the Moors Murderers. “Brady raped her,” Dr. Keightley told 

Real Crime. Brady told him it was Hindley who strangled the 

girl with a nylon cord, which she carried around for months 

afterwards as a macabre trophy. Downey’s mother always 

believed it was Hindley who had killed her daughter, based 

on the tape of her daughter’s cries for help. The next day her 

body was taken to the moors and buried in a shallow grave. 

Life at Wardlebrook Avenue was working out well for 

Brady: Hindley’s sister Maureen had married David Smith, 

and the pair were living nearby in Underwood Court. Brady 

became close friends with Smith, who was “in awe” of him. 

Brady soon became aroused by the idea of bringing Smith 

into their murderous fold. A month before what would be his 

final murder, Brady and Hindley visited Smith and Maureen 

at their home. With the women asleep after an evening of 

drinking, Brady turned to Smith and asked, “Are you capable 

of murder?” He went on to tell him, “I’ve done it. I’ve killed 

three of four... You don’t really believe me do you? Their 

bodies are buried on the moors... you and Maureen were 

sitting near one of them,” he taunted, reminding him of an 

outing to the moors they had taken previously. Smith thought 

it was all talk. A few days later, again under the influence 

of alcohol, Brady told him: “I’ll do another one. You don’t 

believe me... it will be done.” 

When Smith faced eviction because of crippling debt, 

Brady told him he would lend him the money by “rolling a 

queer”, meaning he would entice a homosexual back to his 

place under the pretence of having sex and then rob him. In 

the 1960s homosexual acts were illegal, so victims rarely went 

to the police. Brady’s victim didn’t stand a chance.

WHERE IS KEITH BENNETT?
THE WHEREABOUTS OF HIS MISSING VICTIM’S BODY WAS THE REMAINING SECRET THAT IAN 
BRADY TOOK TO THE GRAVE. OR WAS IT? 

When asked why Brady had never revealed where 

Keith Bennett was buried Dr. Keightley made a startling 

revelation. “He told them it was three miles into 

Shinnybrook – you could bet it to the inch with Brady. 

But when he took them to Shinybrook they couldn’t find 

it because of the movement of the peat.” Dr Keightley 

confirmed that he had disclosed the information Brady 

gave him to Greater Manchester Police during their 

multiple attempts to find the body, but suggested that 

the search did not “go far enough” in their endeavours 

to locate Bennett’s remains. When speaking to us, Dr. 

Keightley said, “I asked him ‘did you really try to find 

Keith Bennett’s body?’ and he said ‘Yes.’ He told me he 

spent a whole day looking for where Keith Bennett’s body 

but as I say, they underestimated the movement of the 

peat and he couldn’t find it.”

Real Crime reached out to the force about the 

information given to them by Brady and Dr. Keightley on 

the victim’s whereabouts. A Greater Manchester Police 

spokesperson said: “As with any investigation, if new and 

credible evidence or information comes to light, we will 

keep an open mind however, we do not confirm whether 

specific pieces of evidence or potential evidence forms 

part of active lines of enquiry.”

ABOVE In 2009 Greater 

Manchester Police officially 

gave up the search for Keith 

Bennett. They said, “only a 

major scientific breakthrough 

or fresh evidence would see the 

hunt for his body restart”

Brady had been fond of the 
Sloans’ dog Sheila. Dr. Keightley said that Brady took it very hard when she died
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BRADY, IN A 
DIFFERENT LIGHT
SOME OF THE KILLER’S TREASURED POSSESSIONS 
WERE BEQUEATHED TO DR. KEIGHTLEY. THEY GIVE 
AN INTRIGUING, MORE PERSONAL INSIGHT INTO 
THE MONSTER OF THE MOORS

BRAIL PENNANCE 

While in Ashworth, Brady 

taught himself brail and 

began to translate literary 

works into a format that the 

blind could understand. It 

was something that he was 

incredibly passionate about, 

but when he was transferred 

to the Newman Ward his 

machine was confiscated for 

fear that he could use the 

metal parts to harm himself 

or others. Dr. Keightley said 

that this was one of the ways 

Brady would quietly repent 

for his crimes.

TORTOISE SHELL GLASSES 

Dr. Keightley commented on how he 

would take the killer’s glasses to the 

opticians to be repaired if they ever 

broke. Among the possessions left to 

him by Brady were several pairs of 

these reading glasses. 

BUDDHA FIGURINE
Brady was far from religious, 

but in his cell at Ashworth 

he kept the smiling Buddha 

next to a carved wooden figure 

of the literary protagonist Don Quixote, 

protagonist of the renowned Spanish novel 

by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.

CUFFLINKS
“These were Brady’s. He 

had a sense of humour.” Dr. 

Keightley told Real Crime when 

we opened a small square box 

containing the handcuff cufflinks worn by 

Brady. It was certainly a dark sense of humour.

SIGNET RING 

Brady’s signet 

ring, inscribed 

with his initials (Ian 

Stewart Brady) was 

given to Dr. Keightley after 

Brady hit a losing streak on the 

horses. On the back of the ring 

an inscription reads, “My heart 

belongs to daddy. Christine.” 

Christine Hart’s biography Devil’s 

Daughter was released in 1993 

detailing her (untrue) belief that 

Brady was her biological father. 

In the summer of 1994 she 

falsely accused Brady of sexually 

assaulting her in his room during 

a visit in January.
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FRENCH CIGARETTE

Brady was a chronic smoker, 

particularly before the public smoking 

ban of 2007 in England and Wales. 

His preferred brand of cigarettes 

were Gauloises, which Dr. Keightley 

would bring him each and every visit, 

among other things. 

DRIED HEATHER

The poetical works of Wordsworth was a gift from Hindley to Brady, 

exchanged during their prison years. Hindley was extremely fond 

of the poet’s work, which had been introduced to her by Brady in 

the early stages of their relationship. The inscription reads, “To Ian, 

with love from Myra” followed by seven kisses. A pressed piece of 

heather found inside was also included – a single flower taken from 

the moors where the pair buried their victims. 

PSYCHOLOGY CERTIFICATE 

While locked up in Wormwood 

Scrubs prison, the place where he 

would come face to face with the 

Yorkshire Ripper Peter Sutcliffe, 

Brady began a correspondence 

course with Aldermaston College, 

receiving his certificate in applied 

psychology. In Dr. Keightley’s book 

he recalls how the killer told him, “I 

was trying to expand my mind. I was 

going nowhere so the mind was the 

only place I could expand”

SUNGLASSES 

During the early years 

of World War II the 

infant Brady suffered 

from measles. The illness 

damaged his sight, leaving his eyes 

sensitive to bright light. Dr. Keightley 

recalled how sometimes in the winter 

the pair would sit in the dark, deep in 

conversation and avoid switching on 

the bright lights

TOBACCO TIN 

Dr. Keightley 

remarked how 

Brady would make a 

point of inscribing his name 

on all of his personal belongings, 

such as his cigarette case and lighter. 
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“There’s no Man Here” 

On the evening of 6 October 1965, Hindley drove Brady to 

Manchester Central train station where he picked up 17-year-

old Edward Evans, who had been stood up by his friends. 

Back at Wardle Brook Avenue, they began to unwind, and 

Brady insisted that Hindley fetch Smith from his home and 

bring him to join the festivities. When Smith arrived Brady 

brought him into the kitchen and disappeared momentarily.  

All of a sudden Smith heard a blood-curdling scream and 

his sister-in-law shouting for his help. In the lounge Smith 

witnessed Brady attacking Evans with the lat of an axe. His 

skull was smashed 14 times with the hatchet before Brady 

strangled him with an electrical cord. Smith was handed the 

axe – leaving his ingerprints on the handle – and forced to 

help bundle and move the body into the same room where 

Downey’s body had lain in waiting before it was buried. At 

around 4am Smith told the pair he had better go home to 

Maureen. He forever considered himself lucky he had been 

allowed to leave, fearful that if he had not convinced Brady 

he was on board he would have been murdered too. Once 

safely inside his own home 300 yards away he began to 

violently retch, and with his wife at his side, having heard the 

commotion of her husband returning home, he told her what 

he had witnessed.

It was 6.07am when Constable Keith Edwards answered 

the phone to hear a man on the other end of the line: “My 

name is David Smith. I’m speaking from Hattersley... There’s 

been a murder.” After hearing Smith’s outrageous account 

of what had happened, more than 30 policemen surrounded 

Wardle Brook Avenue. They were waiting for Brady to leave 

for work, but when there was no sign of him, Superintendent 

Bob Talbot donned a white coat from a nearby bakery 

deliveryman, and armed with a basket of fresh bread he 

approached the front door of number 16. Hindley answered, 

which threw the oicer: he hadn’t been expecting to see a 

woman there, but he persisted: “I am a police superintendent 

and I have reason to believe there is a man in the house,” 

he said. “There’s no man here,” came Hindley’s reply. 

Meanwhile Brady sat in the living room writing a sick note to 

his boss. 

Undeterred, Talbot brushed past Hindley and into 

the room where he found Brady. Upstairs sat Hindley’s 

grandmother sipping tea, unaware of what had taken place 

the evening before. A second bedroom was locked. Hindley 

tried to throw the policeman of the scent of his suspicion, 

NAZIS, SADISM AND 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
FOR DECADES THE MEDIA SPECULATED ON THE TEXTS THAT 

OCCUPIED BRADY’S BOOKSHELF AND MIND, BUT A CLOSE LOOK 

AT HIS LIBRARY OPENED UP A NEW CHAPTER ON THE KILLER

Brady was a very well read individual both in and out of captivity. From poems to 

literary classics, he was very opinionated and extremely literate. The Russian author 

Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment was a personal favourite of Brady’s for many 

years. He also read A Christmas Carol every Christmas and enjoyed the works of 

William Blake. But what about the infamous books the media reported for decades 

as being central to the murders? According to Sir Elwyn Jones, the attorney general 

during their trial, the French writer Marquis de Sade was a “major influence” on 

Brady due to his introduction of sadism into sexuality. Brady dismissed this as 

“nonsense,” recalling how he had read it but was “bored rigid” by parts of it.  

For decades the press has reported how the Moors Murderers would speak and 

read German to each other, enthralled by Nazis and Adolf Hitler’s ideals. But Dr 

Keightley commented that Brady was in fact not fascinated with Nazism at all, and 

that the killer, aware of these rumours, had once told him that it was the public’s 

way of “projecting their guilt for their own fascination and obsession with Nazism, 

Hitler and crime in general.” However, in a letter written to Dr. Keightley in 1993, 

Brady had commented how he felt Hitler was the only politician who could “roar 

and be believed”. 

Brady’s own book, The Gates of Janus: Serial Killing and its Analysis was 

published first in the US in 2001, with the book’s profits going to his elderly mother 

Peggy and to charity. The publication of the book in the UK was temporarily 

blocked after it spurred outrage from many of the victims’ families, but Whinnie 

Johnson believed that the book potentially held clues to her son’s whereabouts. 

Brady has requested in his final wishes that his autobiography be published in full 

and named Black Light after the sensation he says drove him to kill his victims.
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but Brady broke the spell: “A fight got out of hand last night. 

It’s upstairs.” Inside the room the police found Evans’ body 

bundled in a heap. 

Brady was taken in for questioning, where he did his best 

to remove Hindley from the murder and pin the accomplice 

status on Smith. Although police charged Brady with Evans’ 

murder, it took another four days before they went to arrest 

Hindley, despite questioning her days earlier. She used the 

four days to gather and destroy as much evidence as she 

could, tossing important documents into the fire. Brady later 

told Dr. Keightley that these documents could have helped to 

locate Keith Bennett’s body. On 11 October 1965 Hindley was 

finally arrested over Evans’ murder.

A ticket stub retrieved from the spine of Hindley’s Bible 

sent the police to Manchester Central, where they discovered 

a hidden suitcase in the left-luggage lockers. Inside were 

photographs taken of Downey, the tape of her last few 

minutes alive and a plethora of incriminating evidence 

in relation to the murder of Kilbride. Some also pointed 

to the murders of Bennett and Reade. Thanks to Smith’s 

cooperation with the police and the testaments from their 

16-year-old neighbour, who had gone to Saddleworth Moor 

with them on many occasions, Downey’s body was the first 

of the victims to be discovered shortly after Brady’s arrest, 

followed by Kilbride’s a few days later. 

It would be more than 20 years until police would find 

Reade’s putrefied body. They would never bring Bennett’s 

remains home to his mother. At the time of their trial in 

April 1966, capital punishment had only just been abolished 

in England. Brady and Hindley pleaded not guilty to the 

murders of Evans, Downey and Kilbride, but Brady was given 

three life sentences, Hindley was given two life sentences and 

a seven-year charge for harbouring Brady knowing he had 

killed Kilbride.
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Dr. Keightley’s book Ian 

Brady: The Untold Story 

Of The Moors Murders 

is available to buy from 

pavilionbooks.com

DR. KEIGHTLEY
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A Caged Animal 

After sentencing, Brady was taken to Durham Prison. For 

almost two decades he was transferred between mainstream 

prisons across the UK before he was eventually diagnosed 

as a psychopath and sent to Ashworth Psychiatric Hospital 

in 1985, a high-security facility in Sefton. Throughout their 

incarcerations, Brady and Hindley continued to write 

to one another using a secret code. They applied to be 

married, but the request was denied. For 20 years Reade and 

Bennett remained on the police’s missing person’s list, but 

in November 1984 journalist Fred Harrison was the one to 

whom Brady hinted that he had killed them both, leading to 

the discovery of Reade’s body. 

Dr. Keightley claims there are more murders that the 

police have not investigated, and the total tally of victims is 

more than the killer has been convicted of. In prison Brady 

resigned himself to the fact that he would never be released, 

but Hindley attempted to prove she was, in a way, also a 

victim of Brady, a move that angered the public. Eventually 

Brady distanced himself from her eforts to evoke sympathy 

and leniency. 

 Before visiting Brady, Dr. Keightley had been head of 

religious studies at King Edward VI College in Stourbridge. 

His class, which focussed on ‘the problem of evil’ meant 

that the students were graced with many a public speaker 

who had been on both ends of ‘evil’. One such visitor was 

Ann West, Downey’s mother. Prompted by West’s requests, 

Dr. Keightley wrote to Brady in 1992. “They wanted more 

details on the murders and to ask, ‘why did you do this to my 

daughter?’ Which I did, and I didn’t expect a response, but he 

did respond after about a month. We became pen pals,” said 

Dr. Keightley.

 But then one day Dr. Keightley was summoned to a place 

where few had gone before. “I corresponded with him for 

two years, and then he suggested to me that I could come in 

the lesh.” A ritual began: Dr. Keightley would bring French 

Gauloises – Brady’s favourite brand of cigarettes – and 

sweets to their meetings inside the hospital. Brady would 

bring cofee. For hours the pair would talk about philosophy, 

religion and literature. 

Dr. Keightley recalled asking the burning question that 

everyone wanted to know: “‘Why children?’ I demanded 

to know. He answered immediately, not batting an eyelid: 

‘Existential exercises.’” According to Dr. Keightley, Brady 

had feigned insanity for an easy ride in the psychiatric 

hospital. In 1999 he went on hunger strike in a protest over 

an alleged assault when he was moved to a new ward at the 

secure hospital. When the nursing staf intervened under the 

Mental Health Act and force-fed him through a tube, Brady 

demanded that he be sent to a prison where he would be 

allowed to starve himself to death. The psychiatric hospital 

refused his demand. 

Dr. Keightley was adamant that the serial killer was 

remorseful for what he had done but that he refused to 

advertise it, feeling that it wouldn’t make a diference. 

Instead he tried to make amends in his own way. Forensic 

psychologist Chris Cowley, whose book Face To Face With 

Evil described his short correspondence with Brady, partially 

agreed that Brady was remorseful. Cowley, though, suggests 

it was not necessarily for the crimes themselves but more for 

their consequences. In Brady’s 2001 book The Gates of Janus 

he wrote, “To whom should I apologise, and what diference 

would it make to anyone? You contain me in a concrete box 

that measures eight by ten and expect public confessions 

of remorse as well?” He later added, “Remorse is a purely 

personal matter, not a circus performance.” 

Winnie Johnson, the mother of Keith Bennett, continually 

begged for Brady and Hindley to tell her where her son’s 

remains were. Her pleas went unanswered, and in 2012 she 

passed away. As Brady circled the drain, hopes renewed that 

perhaps on his deathbed the killer would contribute more 

to the search for the body of missing Keith Bennett. But Dr. 

Keightley, reading from the postscript of his book, spoke of 

how Brady had only three regrets: “I regret having lived this 

long, though it hasn’t been wasted as you will discover on 

my departure.” His second regret was that he “failed to fully 

appreciate and took for granted the vast number of good and 

loyal people I knew during my lifetime.” His inal regret was 

a relection on crime: “I caution stereotyped hacks that a life 

entirely devoted to criminal pursuits, to a degree more than 

good sense and necessity demands, will ind it as tedious and 

soul-diminishing as prison itself.”  

Brady’s breathing grew shallow thanks to a chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease in May 2017. Eventually his 

body gave in to the inevitability of death. Dr. Keightley, who 

was named as the killer’s sole heir following his death, said 

that the world would never forget what the Moors Murderers 

had done. 

For the families still alive and able to mourn the children 

snatched and tortured by Brady and Hindley, even his death 

leaves a painful reminder - that the killer will always be 

referred to when their loved ones are remembered.

LEFT A memorial left on a 

Saddleworth Moor fence post 

to missing Keith Bennett. His 

family don’t even have the 

closure of being able to mark 

the murdered boy’s burial site 

BELOW Brady was found dead 

inside room 35 of the Newman 

Ward at Ashworth hospital 

earlier this year. His death was 

verified at 6.02pm
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Tommy Rhattigan is an author, 

songwriter and survivor of child 

killers Ian Brady and Myra 

Hindley. He lives in the south 

east of England. His book 

1963: A Slice Of Bread And 

Jam is available to buy from 

mirrorbooks.co.uk

TOMMY RHATTIGAN
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G
rowing up in poverty-stricken Manchester 

in the 1960s, Tommy Rhattigan recalls 

how, despite the hard times, communities 

were close, residents didn’t feel the need to 

lock their doors and children felt little need 

to be wary of strangers. Just seven years old, 

Tommy went home with what he thought was 

an “ordinary” young couple that had ofered 

him a slice of bread and jam to stave of his 

hunger. Unaware that the man and woman 

stood only a few feet away from him were 

child killers Ian Brady and Myra Hindley – the 

couple who would a few years later be dubbed 

the ‘Moors Murderers’ – Tommy agreed to 

go home with them. But as he sat at their 

table in the home they shared with Hindley’s 

grandmother, he knew something “wasn’t 

right” – he just sensed that he needed to get as 

far away from them as quickly as he could.

After the images of the killer couple hit TV 

screens with the news that they had abducted, 

raped and killed ive other children in 

Manchester, he came to realise he had escaped 

a couple so evil they would be locked away for 

life. Real Crime spoke to Tommy about his up 

close and personal experience with two of the 

world’s most notorious child predators and 

how they lured victims to their deaths. 

I ESCAPED 
THE MOORS 
MURDERERS 

AS THEIR BLACK AND WHITE MUGSHOTS BURNED THEMSELVES INTO THE PUBLIC’S MINDS 

AND THEIR PERVERSE CRIMES MADE HISTORY, ONE BOY REALISED HE HAD MET THE ‘MOORS 

MURDERERS’, AND UNLIKE THEIR VICTIMS HE HAD LIVED TO TELL THE TALE
WORDS TANITA MATTHEWS

INTERVIEW

“ 

“ 
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Tommy Rhattigan recalled how 

Myra Hindley approached him as 

he sat on a swing in a park in 

Longsight, on the border of G
orton 

where the child killers lived with 

Myra Hindley’s grandmother

RIGHT Myra Hindley always claimed that she 

had been forced into her lover Brady’s sick 

crimes, an excuse that many have refuted 

since her arrest



What sort of childhood did you have growing up in 

Manchester? 

The childhood I had was diferent from a lot of other 

children, but at the same time there were a lot of children 

in the same position. My family were Irish immigrants. We 

came over in the late 50s to Manchester. The house we lived 

in was an absolute slum; there were 15 of us in the family.  

Our parents were alcoholics. When I came over I was 

only ive so I wasn’t educated, and it wasn’t encouraged 

by my parents. We would be out on the streets begging of 

people, or sifting through the bombed houses. We would pick 

chewed sweets of the loor and pick up chewing gum that 

had been spat out. We would chase pigeons away and eat the 

bread they had eaten – they were very hard times. Sometimes 

we would knock on someone’s door and ask them for a glass 

of water, and they would bring you a glass of water or orange 

juice or lemonade, sometimes they would bring us biscuits or 

sweets. But on a lot of occasions they would say, “Come in, 

I’ll get you a sandwich, you look hungry.”

Prior to your encounter with Ian Brady and Myra 

Hindley, were you aware of any of the crimes they 

committed?

There was only one person that I knew of that the police 

were looking for and that was Pauline Reade. I was only 

aware that Pauline hadn’t come back to her house and 

she was missing. Truthfully, I believe if it had been one of 

us [in Tommy’s family] there wouldn’t have been such a 

commotion. Pauline came from a very close family: we were 

close too, but if we were gone for a few days it was normal. 

I remember her parents talking outside the school and there 

were pictures of her all over Manchester.

How would you describe that first encounter with Ian 

Brady and Myra Hindley?

I can always remember her because I can remember that 

pungent whif; a mixture of perfume and hairspray. I saw 

him, but the only time I got a good look at Ian Brady was 

in the house; most of the time he stood back. I could see 

him with one of his hands in his pocket smoking a cigarette. 

When I think about it now he was agitated, but at the time I 

thought he was just looking around. 

When Myra Hindley invited you back to their house for 

something to eat, were you suspicious of either of them 

at first? 

To me they were just ordinary people. We had lots of senses 

as children; there were some people we didn’t go with. We 

would never go with a man on his own, it didn’t matter what 

he promised. A woman on her own we would go with and 

a man and woman we would because we never thought 

women could hurt you. There was a lot of stuf going on 

regarding Pauline, and teachers were telling us not to talk 

to strangers, but if we didn’t talk to strangers we 

would starve to death so we took no notice of that. We had 

been invited into people’s houses before so for her to ask me, 

“Do you want a jam butty?”, of course I’m up for that. I was 

slightly taken aback when I had gone to put my hand out for 

her to hold and she quickly dumped both her hands in her 

pockets and said, “You mustn’t be seen with us or you’ll get 

into trouble.” I look back and think, “What a crafty cow” to 

say I would get into trouble because that’s using a child’s fear. 

As she walked of she sort of looked at me and said, 

“Cummon” and I started to follow her. I can remember 

walking behind her making sure I kept pace. If she turned 

the corner she would stand for a moment so I could catch 

up with her. Brady was just following behind. We walked 

along Taylor Street, and I can remember a pub on the corner 

where we used to beg at times. Just as we passed that pub 

a group of young lads wolf whistled at her, and one of them 

stood in her way and she just barged into this bloke. When 

I turned around I noticed Brady wasn’t there anymore. 

Perhaps he didn’t want to be seen with us because he’s 

known in that area, or perhaps because those young lads 

might have remembered him, so he decided to go a diferent 

way. She walked across one of the alleyways, and when I got 

to the end she told me to hurry up. As I got to the door I felt 

someone put a hand on my shoulder, and I was aware it was 

Brady. She walked along this short corridor and I followed 

her in. I looked up at Brady as he closed the door and that’s 

the irst time I saw his face properly. He had a sort of smile; 

it was only brief.

What do you remember about being inside their house?

I must admit my irst impression when I walked in there 

was all the old furniture. For a seven-year-old kid I know 

that’s a bit odd to think, but I had been in a lot of houses 

and old people had this sort of furniture. She took her 

head scarf of and that went on the table, but she 

 I LOOKED UP AT BRADY AS HE CLOSED THE DOOR, 
AND THAT’S THE FIRST TIME I SAW HIS FACE PROPERLY. 

HE HAD A SORT OF SMILE; IT WAS ONLY BRIEF 

I ESCAPED THE MOORS MURDERERS

RIGHT Tommy 

became suspicious 

when Myra Hindley 

gave him bread 

and jam without 

margarine: instinct 

alerted him to the 

fact something was 

not right about her
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took this black scarf of and she neatly folded it – it was like 

a ritual fold – and put it on the back of the chair and told 

me, “Sit here”. I sat on the opposite side facing the sash 

window. Someone later told me that she used her black scarf 

to strangle some of the victims. Also the smell of sherry, I can 

still smell it now. She had a large tumbler of the stuf. She 

gave me the slice of bread and jam and said, “Hurry up and 

get that down you, and we’ll get you home.” Something in her 

voice made me look up at her – it was quite sharp. When she 

plonked the plate of food down it was one thick knocker full 

of jam - and how ridiculous [it was for me] to think “She’s not 

put any margarine on it,” but thinking back it was hurried. 

Ask me why I didn’t eat it, I haven’t got a clue, but there were 

certain things that weren’t right. 

What prompted you to think that something wasn’t right 

about the situation? 

It’s her. She’s changed. When I look up into her eyes they’re 

not those smiling eyes that she had when she was sending 

me that coy look on the swings. They seemed glazed over. 

She seemed nervous. When I looked at her hands as she 

put the plate down, I thought I saw her hands shaking. She 

went back into the kitchen, and she said something to him, 

I couldn’t hear what they were saying. What I do remember 

was him saying, “Fucking wait.” It was just a very quick snap 

but there was anger in it. 

I started to get a little bit frightened because I wondered 

what I was doing there, and I didn’t want to be there 

anymore. There was this subconscious feeling that I had to 

get out of there. All I wanted to do was go, and the nearest 

thing to me was the sash window – that was the quickest 

way for me to go. I felt really ill when I pulled the catch back 

and lifted the window up. I was so frightened because I was 

trapped – the window wouldn’t open. It opened up to about 

four inches, and I assumed that they had wooden blocks on 

it. I pushed up, and the weight must have been stuck because 

I heard the weight drop and the whole window lew up. I 

got out, and I heard her say, “The little shit’s getting away.” 

She tried to grab hold of my foot. I thought at irst my foot 

had got caught in the curtain and I was stuck, but it was 

once I got through that the hand grabbed at the back of my 

heel. I headed across the back yard and I heard a bolt going 

and him saying, “Little bastard”. I remember bits and pieces 

of machinery, and I believe they were bits of his motorbike, 

which was leaning up against the back wall covered by a 

hessian throw. I ran out and jumped over the wall.

How narrow an escape was it?

I think if I hadn’t got out of there I would have been dead 

within minutes, or they would have done what they did 

ABOVE One of a collection 

of chilling photos of children 

playing in Ryder Brow School, 

Gorton, taken by Brady from the 

passenger seat window of Myra 

Hindley’s car

ABOVE RIGHT It was only once 

he was inside the house on 

Bannock Street that Tommy 

got a good look at Brady, who 

remained a silent and shadowy 

figure until he snapped at 

Hindley, prompting their dinner 

guest to abscond

 I GOT OUT AND I HEARD 
HER SAY ‘THE LITTLE SHIT’S 
GETTING AWAY’. SHE TRIED TO 
GRAB HOLD OF MY FOOT 

THE MOORS MURDERERS 

LURED THEIR VICTIMS 

INTO A TRAP, ENTICING 

THEM AWAY WITH 

CAREFULLY CHOSEN 

INCENTIVES AND 

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES 

TO STRIKE

A STICKY 
SITUATION

PAULINE READE
Hindley drove past 16-year-old 

Reade, who was on her way to 

a dance at a local social club 

and asked her if she would 

help to look for a lost glove 

out on Saddleworth Moors. 

She promised her victim vinyl 

records in return for her time.

TOMMY RHATTIGAN
A poor boy from Hulme in 

Manchester, Rhattigan was 

waiting for his siblings at a park 

on the border of Longsight and 

Gorton when he says Hindley 

approached him. She offered 

to feed him if he came home 

with her and Brady. Luckily he 

escaped before it was too late.

JOHN KILBRIDE
According to Hindley’s version 

of events, Brady approached 

the 12-year-old victim and 

offered him a bottle of sherry 

if he helped to look for a lost 

glove out on the moors. Brady 

denied this event and claimed 

it was Hindley who had 

targeted the boy in Gorton.
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to the other kids. At the end of the day what chance has 

a young kid got? I was a skinny little thing anyway. I can 

run, shout and scream but I can’t fend of two adults. What 

could have happened to me does go through my mind quite 

a lot. Whenever I think of Lesley Ann Downey, as I told her 

brother Terry, I get so sad when I think about her – it was a 

horrible thing those bastards did to her, and I think the same 

would have happened to me. I was caught in a trap.

How would you describe the way they operated as a 

pair? What were their roles?

She was the person the kids would trust. A child would 

always trust a woman. A stranger, to me as a child, was a 

man. Nobody ever said, “Don’t speak to strange women,” it 

Tommy suggested that one of the most shocking aspects of the Moors Murders was that prior to their arrest, Hindley and Brady were “so ordinary to the people of Manchester”

KEITH BENNETT
As she sat in her white Morris mini-van, Hindley 

asked a prepubescent Bennett to help her load 

some boxes from the off-licence. Later she told 

the young boy about her lost 

glove. Hindley, Brady 

and Keith set off for 

Saddleworth moor. 

Keith Bennet would 

never be seen again.

LESLEY ANN DOWNEY
On Boxing Day 1964 Lesley Ann Downey went to the funfair 

with her siblings. As she stood gazing at the sights of the fair 

Hindley approached the little girl and asked for help when 

she dropped some shopping at her feet, offering her some 

money in return. They took her to 16 Wardle Brook Avenue 

where they raped and killed her.

EDWARD EVANS
Brady had seen Evans in Manchester’s gay clubs on 

a number of occasions and decided to approach him 

one evening when he bumped into him in the city 

centre. Evans accepted an invitation from Brady to go 

back to Wardle Brook Avenue for a drink, a clandestine 

request for sex.
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was always, “Don’t speak to strange men”; “Don’t take sweets 

of strange men”; “Don’t get in a car with a strange man”.  

Without her, Brady would not have been able to do what 

he did. Two young girls told me that when they were younger 

Brady tried to entice them to the car to look at some puppies 

and they almost fell for it. I think Myra Hindley was the bait, 

and I think without her they probably wouldn’t have been 

able to get a hold of those kids. He may have been the driving 

force behind her, but she was not afraid of Ian Brady. She was 

not a victim of Ian Brady, and I could see that. 

Have you faced any doubts or criticism about what you 

went through?

I’ve had people say, “It doesn’t follow how Myra Hindley 

and Ian Brady acted” because she wasn’t wearing a wig and 

there was no car. I found out that after I encountered them 

they had to hire a car to take John Kilbride away, so during 

that time they didn’t have a car. I do honestly, truthfully think 

it was an opportunistic moment. I might have walked past 

them before in the area – I didn’t know the area very well but 

Taylor Street was one of the main roads I knew at the time 

and perhaps I had come across them, you just don’t know. 

What made me not say anything during that earlier period 

was when I was in pre-school in 1966, when I irst saw 

pictures of them on the television I knew straight away it was 

them. I said to the teacher, “Sir, I know them two, I’ve been 

to their house,” and he said, “Yeah and I bet they sent you of 

with a fucking lucky bag,” and I didn’t think anything of it – 

the severity of it didn’t register. 

While writing your book you say that you have come 

across others who have shared their stories of Brady 

and Hindley. What did you learn from all these diferent 

perspectives? 

I’ve learned that the chances are there are possibly more 

victims. I just can’t see how they had six months or years 

between the murders. A lot of children did go missing in 

Manchester at the time. There was a lot of building work – 

they had these huge holes, and it would have been so easy to 

bury them there.

Now that both of them are dead, do you think the world 

can begin to move on from what they did?

When he died my daughter phoned me and this chill went 

through me. I thought about Lesley Ann Downey and Winnie 

Johnson, such a devoted mother, and I just wondered how 

she would have felt at the time. 

One of the things that was most upsetting for me in all of 

this was Winnie Johnson sending Brady a letter, and all she 

was asking for was the body of her son and she would be 

happy; she wasn’t asking for her son, he was gone, but she 

was begging this bastard for her son’s body so she could have 

some peace, and for me it’s beyond words. 

I don’t think the world will move on. Some people have 

said, “Isn’t it about time this stopped and it was all laid 

to rest?” Any time the victims are mentioned, Brady and 

Hindley will always crop up.

RIGHT Ian Brady at Ashworth Secure Hospital in 1995. Brady spent the 

first 19 years of his life sentence in prison before he was diagnosed with 

phychopathy in 1985 and transferred to Ahsworth. He died there on 15 

May 2017. Myra Hindley died in November 2002 after 36 years in prison, a 

matter of weeks before her possible release
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YEARS LATER TOMMY PENNED A LETTER TO 
THE MAN WHO HAD WANTED TO KILL HIM. THE 
CORRESPONDENCE HE RECEIVED WAS SHOCKING

ON A FINAL NOTE

“Dear Mr Rattigan,

Re your letter of March. I’m afraid you are mistaken in believing you 

encountered us in the past. I’ve had dozens of letters from people 

mistaken in this belief.

The peculiar thing is, of all the strangers we met on our many travels, 

not one remembers, or, if they do, have dismissed the idea as too 

fantastic as we were quite ordinary and not dripping blood. 

As for Hindley’s latest absurd allegations and protestations, I’ve 

already rebutted them publicly and it has appeared in all the media. 

All coverage of her latest desperate attempt to gain freedom had been 

dismissive of her allegations, which it took her over 30 years to dream 

up.

Yours sincerely, I Brady”

  THE CHANCES ARE THERE 
ARE POSSIBLY MORE VICTIMS. 

I JUST CAN’T SEE HOW THEY 
HAD SIX MONTHS OR YEARS 
BETWEEN THE MURDERS  
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THE PEOPLE  CHARLES MANSON

STAR WITNESS LINDA KASABIAN 

GAVE THE PEOPLE PLENTY OF 

AMMO, BUT THE CONSTANT 

MEDIA COVERAGE AND EVEN 

PRESIDENT NIXON THREATENED 

TO UNRAVEL EVERYTHING

WORDS MARTYN CONTERIO
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Among the 

most notorious 

series of murders 

in 20th-century 

America, the Manson Family 

trial was a bigtop media circus 

orchestrated by a charismatic 

madman. In this Manson 

feature series, we explore how 

the Family’s rifts and bonds 

were exposed in court and 

why the shocking revelation 

of the cult’s crimes made an 

indelible mark on every level of 

US society.

PART 

TWO



BELOW Susan Atkins, 

Patricia Krenwinkel and 

Leslie van Houten: three 

young women barely out of 

their teens but doomed by 

Manson to spend the rest 

of their lives behind bars
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T
he new decade began like a terrible hangover for 

America. The counterculture revolution turned to dust; 

the Summer of Love was well and truly dead. In August 

1970, at the Halls of Justice in downtown Los Angeles, the 

People versus Charles Manson trial was entering a critical 

phase. The media intensiied its coverage, and the daily 

spectacle of Manson and his co-defendants continued to 

fascinate and appal in equal measure. Charlie concocted 

a scheme to get his disciples Atkins, Krenwinkel and van 

Houten to take the fall, leaving their beloved leader to walk 

out of court a free man. LA historian and Manson expert, 

Dr Scott Bonn noted how the constant glare of cameras fed 

Manson’s ego: “He loved the attention. It was, ‘Look at me, 

I’m the Great Man. I’m Charles Manson. I’ve got the world’s 

attention.’ He became like a rock star.” 

But all hell broke loose when press reporting threatened 

the trial itself. President Richard Nixon’s loose words during 

a press conference were akin to throwing gasoline on a raging 

ire. “The defence tried to get a mistrial and they wouldn’t 

allow it. They held up the paper and it said, “Nixon says 

Manson is guilty,” but the judge wouldn’t go for it. There 

was so much attention paid to this [trial], something like that 

happening [Nixon’s comments] was almost inevitable.” 

On 3 August 1970 Richard Nixon, the 37th President of 

the United States – himself a former lawyer – royally put 

his foot in it. While not exactly on par with the Watergate 

scandal that ended his presidential career, his decision to 

air a comment about the Manson trial threatened to bring 

the whole thing to a stop and let the guilty walk away scot-

free. He put it bluntly: Manson and the others were “guilty, 

directly or indirectly, of eight murders without reason.” 

Nixon added, “As far as the coverage was concerned, he 

appeared to be rather 

a glamorous igure, a 

glamorous igure to the 

young people whom 

he had brought into 

his operations.”

Nixon was speaking to 

the press in Denver, Colorado, for a conference on crime 

control, sponsored by the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, when he made his ohand prejudgement. 

As the newshounds rushed to ile their copy with Nixon’s 

explosive statement, the White House staf immediately 

knew the president had made a serious error. A press release 

quickly went out to state that Nixon had misspoken and – 

wouldn’t you know it – had simply forgotten to use the word 

‘alleged’ when talking about the case. ‘Nothing to worry 

about folks’ was the message in other words.

Nixon had gotten on to the topic of Manson while he 

was broadly discussing the moral dilemmas and confusions 

of the era. He essentially hated lower power and hippies, 

complaining that they relected the degeneracy in society and 

threatened wholesome American values. He recalled how 

westerns endured because of their clear moral coding and 

lack of ambiguity. The Republican went on to state that it was 

incumbent on the press and fellow Americans to ensure the 

social fabric remained intact and belief in the justice system 

never wavered. “The innocent will sufer, but more important 

and just as important, the guilty will sufer as well, because in 

a society without law, the guilty then have no trials.”

Nixon’s comments put the trial in jeopardy. Judge Older 

called the four defence attorneys, along with the prosecutors 

Vincent Bugliosi and Aaron Stovitz, to his chambers. He 

 YOUR HONOUR, THE PRESIDENT SAID WE ARE GUILTY, SO 
WHY GO ON WITH THE TRIAL? 

THE PEOPLE VS CHARLES MANSON PART TWO
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denied the defence’s plea for an immediate mistrial but 

ordered security to make sure that from now on the jury 

had no access to televisions or newspapers. Irving Kanarek, 

representing Manson, asked the judge if he could question 

the jury, to ind out if they’d heard about Nixon’s gafe. This 

was denied, too. The defence’s next move was to bring in the 

morning edition of the LA Times the day after and slip it to 

Charlie. He held it in front of the jury. “Manson Guilty, Nixon 

Declares” the headline screamed. “Your honour, the president 

said we are guilty, so why go on with the trial?” Atkins, 

Krenwinkel and van Houten asked. 

June 1970: Trial Start 

and Helter Skelter 

Filmmaker Roman Polanski told detectives investigating 

his wife and unborn son’s deaths that the impetus for the 

massacre at Cielo Drive was out of the ordinary. Polanski 

told Lieutenant Earl Deemer, “If I’m looking for a motive, I’d 

look at something which does not it your habitual standard.” 

Polanski was correct. He told the cops to think outside the 

box, to look for “something more far out” 

The reason for the murders was Manson’s desire to start 

a race war between African-Americans and white people and 

instigate the apocalypse. As plans go, it its the deinition of 

both grandiose and “far out”. As Vincent Bugliosi began to 

build his case against Charlie and the killers, he learned that 

Manson’s chosen members served as his instruments. The 

phrase ‘Helter Skelter’ cropped up repeatedly, and it led to 

a shocking discovery: a coded term for a plot to bring about 

social chaos in a country undergoing a profound series of 

events – assassinations, an unpopular war and civil unrest.

One major clue was Krenwinkel writing “Helter skelter” 

on LaBiancas’ fridge. It meant nothing but gibberish to the 

LAPD at the time. But Bugliosi began to appreciate what the 

WHAT LINDA SAID
HAVING TURNED STATE’S EVIDENCE, KASABIAN’S 

CLOSE PROXMITY TO MANSON’S HELTER SKELTER 

PLOT DOOMED THOSE ON TRIAL

On Manson’s controlling nature:

“IT SEEMED THAT THE GIRLS 
WORSHIPPED HIM, WOULD JUST DIE 

TO DO ANYTHING FOR HIM.”

On Tex Watson murdering 

Steven Parent:

 “A CAR PULLED UP IN FRONT OF 
US AND TEX LEAPT FORWARD WITH 

A GUN IN HIS HAND… AND THE 
MAN SAID, ‘PLEASE DON’T HURT ME, 

I WON’T SAY ANYTHING!’ AND TEX 
SHOT HIM FOUR TIMES.”

On the murder of 

Voytek Frykowski 

 “THERE WAS A MAN JUST COMING OUT OF 
THE DOOR AND HE HAD BLOOD ALL OVER HIS 
FACE, AND HE WAS STANDING BY A POST, AND 
WE LOOKED INTO EACH OTHER’S EYES FOR A 

MINUTE, AND I SAID, ‘OH, GOD, I AM SO SORRY. 
PLEASE MAKE IT STOP.’ AND THEN HE JUST FELL 
TO THE GROUND INTO THE BUSHES. AND THEN 

SADIE CAME RUNNING OUT OF THE HOUSE, AND 
I SAID, ‘SADIE, PLEASE MAKE IT STOP.’ AND THEN 
I SAID, ‘I HEAR PEOPLE COMING.’ AND SHE SAID, 

‘IT IS TOO LATE.’”

On commencing Helter Skelter:

BUGLIOSI:  “THE NIGHT OF THE AFTERNOON THAT 
MR. MANSON SAID, ‘NOW IS THE TIME 
FOR HELTER SKELTER,’ WERE YOU 
STILL AT THE RANCH THAT NIGHT?”

KASABIAN: “YES.”
BUGLIOSI:  “WAS THIS THE EVENING OF AUGUST 

THE EIGHTH, 1969?”
KASABIAN: “I BELIEVE SO.”

Linda Kasabian at the August 

1970 press conference, where 

she appeared after striking the 

immunity deal. Kasabian was the 

prosecution’s star witness



ABOVE Manson Family 

supporters outside the Hall 

of Justice. They talked to 

the media and passers-by 

and sometimes issued 

threats such as “You’d 

better watch your children, 

Judgement Day is coming!”

INSET Family members 

staged a publicity stunt, 

walking from the Sunset 

Strip to the Halls of Justice. 

They made the 15-mile 

journey on their knees. 

They believed Manson 

was the Second Coming 

of Christ
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MANSON’S MANY FACES

MANSON’S IMAGE CHANGED MANY 
TIMES DURING THE TRIAL. HE EVEN 
CUT AN ‘X’ INTO HIS FOREHEAD

When arrested at the Barker Ranch Manson 

was sporting his Family-made buckskin 

costume and wore long hair and a beard. 

He looked like any other hippie, though the 

buckskin ensemble gave off a roguish, outlaw 

quality. It is clear Manson’s image changes 

were partly a response to the media’s fevered 

attention but also aimed at exerting control 

over Family members on the outside.

dec 1969 jan 1970 apr 1970

Arraignment Acting Attorney Entering a

Plea

term ‘Helter Skelter’ meant to Manson and his followers. 

Investigators hit the jackpot when exploring the Spahn 

Ranch – a door was found with ‘Helter Skelter’ scrawled on 

it. Why would this term appear on the LaBiancas’ fridge and 

crop up at the Spahn ranch if they were unrelated? They’d 

also retrieved the alleged gun used in the Tate murders, 

found by a boy in Sherman Oaks. The boy, Steven Weiss, 

knew from watching detective shows on television that to 

preserve ingerprints he had to handle it with care (if only his 

father had been so wise; he put his hands all over it and even 

ired the weapon). Fingerprints were lifted from the Tate-

Polanski property, which matched Krenwinkel and Watson.

The trial began in June 1970 with a jury consisting of 

seven men and ive women. The jury selection phase had 

been tedious, with 141 potential jurors questioned. It took 

ive weeks, and those selected were shocked to discover they 

would be sequestered for 225 days.

In a bid to stop the Manson groupies and disruptive 

members causing a ruckus in court, every known acolyte in 

the cult leader’s fold was served with a subpoena barring 

them from the courtroom. Bugliosi was conident enough in 

his gameplan: on opening day he’d be able to state his case 

in strong terms, grip the jury, impress upon them the sheer 

horror of the murders and get the outcome he desired. But 

then Manson somehow managed to carve an ‘X’ into his 

forehead, pulling exactly the kind of media-baiting distraction 

Bugliosi had feared. Meanwhile, outside a Family member 

read out a statement about the X symbol: “You have created 

the monster. I am not of you, from you… I have Xed myself 

from your world.” Soon enough, Family members carved Xs 

into their heads, as did the co-defendants, proving this was 

all orchestrated for maximum publicity. 

Manson’s gameplan was to let his co-defendants dig their 

own graves so he could walk away through lack of compelling 

evidence. The puppet master professed ignorance of the 

murders: “These were children inding themselves,” Manson 

claimed. “What they did, if they did whatever they did, is up 

to them. They will have to explain that to you.”

Manson continued to lean on the women through his 

lackeys. They were ordered to profess their guilt and clear 

their ‘Lord and Saviour’. They would do this by telling the 

court that Manson was not involved in the Tate-LaBianca 

killings because he was fast asleep at the Spahn Ranch that 

night and so could have had no involvement.

But Manson’s plan to let the young women take the rap 

by saying he was away from the scene of the crime had a 

major law. “Manson was convicted of irst-degree murder, 

as if he did it himself, but it’s actually by proxy,” Scott Bonn 

explained. “It’s as if they were the tool. They acted on his 

behalf. Here’s another example. I interviewed a woman 

named Pamela Smart, and in 1990 she was a young woman 

who worked in a high school. She had an afair with a 

15-year-old boy. She seduced him. She got the boy and his 

friends to murder her husband on her behalf. Four 15-year-

old boys acted on her behalf. That’s murder by proxy. They 

were ultimately convicted of second-degree murder because 

they were underage, and she was convicted of irst-degree 

murder, even though she wasn’t there. Just like Manson, she 

was found guilty.”
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jun 1970 nov 1970 dec 1970 mar 1971

Trial Begins The Trial Ends Summary

Statements 

Penalty Phase

Kasabian on the Stand 

“I strongly believe in the truth, and I believe the truth 

should be spoken,” Linda Kasabian said in reply to Bugliosi’s 

question regarding her main reason for supplying testimony 

at trial. 

Bugliosi was aghast when he saw what Kasabian was 

wearing – a maternity dress that was so baggy it gave of 

too much of a hippie vibe. Proceedings were held up while 

a dress purchased by her lawyer Gary Fleischmann could 

be tracked down and Kasabian changed her clothes. Then 

it was her time to take the stand and detail to the jury, over 

an 18-day period, how Manson controlled people, how he 

manipulated them and how that awful couple of nights 

transpired straight from Manson’s decisions and instructions. 

As she took her place, Charlie and his co-defendants glared 

at her in a bid to unsettle Kasabian. In return, she ofered 

them pitying looks.

Kanarek, a man legendary for his use of delaying tactics, 

objected to the witness being called. He declared her 

wholly unit to testify, arguing she was “not competent” and 

“insane”. Bugliosi was furious and demanded Kanarek be 

found guilty of contempt. Although Judge Older agreed that 

Kanarek was being deliberately “outrageous”, he instructed 

the clerk to merely disregard the objection. 

Kanarek ploughed on with his haphazard approach to 

defence, as if he was a person who had learned all he knew of 

Californian law from watching television shows. He told the 

court he would call forth a witness, who claimed Kasabian 

was unreliable because she’d dropped LSD 300 times. Her 

mind was too “fried” to make sense, 

he’d said. Bugliosi made a smart play 

by bringing up Kasabian’s promise of an 

immunity deal in return for testimony in 

the early stages. Kanarek objected, called 

for a mistrial and further objected on four 

counts. Bugliosi only had to draw breath to 

incur an “Objection, your Honour!” from 

his rival, whose refrains in court would 

later be mocked by Bugliosi in his 

book, the bestseller Helter Skelter. 

“Often he used a shotgun approach 

– ‘Leading and suggestive; no 

foundation; conclusion and 

hearsay’ – in the hope some 

of the buckshot would hit.”
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Kanarek made a very bad move when he decided to 

show Linda Kasabian crime scene photographs of Sharon 

Tate. Holding up a photograph of Tate’s lifeless body, 

Kasabian’s horrified response was unexpected. “Oh, God!” 

she exclaimed, revealing her human side; a repentant side, 

a person wanting to right a grave wrong. But Kanarek’s 

desperate move backfired because Kasabian had never 

stepped foot inside the house at Cielo Drive and never saw 

Jay Sebring or Tate killed. She was seeing it all for the first 

time, and it only increased her resolve. She demonstrated 

even more remorse, asking the defendants how on earth they 

could do such bestial things. By this point his fellow defence 

team realised Karanek was doing considerable damage, as 

the jury saw the photos too, and it put into their minds the 

savagery of the murders. Manson became irate with Karanek 

for the blunder. 

As her days of testimony wore on, Linda, who was 

sometimes shaky and vague and sometimes adamant, detailed 

how Manson controlled every single facet of their daily lives. 

“Manson, in his earlier years, was a pimp, and he knew how 

to gradually control people, especially women,” Scott Bonn 

noted. “He became their world, the focal point of their entire 

existence: he gave them a place to stay; he gave them love, 

or at least his version of love; he protected them and so of 

course, these were damaged women… he was looking for 

women on the fringes.”

Tex Watson was Manson’s right-hand man, and, as Bonn 

explained, he became “a big shot. He was having sex with 

all the girls and he ate it up. You could say that Manson 

was very good at understanding people’s vulnerabilities and 

ascertaining their needs and feeding those needs for his own 

advantage. It’s an indication of just how far he got into their 

heads. He really controlled them. He got messages out to 

them and told them to do things, to create a spectacle and so 

forth, but the fact they were willing to do what he told them 

to do… it’s not surprising, he really owned them.”

Manson turned his followers into zombies: “He did it 

through a combination of drugs and isolation and sex. It was 

a repeated belief system; he was relentless. All they heard 

was ‘Helter Skelter’ and Manson’s view of the world, over 

and over and over. Mind control, isolation, psychological 

manipulation – this just didn’t happen overnight. If you look 

at survivors of cults, it takes years, sometimes a lifetime, to 

undo the damage done.”

Kanarek and the defence team wanted to make Kasabian 

look as unreliable as possible to the jury. The drug angle 

didn’t damage her reputation as they had hoped, so they tried 

to bring up her sexual history and her past LSD use. Kasabian 

admitted sleeping with just about every man on the ranch, 

under Charlie’s orders. She also admitted regularly using 

LSD and tripping about 50 times in total, but she claimed 

she hadn’t partaken for three months prior to the killings. 

Karanek and the others gave Kasabian a rough time on the 

stand. Was she on drugs that night? Was she so high she 

couldn’t tell fact from fiction? Kasabian fired back she was 

“under the influence of Charlie”. 

On Monday 10 August Judge Older signed Kasabian’s 

immunity deal, and three days later all charges against her 

were formally dropped. Since December 1969 she had been 

incarcerated in solitary confinement but finally, unlike the 

others, she was free to rebuild her life. Kasabian’s testimony 

was a massive victory for the People.

 KANAREK 
AND THE 
DEFENCE 

TEAM WANTED 
TO MAKE 
KASABIAN 
LOOK AS 

UNRELIABLE 
AS POSSIBLE 

A homemade poster with a series of 

messages relating to the trial and the furore 

it was causing. Among the handwritten notes 

is a letter to a newspaper editor mocking the 

jury and trial

THE PEOPLE VS CHARLES MANSON PART TWO
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January-April 1971:

The Verdict  

“These defendants are human monsters, human mutations,” 

Vincent Bugliosi told the jury in April 1971. He was after the 

death penalty for the quartet in the dock. In January 1971 

the verdicts had been given, to be followed by the penalty 

trial phase. Atkins, Krenwinkel and van Houten’s lawyers 

highlighted their youth, while attempting to gloss over their 

unrepentant stance. Their raucous displays in court and 

general behaviour was not forgotten by anyone.

It took the jury 42 hours to reach 27 individual verdicts 

relating to the seven charges of irst-degree murder and 

conspiracy. The room was rammed full of guards. Upon 

receiving the death penalty on 22 April, Manson decided to 

make another distracting statement: “You people have no 

authority over me! Half of you here ain’t as good as I am!” 

Charlie was dragged from the courtroom under order of the 

judge and packed of to San Quentin. Manson had sought to 

disrupt proceedings at every turn, but his reaction to being 

sentenced to die was a realisation his game-playing had 

resolutely failed. He was a condemned man. 

On 19 April Manson, Atkins, Krenwinkel and van Houten 

received their sentences. Judge Older summed up: “I must 

agree with the prosecutor that if this is not the proper case 

for the death penalty, what would be?” It wasn’t over for 

Charlie yet; he still awaited trial for the murders of Gary 

Hinman and Donald Shea. He received further guilty verdicts 

in December 1971. 

However, in February 1972 California went to the ballot 

box to vote on the abolition of the death penalty. All those 

on death row would have their sentences commuted to life 

sentences. Atkins, Krenwinkel and van Houten are said to 

have cheered when they heard the news at the California 

Institution for Women. Manson was acting smug again. He 

could handle life on the inside – the prison system had raised 

him. What’s more, they’d be eligible for parole after only 

seven years. 

“I think you can make an argument that Manson deinitely 

does not deserve to see the light of day, but I think the 

women, you could argue, it might have been a little bit too 

harsh. There’s no question they should have served lengthy 

sentences, but life is, arguably, too harsh for them. They were 

young and vulnerable and manipulated as well,” Bonn said. 

Manson, van Houten, Krenwinkel, Davis and Watson 

remain in the slammer. Countless parole hearings have taken 

place: the women have been recommended for release, but 

successive governors of California have refused to sign of 

on the paperwork. Susan Atkins died of brain cancer in 

2009, never setting foot back into the world. Compassionate 

discharge was denied. 

In August 2017 van Houten made another bid for 

freedom under a recent change in California law. Those who 

committed murder while under the age of 23 may apply 

for a hearing with the Los Angeles Superior Court (which 

took place on 6 September 2017), which looked at how their 

youth and bad decision-making served as factors related to 

the crime. Van Houten has been called a model prisoner and 

parole boards have recommended her for release, stating she 

is no longer a threat to the public. Her parole is currently 

under review and awaiting a inal decision from the governor.

Bruce Davis has also been recommended for parole, 

but the governor of California – as with van Houten and 

Krenwinkel – denied freedom. Manson was denied parole for 

the twelfe time in 2012. 

Almost 50 years on, the Manson Family murders and the 

trial have haunted culture. Manson has never lived down his 

infamy and ultimately society (especially the media) gave him 

what he craved – the chance to feel important, to become not 

just famous in the 15 minutes Warholian sense, but infamous 

in the annals of history. 

The Manson Family murders deined a generation as 

much as the Vietnam War, The Beatles and the Kennedy 

assassination did. The trials, especially the Tate-LaBianca 

one, were presented as a circus. Irving Karanek wasn’t wrong 

when he described the trial as “entertainment for the public”. 

The trial might have looked like a circus, but it was always a 

tragedy – for the murder victims and their families and for 

the women who wrongly believed Charlie was their messiah.

THE MURDERED LAWYER?
RONALD HUGHES REPRESENTED LESLIE VAN HOUTEN DURING INITIAL 
TRIAL PROCEEDINGS. WAS HE MURDERED BY THE MANSON FAMILY?

Ronald W. Hughes went missing during a camping trip he took in a short break at the end 

of the trial. On 30 November 1970, with the court back in session, van Houten’s lawyer was 

nowhere to be found. After several days, Judge Older appointed new counsel for the defendant, 

which delayed things further. Hughes, who many agreed was a terrible legal representative, 

had told friends he was going hiking to Sespe Hot Springs. His severely decomposed remains 

were discovered in March 1971. 

Leslie van Houten, still under Manson’s grip, accused Judge Older of assassinating 

Hughes, with Manson piping up too. Older ordered the four defendants to be removed from 

the courtroom. Did Manson order Hughes’s assassination from behind bars, thinking it would 

wreck the trial? While no specific signs of foul play were detected, rumours have swirled for 

years that Hughes was murdered by Family members.

OPPOSITE Looking more 

like a common thug than 

a cult leader, Charles 

Manson is led into court 

by an armed guard. He 

does not acknowledge the 

camera’s presence
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Charles ‘Tex’ Watson arrives for his arraignment hearing on multiple charges. Watson was Manson’s right-hand man and had to be extradited from Texas to California to face trial



testimony, albeit coming from a serial 

violent ofender described by psychiatrists 

as incapable of telling the truth, weighed 

heavily in their favour.

Although Reyes couldn’t be prosecuted 

for Trisha Meili’s attack, the convictions 

of Salaam, Wise, Richardson, Santana and 

McCray could be vacated. 

District Attorney Robert M. Morgenthau 

withdrew the charges against the boys, 

citing the DNA evidence, Reyes’s unforced 

confession and the dubious confessions at 

their original trial. On 19 December 2002 

New York Supreme Court Justice Charles 

Tejada acted on the recommendation, 

vacating the convictions. 

B r e a k t h r o u g h

THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK BANKER TRISHA MEILI 

WAS UNDOUBTEDLY A HIDEOUS CRIME, BUT IT 

RESULTED IN A SERIOUS MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE
WORDS ROBERT WALSH

REAL JUSTICE FOR THE 
CENTRAL PARK JOGGER?
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WHAT  Assault, rape 

WHERE  Central Park, NYC 

WHEN  1989

As juveniles Salaam, 15, McCray, 15, 

Richardson, 14 and Santana, 14, received 

the maximum sentence of ive to ten years. 

Wise, 16 years old, received ive to 15 years. 

But their convictions soon came under ire. 

Tests suggested Meili’s attacker was a single 

unidentiied suspect whose DNA didn’t 

match any of the teenagers. The NYPD was 

accused of racism and of framing them.

TURNING POINT

The scales of justice tipped in 2001 while 

convicted serial rapist Matias Reyes was 

doing time in Auburn Correctional Facility. 

At Auburn Reyes met Wise, then serving 

his sentence. Reyes confessed in 2002. On 

further investigation Reyes’s DNA matched 

that of the attacker. He also knew very 

speciic details of the attack.

Reyes claimed he’d acted alone. Already 

serving life imprisonment for several similar 

crimes, further similarities emerged with 

the Central Park attack. Meili had been tied 

up using her own T-shirt in a way similar 

to Reyes’s other victims. Other evidence 

corroborated much of his confession.

That Reyes couldn’t be prosecuted also 

worked in the defendants’ favour as his 

confession was unforced. Under New York 

law the statute of limitations (a time limit 

for bringing prosecutions) had passed. Reyes 

had nothing to lose by admitting the crime, 

but Richardson, Santana, Wise, Salaam and 

McCray had everything to gain.

Strands of hair from Richardson’s 

underpants were also re-examined. 

They didn’t match those of the victim as 

prosecutors had claimed at his trial. Reyes’s 

Background

‘Wilding’ was a phenomenon in New York 

City in 1989. Juvenile gangs prowled public 

spaces inding people to intimidate, rob or 

worse – as Trisha Meili discovered.

Out for her evening jog, Trisha was set 

upon. She was stabbed ive times, severely 

beaten, raped and sodomised. She was found 

naked, bound and gagged. The irst police 

oicer to see her was appalled and said, “She 

was beaten as badly as anyone I’ve ever seen 

beaten. She looked like she was tortured.”

With such severe injuries doctors gave 

her the last rites. The New York Police 

Department listed the attack as a probable 

homicide. But she miraculously survived. 

Public outrage and pressure to catch 

those responsible was enormous. On the 

night of 19 April a gang of 30 teenagers had 

rampaged through Central Park attacking 

whoever they came across. 

Leading the outrage was Donald Trump. 

Speciically referencing the Central Park 

attack, he placed adverts in major New York 

newspapers calling for the reinstatement of 

New York’s death penalty. He also lambasted 

what he saw as the disparity between the 

rights of criminals and victims.

The NYPD swept the park making a 

number of arrests, including Raymond 

Santana and Kevin Richardson. Antron 

McCray, Yusef Salaam and Korey Wise, 

identiied by others, were arrested later. 

Before long they were accused of 

attacking Trisha Meili. They later claimed 

innocence, accusing police of denying their 

legal rights and intimidating them into 

confessing. All were convicted.

Trisha Meili’s courage was as great as her attacker’s brutality. Despite suffering lasting physical and mental injury she has gone on to work with victims of violent crime and sexual assault



Aftermath

But this was not the end for all concerned. 

In 2002 New York City Police Commissioner 

Raymond Kelly enlisted prominent lawyers 

Michael Armstrong and Jules Martin, along 

with Stephen Hammerman (the city’s deputy 

police commissioner for legal afairs) to 

produce the ‘Armstrong Report’ on the case.

The report disputed Reyes’s claim to have 

acted alone, suggesting it was most likely that 

either Reyes took advantage of the situation 

after the boys had already attacked Trisha 

Meili, or that he was working with them. As 

Armstrong himself later stated regarding the 

group’s original testimony and confessions, 

“It seems impossible to say they weren’t 

there at all because they knew too much.”

In 2003 Santana, Richardson and McCray 

sued the city, requesting $250 million in 

damages. City lawyers stalled the case until 

2013, when Mayor Bill de Blasio agreed to 

settle for a total of $41 million dollars. Wise, 

who served the longest sentence, received 
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$12.2 million. Richardson, McCray, Santana 

and Salaam each received $7.1 million. The 

city, meanwhile, has yet to admit to any 

wrongdoing in the case.

Trump, meanwhile, maintained his 

position on the case. Again he publicly 

blasted what he saw as criminals enjoying 

greater protection than the victims. During 

his 2016 presidential campaign he continued 

asserting their guilt and blasted the city for 

settling the case. Members of the Central 

Park Five, particularly Salaam, were highly 

ofended by his remarks. Republican Senator 

John McCain later cited them as one of 

his many reasons for withdrawing his 

endorsement of Trump.

Not surprisingly, Trisha Meili herself 

sufered the most. Some of her injuries 

were permanent. Others took months and 

years to heal. The mental anguish is likely 

to remain forever, but she has overcome her 

ordeal by working as an inspirational speaker 

and collaborating with a sexual assault and 

violence intervention programme.

“ Tests suggested Meili’s attacker was a single 
unidentified suspect whose DNA didn’t match any 

of the teenagers ”
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Donald Trump placed adverts in New 
York newspapers demanding the 
reintroduction of the death penalty 

The New York media created a 
publicity frenzy over the attack. 
Some outlets also violated traditional 
media policy by identifying Trisha 
Meili as the victim

The Central Park Five were tried 

amid public outrage and hostility. 

The NYPD was accused of framing 

them based on racism and through 

a desire to close the case quickly



PROHIBITION’S BAD BOY CLUB WREAKED HAVOC THROUGHOUT MICHIGAN, CANADA AND 

BEYOND. THE PURPLE GANG WERE SO NOTORIOUS THEY BECAME THEIR OWN WORST ENEMY

DETROIT’S MOST BLOODTHIRSTY BOOTLEGGERS

WORDS CHRISTIAN CIPOLLINI
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PURPLE
PATCH
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I 
n close proximity to the Great Lakes and a mere stone’s 

throw from Windsor, Canada, Detroit’s geographic 

location was prime real estate for both legitimate and 

illicit commerce. When prohibition stripped Americans 

of their legal right to indulge in liquor, ingenious criminal 

entrepreneurs swiftly figured out how to supply the nation’s 

demand, by establishing relationships with distilleries, 

carving out territories and setting up smuggling routes. The 

illegal booze business helped usher in hordes of black market 

entrepreneurs and, as often happens in such a situation, 

the new money led to the business getting bloody. The 

burgeoning bootleg trade in ‘Motor City’ turned particularly 

brutal when two gangs became one: a powerhouse of 

banditry that exercised tools of extortion, kidnapping and 

extreme violence in order to control the lucrative market.

Detroit had a bona fide underworld legacy in the making 

when members of Oakland Street’s ‘Sugar House Gang’ 

merged with (or was absorbed by, as some claim) a younger 

faction led by a fearsome foursome of brothers. By the late 

1920s this crew of Jewish gangsters soon became known 

as ‘The Purple Gang’. Their rise to prominence was quick 

and their demise gradual, but ultimately their rule of the 

underworld was short, albeit legendary. 

Although the Purples had established a sinister reputation 

for their roles in everything from hijacking (a clever and 

favourite method of acquiring liquor) to dope peddling, 

the gang didn’t begin achieving awareness outside the 

underworld until 1927. It was the debut of machine gun 

warfare in Detroit that ushered them into the public forum.

On 17 March 1927 police and press swarmed upon a 

Miraflores apartment building to survey a gratuitously violent 

scene. Three men lay in pools of blood: all had been sprayed 

with rounds from an automatic weapon. Two victims had 

also been shot at point-blank range with a handgun for good 

measure. The episode was referred to as a ‘massacre’ and the 

blame was squarely placed on members of the Purple Gang. 

The trouble began when an out-of-town trio – Frankie 

Wright, Reuben Cohen and Joseph Bloom – had allegedly 

double-crossed or murdered a member of the Purple Gang. 

Later, the men were convinced they could negotiate (or 

force) the freedom of a kidnapped associate. As they stood 

in front of apartment 308, the fire escape door creaked 

open behind them, and the wrath of the Midwest’s nastiest 

criminal organisation fell on them. Wright, though his body 

had been riddled by at least a dozen rounds, survived long 

enough to describe what happened: “The man with the 

machine gun was in the middle,” Wright said. “On each side 

of him was a man firing away with a pistol.” Some 20 hours 

later Wright expired without naming his attackers, but the 

building superintendent did tell police who apartment 308 

ABOVE Purple Gang arrest. 

Gangsters in Detroit were 

frequently arrested and 

photographed in groups. 

These police line-up 

photographs were known 

as ‘roundups’ 



was leased to: Abe and Simon Axler, Sam Miller and John 

Tolzdorf. Two other individuals were sought by police as well 

– Eddie Fletcher and Fred Burke.

Making the Gang

There have been numerous theories circulating since the 

1920s about the monker ‘purple’. Speculation ranges from the 

tale of a street vendor referring to young thugs as “of color” 

or “purple” to the adult antics of the gang throwing purple 

dye during Detroit’s ‘Cleaners and Dyers War’. Another 

rumour credits the origins of ‘Purple Gang’ to Izzy and Joe 

Burnstein. The tale recounts the brothers purchasing purple 

uniforms for all the youths on their Hasting Street baseball 

team. This version, penned in 1938 by writer Larry Logsdon, 

also went on to say Ray Burnstein served as the team mascot 

and, “Abe Bernstein, oldest of the brothers by several years, 

became the team manager.” 

Scott Burnstein, author of The Detroit True Crime 

Chronicles, said that regardless of how the gang name 

originated there’s one common denominator – the Burnstein 

brothers. Besides being a historian, Scott is also a direct 

descendant of the infamous foursome. “The Burnstein 

brothers, the founders and leaders of the Purple Gang, were 

often referred to incorrectly in the newspapers chronicling 

their exploits as the ‘Bernsteins’, a common misspelling of 

their surname,” he explained. “It was just one of those things 

that caught on – one paper reported it spelt wrong and then 

many others followed suit throughout their reign – and 

was never really corrected until well after their time at the 

top of the underworld.” Again, that gangland reign, though 

relatively short, left a lasting mark on Detroit. 

“The Purple Gang’s primary headquarters was the Book 

Cadillac Hotel on Washington Street in Downtown Detroit,” 

Burnstein explained of the gang’s haunts. “The Cream of 

Michigan Café, and then in the 1930s the Oakland Bath 

House (also known as ‘The Schvitz’) were other popular 

Purple hangouts.” They enjoyed the spoils of controlling the 

cleaners and dyers union and prostitution, liquor, narcotics, 

wire service and gambling interests. 

The Purple Gang had certiied members. Police iles 

in 1932 listed 49 ‘known’ members. Besides the Burnstein 

brothers, the Purples leadership included the Fleisher 

brothers, who were also highly respected and feared 

throughout Detroit. Two imported tough guys – Abe Axler 

and Eddie Fletcher – carried out many of the Purple Gang’s 

murderous edicts. The Keywell Brothers, Abe ‘Abie the 

Agent’ Zussman, Jacob Willman, Jack Budd, Charles ‘The 

Professor’ Auerbach, Hyman ‘Two Gun Harry’ Altman, Jack 

Stein, Issac Reisield, Michael ‘One Arm Mike’ Gelfand, were 

other key members.

Deadly

Alliances

The Burnstein boys, 

though ruthless in every 

manner of speaking, 

embodied a certain charm. 

They also had foresight 

to realise that prohibition 

wouldn’t last forever and 

that legitimate business 

should be the ultimate 

goal. The brothers had very 

close ties with up-and-

coming crime lords from 

Detroit and other major 

cities, such as New York’s 

Meyer Lansky and ‘Lucky’ 

Luciano, and Al Capone’s 

‘Outit’ in Chicago (several 

DETROIT’S PURPLE GANG

BELOW The Purple Gang’s 

short-lived reign lived on in the 

media, though its members 

were often misidentified 

After mob informants revealed the 

existence of ‘Murder Inc’ in 1940,

Izzy Burnstein and Bugsy Siegel 

travelled from California to New 

York for a (thwarted) ‘house 

cleaning’ mission 



DETROIT’S 
PURPLE IMPRINT
THE GANG’S BLOOD-SOAKED CRIMINAL 

LEGACY HAS LEFT AN INDELIBLE MARK 

ON DETROIT

Purples served as lookouts and inger men for the hit squad 

on St. Valentine’s Day 1929). “Contrary to popular belief, 

the Purple Gang and Detroit’s Italian maia were allies, not 

enemies,” Scott Burnstein explained. The Italians were also 

known as the ‘River Gang’ (and later evolved into the Detroit 

‘Partnership’). They were east-siders who, for a time, worked 

with the west-siders, led by Chester LaMare. 

That relationship came to a violent end when LaMare 

was murdered in 1931 by his own underlings at the behest of 

the east-side mobsters. The Jewish Purple Gang and Italian 

River Gang proved to be the dominant crime organisations 

and as Scott Burnstein explained, “The pair of organisations 

worked harmoniously and sometimes in tandem in the 1920s 

and early 1930s. Abe Burnstein, the eldest of the brothers and 

undisputed Jewish ‘Godfather’ of the city, and the biggest 

Italian bootleggers/mobsters of the era, men like Joe Zerilli, 

Bill Tocco, Pete Licavoli and Angelo Meli, were close friends 

and socialised together.” 

The Italian allies, especially their street boss Joe ‘Scarface’ 

Bommarito, could sometimes be found in police line-ups with 

members of the Purples, which led to confusion for police 

and press alike as to who exactly was a Purple gangster. 

Generally they simply called the whole lot Purples. The River 

gangsters also had no aversion to exercising extreme violence, 

just like their Purple counterparts.

One of the most sensational cases in Detroit history that 

was never oicially solved (though often attributed to the 

Purples) unfolded on the morning of 23 July 1930 in the 

lobby of the LaSalle Hotel. Gerald ‘Jerry’ Buckley, a radio 

MIRAFLORES MASSACRE

27 March 1927
Believing they will be freeing an associate from 

Purple kidnappers, three out-of-town men step 

into an ambush at an apartment building at 106 

East Alexandrine Street. The incident marks the 

first use of the Thompson machine gun in Detroit 

underworld warfare.

COLLINGWOOD MASSACRE

16 September 1931
Falsely believing they are attending a peace 

meeting with their former allies the Purple Gang, 

three members of a bootlegging crew known as 

the ‘Little Jewish Navy’ are gunned down in an 

apartment at 1740 Collingwood Avenue. The term 

‘Purple Gang’ becomes a household name.

CAR BOMBING

28 August 1937
A dynamite-rigged vehicle explodes near a cabaret 

at 1040 Wayne Street. Harry Millman, the intended 

victim and rogue remnant of the old Purple Gang, 

is unharmed but valet Willie Holmes is blown to 

pieces. The incident marks the first use of a car 

bomb in Detroit. 

TAKEN FOR A RIDE

27 July 1929
Irving ‘Little Irv’ Shapiro’s falling out with the 

Purples gets him a one-way ride to the afterlife. 

Shot four times in the head and neck, Shapiro’s 

body is then thrown from a speeding car, landing 

in front of 2463 Taylor Street.

COP KILLERS

31 January 1928
Vivian Welsh, a Detroit patrolman 

and extortionist of bootleggers, 

is shot nine times and tossed 

from a car near the intersection 

of St Aubin and Faber Street. 

The incident brings a police 

crackdown and more press 

coverage of underworld wars. 

Purple gangster Abe Burnstein is 

arrested but never charged with 

the murder.

GERALD BUCKLEY SLAIN

23 July 1930
Buckley, a popular radio host for 

WMBC and a vocal adversary of 

organised crime, is shot dead in 

the lobby of the LaSalle Hotel at 

2560 Woodward Ave. The trio of 

Bommarito, Levecchi and Pizzino 

are tried and acquitted.

SIAMESE TWIN MURDERS

27 November 1933
Purple Gang hitmen Abe Axler and 

Eddie Fletcher are shot in the face 

five times each while parked near the 

intersection of Quarton and Telegraph 

Roads. A constable discovers the 

macabre scene: the killers had 

strategically placed the victims side by 

side, holding hands.

THANKSGIVING EVE 
MURDER

25 November 1937
Two members of New York’s 

Murder Inc enter Boesky’s Deli 

on the corner of Hazelwood 

and 12th Streets and fire 20 

rounds at Harry Millman and 

two associates. Millman’s body 

takes nine slugs, his associates 

each take one. Several 

bystanders are wounded.
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Abe Burnstein. During its heyday, the 
Purple Gang’s core leadership staff 
included four brothers; Abe, Ray, Joe 
and Izzy. Abe was the leader



host and anti-gang zealot was shot 11 times while reading the 

morning newspaper. Witnesses described three perpetrators. 

Authorities went on the hunt for Joe Bommarito, Ted 

Pizzino and Angelo Livecchi, all of whom were eventually 

apprehended and stood trial for the killing of Buckley. The 

three were eventually acquitted and nobody ever went to 

prison for the murder (Pizzino and Livecchi went to jail 

for killing two dope dealers prior to the Buckley murder). 

However, rumours circulated that Buckley – a so-called 

crusader against the mob – may have actually engaged in 

some lowdown activities himself, putting him in harm’s way. 

The Purples also had alliances to further their union, 

racketing and liquor-smuggling interests. After years of 

battling for supremacy during the ‘Cleaners and Dyers War,’ 

Abe Burnstein’s partner in the union decided to sway some 

businesses into iling complaints with the Attorney General. 

This double-cross cost Francis X. Martel his life but also 

saw 18 Purples hauled into lockup. However, a strong legal 

defence saved the Purples (on this occasion and numerous 

others) and all were freed.  

As for the liquor issue, the Purples employed a talented 

group of smugglers known as ‘The Little Jewish Navy’, but 

they strayed. Cutting into the Purple Gang’s proits, members 

of the ‘Navy’ crossed a fatal line as they attempted to carve 

out their own gambling and booze business. It all came to a 

head in 1931 with another apartment building massacre. Ray 

Burnstein, Harry Fleisher, Harry Keywell and Irving Milberg 

set the stage for bloody vengeance by enlisting go-between 

Solly Levine to lure three men to the Collingwood Manor 

apartments for a ‘peace meeting’. Hymie Paul, Joseph Sutker 

and Joe Lebovitz of the Little Jewish Navy arrived with 

Levine to discuss the treaty with the Purples. Ray Burnstein 

excused himself just before the remaining Purples drew their 

weapons upon the Little Navy. As Solly Levine testiied at 

the subsequent trial, “That was the signal. All of a sudden 

Fleisher pulled his gun and ired.” Levine went into great 

detail about the murder, including how he himself was 

nearly hit by a round during the melee. Milberg, Keywell 

and Fleisher hit their targets, but as Milberg and Keywell 

were racing out of the building with Levine in tow, Fleisher 

was still shooting. Levine recalled Fleisher explaining, “Joe 

[Lebovitz] was still living a little bit,” and had to be inished 

of. “I found out later that they were going to make me tell 

where some dope was and then bump me of,” Levine further 

testiied. “Burnstein had kept one of the murder guns, and I’d 

be found in a ditch with that gun.” 

When the Collingwood trial began, Harry Fleisher was 

nowhere to be found. Burnstein, Keywell and Milberg, 

however, were all tried and found guilty. Milberg died seven 

years later in prison. Burnstein got paroled in 1964 and died 

two years later. Keywell got paroled in 1965. Fleisher, on the 

other hand, evaded the Collingwood punishment, only to be 

incarcerated years later on other charges.

Passing the Torch

Despite their rapid rise, the Purples’ good (bad) times came 

to an early end. But there was one holdout to the Purples’ 

demise – Harry Millman. He was a Purple through and 

through, but Harry had an attitude problem. He didn’t like 

the idea of Italian gangsters enjoying the exploits of rackets 

once controlled by his Jewish mob comrades. He also wasn’t 

very fond of taking orders, especially from Italians. Harry 

had a short fuse and embodied characteristics of a ‘doesn’t-

play-well-with-others’ kind of guy. But over the years he 

served his gang well and probably retained his life on more 

than one occasion because of his friendship with a central, 

highly respected igure of Detroit’s notorious Purple Gang. 

By 1937, though, most of the old guard had since passed, been 

imprisoned, or (as in the case of Harry’s strongest ally, Abe 
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GREED AND PARANOIA LEADS TO GUNS, 

MURDER AND EVEN MORE ‘CLEAN’ MONEY

BLOOD AND OIL

Laundering the profits from booze, dope and gambling 

through an oil company in Clare, Michigan was a good 

move for Burnstein brothers Joe (Treasurer) and Izzy 

(stockholder). Their point man, Sam Garfield, dealt with 

co-owners Jack Livingston – oil man and drunkard – and 

Isiah Leebove, a former Arnold Rothstein attorney. A feud 

over land between Livingston and Leebove turned ugly on 

16 May 1928. Believing that his partner hired New York 

mobsters to kill him, the delusional Livingston shot Leebove 

to death in the Doherty Hotel. He then took an insanity plea. 

With the co-owners out of the way, by proxy the Purples 

(along with ally Meyer Lansky) gained even more control of 

legitimate business holdings.

Burnstein) simply retired and relinquished what was left of 

the Purples’ illicit legacy. Harry Millman refused to let go: 

cocky, violent and carefree, his deiance in the face of the 

new era even caused his close friend Abe Burnstein to turn 

his back.  

Millman, no longer protected by the infamous eldest 

Burnstein, was fair game for the entire Detroit Maia 

criminal faction that had grown tired of his non-cooperation 

– especially one man with whom he openly feuded; Joe 

‘Scarface’ Bommarito. One failed car bomb attempt in 1937 

was quickly followed by a brazen and successful inishing 

move on Thanksgiving Eve, courtesy of the importation of 

‘Murder Inc’ deadly duo Harry ‘Pittsburgh Phil’ Strauss and 

Harry ‘Happy’ Maione. The New York killers, completely 

unfamiliar to the 60-plus patrons inside Boesky’s that fateful 

night, strolled in with calculated calmness, opened ire on 

Millman and his entourage and then swiftly exited to an 

awaiting getaway car.

Periodically throughout the reign of the Purples the 

media and law enforcement had written the epitaph for 

Detroit’s violent staple of prohibition. The victory dance, 

though accurate in premonition, was always a bit premature. 

Somehow the dreaded Purples would continue to make 

noise. A feud dating back to the early 1920s within the ranks 

of the ‘Sugar House Gang’ was blamed for numerous intra-

gang murders – a pattern of behaviour the Purples would 

extend for another decade. Scott Burnstein pointed to Purple 

Gang narcotics man Jake Weinberg’s 1927 murder. He noted 

it was, “less heralded in the local press, but without question 

foreshadowed the Purples’ penchant for killing their own 

members, ailiates and loyalists in the years to come.” If there 

was a decisive end to the gang, then Harry Millman’s death in 

1937 probably signalled it best.

Many remaining members simply wanted to assimilate 

into society, or at the very least ease out of the limelight. 

The Purples’ long-time allies the Italian mob were happy 

to take over the rackets on a large scale. “The Burnstein 

brothers elected to go into semi-retirement and voluntarily 

bequeathed their remaining racket empire to the Italians,” 

said Scott Burnstein of the fundamental reason for the 

Purples’ demise. “Abe acted as counsel to Zerilli and Tocco 

for the next three decades, while Joe and Izzy moved to 

California, where they ran a mid-sized sports book. The lone 

holdout to the merger between the Purples and the maia 

was Harry Millman.” The phrase ‘Purple Gang’ did continue 

receiving bits of notoriety well into the 1970s and still 

resonates in the annals of organised crime history.
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PURPLE PATCH

BELOW Camera-shy Purples in 

1928. Hauled into Detroit’s 13th 

Precinct building on Hancock 

and Woodward, the bootleggers 

hid their faces from the press
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UNSOLVED CASE

MURDER
IN 1988, A WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY HOLIDAY ENDED IN THE HORRIFIC DEATH 
OF A YOUNG BRITISH WOMAN. THE KENYAN POLICE BLAMED WILD ANIMALS 
BUT HER CHARRED REMAINS SUGGESTED SOMETHING MORE SINISTER...

WORDS JOANNA ELPHICK

IN THE MASAI MARA
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O
n 7 February 1988, 27-year-old Julie Ward kissed her family 

goodbye and set of on the adventure of a lifetime – six 

months of roughing it across Africa to photograph the 

wildlife. She was travelling with 25 other passengers under the 

careful planning of Hobo Trans-Africa Expeditions. The brightly 

painted yellow truck with its outward-facing seats broke down 

before picking Julie up, giving her one last chance to back out and 

return to the safety of her family in the charming village of Bury 

St Edmunds, Sufolk. Unfortunately, she chose to patiently wait, 

leaving her mother Jan, father John and brothers Tim and Bob 

to make their way home without her. They would never see their 

happy, smiling Julie alive again. 

The Adventure Begins

Julie’s expedition started well, travelling through France, Spain, 

Gibraltar, Morocco and across the Sahara Desert before traversing 

the Niger River. The group were beginning to bond, and the young 

explorer sent a handful of excited letters back to her family. She 

spent her birthday in Togo, then carried on across Cameroon, 

Nigeria and Zaire, where she fulilled a lifetime’s ambition of 

watching gorillas in the wild. Finally, on 27 June the old, battered 

yellow truck ground to a halt in Langata, just outside Nairobi 

city centre. Julie and the other members of the expedition had 

made it to Kenya. Some of the group left straightaway to explore 

further, but Julie was happy to spend a little while getting to know 

the local people and soak up the atmosphere of Kenya. She was 

happy and well – something that came as a great relief to her 

family. They had feared the long, demanding journey would be 

hazardous, but now that she was settled they felt that they could 

inally relax. After all, the dangerous part was over and she was 

safe now – or so they thought.

By 10 September, John and Jan Ward were getting a little 

anxious – they hadn’t received any communication from Julie 

in a while, and she had suggested that she would be returning 

to England around that time. John rang Paul and Natasha Weld-

Dixon, who owned the Langata campsite to speak with their 

daughter. Natasha answered the phone and explained that Julie 

was not at the campsite, but she hoped that she would return 

soon. Julie and her friend Glen had decided to take a weekend 

trip to the Masai Mara in order to photograph the migrating 

wildebeest. Unfortunately, Julie’s Suzuki of-roader, which she 

had bought for $2,500, had broken down, so Paul had sent a spare 

part up to them in a place called Serena. Glen had returned to 

Nairobi, but Julie had not. She had left Serena but never made it 

back. Jan and John were naturally worried, but Natasha reassured 

them that Julie had almost certainly hitched a ride with another 

group and would be home any time now. Paul, meanwhile, had 

taken a trip out to Serena to ind out where she had gone and 

most importantly, who with.
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Panic Sets In

The Masai Mara Game Reserve is over 200 miles away from 

Nairobi and nobody seemed to have a clue where Julie had 

gone. Paul returned with the troubling news that he had 

no reason to believe she had joined another party. She had 

simply vanished. However, the Wards truly began to fear for 

their daughter’s wellbeing when Julie’s camp was searched 

and a plane ticket to England was discovered. It was dated 

that very Saturday. Julie clearly had every intention to ly 

back home but had instead disappeared. 

The following day John Ward did what any reasonable 

father would do: he caught the irst light out to Nairobi to 

start the hunt for his daughter. Gradually, with the invaluable 

help of Paul, Natasha and their friend Doug Morey, John 

began to piece together Julie’s last known movements.

She had made it to Mara Serena Lodge, where she had 

waited for the spare parts for her Suzuki but had decided to 

make her own way back to Nairobi. David Weston, a local 

businessman in charge of a tourist balloon light company, 

dissuaded her from trekking out alone, since this was an 

extremely dangerous idea. He managed to stall her briely 

by inviting her on one of his balloon trips but back at Mara 

Serena Lodge she pursued the idea of starting the journey 

back alone. After all, she had already booked a light home. 

At midday, despite protestations from members of the 

lodge, Julie drove away in the newly ixed – though highly 

unreliable – Suzuki. 

That afternoon she made her way back to the Sand River 

Camp where she picked up the tents she and Glen had left 

behind, then headed out north for Keekorok, a mere 5 miles 

away. It must have seemed highly unimportant to David 

Nchoko, the Masai revenue clerk, when he logged her out 

of the campsite, but it would later become a vital clue – this 

was the last time anybody admitted seeing Julie Ward alive.

Paul decided to take a trip out to Sand River Camp with 

Perez Olindo, the head of the Kenya Wildlife Services and 

the head warden Simon Makallah. The group conirmed 

Julie’s last known position and in which direction she had 

been heading. All seemed to be in order, except for one 

matter: the logbook entries were out of order and two pages 

had been skipped. Olindo questioned the book but Makallah 

was quick to dismiss the discrepancy as a basic mistake.

The Search Begins

A week passed without word or sight of Julie. John Ward 

started the ball rolling with the British High Commission, 

who remained conident that his daughter would turn up 

sooner or later. The Kenyan police force was far less helpful. 

Although Paul had visited the headquarters days before, 

there was no written record and certainly no search party 

set up. The motley crew of friends and family would have 

to deal with this themselves. Small planes were hired to ly 

across the wide expanse of the Masai Mara looking for the 

vehicle. Meanwhile Paul had visited the police in Narok 

ABOVE Julie smiles as she poses 

for the camera with a new ape 

friend. The image would be used 

on her missing posters shortly 

after it had been taken

ofering a reward for any information. A sighting was soon 

declared. A white girl itting Julie’s description had been 

spotted travelling in a jeep with an African passenger along 

the road to Loliondo. 

Five planes illed with helpers set out the following 

morning to search the Masai Mara, while the Narok police 

headed out to drive the road to Loliondo. At last things were 

beginning to happen. 

At 10am a crackling radio announced that one of the 

planes had spotted Julie’s vehicle. It was a few miles of the 

road, stuck in a gully. A makeshift SOS mark had been left 

on the roof, painted on with the white gully mud. A Range 

Rover was commandeered and Julie’s father, along with a 

Kenyan oicial and a driver, began the dangerous journey 

of-road through the rocks towards the jeep.  

The area was ominously silent. John tried to open the 

vehicle’s doors only to ind they were locked, but a bundle of 

clothes on the backseat could have been covering the girl. It 
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Nella Jones, a psychic, had previously helped the police 

in the hunt for the Yorkshire Ripper and was more than 

willing to help the Ward family. Holding Julie’s money belt, 

Nella began to ‘see’ images that struck a chord with the 

sceptical John, none of which had been released to the 

public. She described a man with bad teeth and a scar 

on his arm. She warned John: “Find him. He’s the weak 

link.” As she flicked through various photographs she 

pointed one individual out: “That’s him,” she declared. 

She had singled out an image of Peter Kipeen. John then 

showed Nella an unmarked map of the area. She briefly 

surveyed the scene before pinpointing the exact location 

the jeep had been found. Other photographs caught her 

attention, including one of the Makari latrines in which 

it was later thought Julie might have been kept prisoner. 

None of this could be used as evidence, but it certainly 

helped to reinforce John Ward’s belief that he was on the 

right track. 

HELP FROM A 
CLAIRVOYANT

 SHE PURSUED THE IDEA OF STARTING THE 
JOURNEY BACK ALONE. AFTER ALL, SHE HAD 

ALREADY BOUGHT A FLIGHT HOME 

ABOVE The lone tree marks the 

spot where the body of Julie 

was burnt. The Makari Outpost 

huts can clearly be seen in the 

distance. Her hair was discovered 

in the hut on the right-hand side

MURDER IN THE MASAI MARA

was possible she had locked herself in and eventually passed 

out. The group smashed the front window with a rock and 

opened the door but what had initially looked like a sleeping 

person turned out to be sleeping bags and tent equipment. 

Julie was not in the jeep. However, the key was not in the 

ignition so she must have locked the doors and walked of. 

The others were comforted by this notion, but John was 

distressed. There had been no note left in the vehicle and he 

knew that his daughter would have left one before leaving 

the safety of the jeep. She had also left behind her map. He 

knew something was very wrong.

The Masai Mara reserve stretched out before them in all 

directions. Its rocks and bushes concealed deadly creatures, 

while the rough terrain and staggeringly hot weather was 

dangerous in itself. If Julie had chosen to wander of without 

a map or any protection, she would have been in a great deal 

of trouble, but this was the least of her father’s concerns. He 

knew his daughter would never have behaved so irrationally 

of her own free will. He was certain something terrible had 

happened, and his hope was fading quickly.

John Ward took items from the 
ashes of the fire in his shirt, but 
they were immediately confiscated 
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A Ghastly Discovery

As the group searched the surrounding area they came 

across a grassy bank with the signs of a recent ire. It was an 

unusual rectangular shape, diferent to a typical campire, 

and instead of burnt ash or wood, there appeared to be 

plastic deposits on the ground. The search party couldn’t 

understand why she hadn’t built a large brush ire to attract 

attention from the overhead aircraft, or why she left the 

road in the irst place. The fact that there was still plenty of 

food and water in the vehicle meant that she had no obvious 

reason to abandon the jeep where it was safe. 

As further Land Rovers arrived carrying more Kenyan 

oicials and tour operators, John Ward and his friends 

gathered up their belongings and made their way back to 

the plane. Now they had an area to focus their search and 

no time to waste. Julie was out there somewhere and they 

needed to ind her as quickly as possible.

While a helicopter searched along the river, a cluster 

of planes lew over the nearby hills. At 4pm a tinny voice 

sounded over the radio. A body, or part of a body, had been 

discovered. The group jumped into action, making their 

way to a remote area, seemingly miles from anywhere – the 

only discernible feature was a tall tree and a handful of dry 

bushes. A number of police oicials and rangers hovered in 

the background as John Ward was shown the grisly indings. 

The bottom half of a leg nestled in the grass while a jawbone 

had been discarded a few feet further on. A burnt out ire 

revealed Julie’s lip lop shoes, a pair of sunglasses and a lock 

of fair hair. Hanging from a branch of the lone tree were 

two strips of orange towelling, just like the hand towels used 

by the Wards in their family bathroom. The smell of burnt 

lesh hung heavy in the air as Julie’s father sifted through the 

ashes, looking for clues. But John had more questions than 

ever: what could have happened, and how did these rangers 

ind her? It was highly unlikely that they had just stumbled 

across her remains, which led to one other question: did they 

already know where to look? 

The oicial personnel lingered by their truck talking to 

Simon Makallah, the chief game warden, uninterested in 

the proceedings. Only after John Ward had gathered the 

artefacts in the ashes did Police Inspector George Othiambo 

come over and coniscate them. Then they got back into 

their Land Rovers and drove away.

200 MILES FROM NAIROBI LIES THE VAST 
MASAI MARA RESERVE, A PLACE OF GREAT 
BEAUTY AND VIOLENCE. IT WAS THE SCENE OF 
JULIE WARD’S MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE

SAVANNAH SLAYING

Julie’s broken-down vehicle was towed here. She 

spent the night here waiting for a replacement part. 

She eventually left the lodge at midday on Tuesday 

6 September.

EVENT MARA SERENA LODGE

The Sand River

Dirt roads

Main roads

Kenyan police originally said Julie 

was mauled by lions, but it quickly 

became evident that wasn’t the case

A former Kenyan intelligence officer said he witnessed Julie being raped and murdered by three men

8km
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Julie returned to the campsite in order to pick up the 

tents she had left the previous day. The gatekeeper 

claimed that Julie had left at approximately 2.30pm 

and headed for Keekorok Lodge.

EVENT SAND RIVER CAMPSITE

KEEKOROK 
LODGE

AFRICA

KENYA

The headquarters of the Masai Mara 

rangers was extremely close by, but it took 

them five hours to make their way to the 

jeep after it had been discovered. They 

‘discovered’ the body, claiming to have 

seen the vultures hovering overhead, but 

this would have been nearly impossible as 

there were no roads anywhere near from 

which to view such an event. 

CLUE RANGER HQ

John Ward used the airstrip to organise search 

parties. Many light aircraft took off from here, 

scouring the surrounding terrain, looking for 

Julie and her missing vehicle.

EVENT KEEKOROK AIRPORT

Julie’s leg and jaw bone were discovered in the 

bushlands alongside the burnt remains of her 

belongings. Two pieces of her towel were tied 

to the lone tree that marked the spot where she 

had been discovered. The leaves were scorched, 

leading some to believe she had committed 

suicide by setting fire to herself.

VICTIM JULIE’S REMAINS

A Swiss party of filmmakers could prove that Julie’s 

vehicle had not been abandoned there for long, 

as they were only a short distance away. Their 

generators floodlit the area so Julie would have 

been able to head straight for them.

WITNESS SWISS CAMPSITE

Ranger Peter Kipeen clearly heard when 

the reporters’ jeep got stuck in the gully but 

claimed to be unaware of Julie’s plight. The 

huts could be seen from the place where 

her body was discovered. Hair and blood 

samples were found in the hut, along with a 

camera battery. It is thought Julie spent her 

last few days held captive here.

CLUE MAKARI GAME POST

Julie’s Suzuki was eventually found stuck 

in a gully on the Sand River. It contained 

her belongings, food and water but no note, 

which was highly unusual for her. A large SOS 

had been painted on the roof in river mud.

CLUE VEHICLE IN GULLY
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THE KENYAN POLICE CLAIMED THAT JULIE HAD SOMEHOW SET FIRE TO HERSELF AND DIED, THEN WILD ANIMALS 
HAD MAULED HER BURNT BODY. BUT THIS FAR-FETCHED THEORY WAS NEVER GOING TO SATISFY JOHN WARD

THE INVESTIGATION

Understandably, John needed to get home 

and be with his distraught family. He assumed 

that the authorities would deal with any 

investigation so he could concentrate on healing 

his broken heart. Sadly, it wasn’t long before he 

was back to driving the case forward, digging 

up clues in a country that was desperately 

trying to bury them. 

On 15 September news of the post-mortem 

on Julie reached the Ward household. It stated 

that the leg had been severed before it had been 

burnt. This was now a murder investigation 

in the eyes of the pathologist, Dr. Adel Shaker. 

However, Police Commissioner Philip Kilonzo 

was still maintaining that this was an animal 

attack with no evidence of foul play. Shaker was 

prepared to stand by his claim, even ofering 

to sign the report with his Arabic name so that 

“it cannot be tampered with”. But when the 

police insisted on taking all copies of the report, 

along with any notes taken at the time of the 

examination, Shaker was left with nothing more 

than his word. 

A short time later, the oicial report was 

released, and it bore little resemblance to the 

one Shaker had written. Key words had been 

removed and others had been added. The 

phrase “cleanly cut,” referring to the severed 

leg, had been changed to “torn”. Kenya’s 

wildlife was being set up to take the fall. It 

soon became clear that Shaker’s boss, Dr. 

Jason Kaviti, had been instrumental in this 

miscarriage of justice. Having been confronted, 

he agreed to initial all alterations, but that 

didn’t solve the bigger problem. Someone out 

there was using their considerable authority to 

protect the killer or killers of Julie Ward.

The lies kept coming from all directions, and 

now it included Simon Makallah, who insisted 

the body had been discovered as a result of 

circling vultures spotted from the track. This 

would have been nearly impossible, as they 

would have to have been seen from over seven 

miles away. The oicial stance now was that 

Julie had been struck by lightning. 

Meanwhile a British pathology team from 

Addenbrooke Mortuary, led by Dr. Peter Dean, 

had taken away the remains and were now 

prepared to conirm foul play. Strangely, it was 

a Sunday Times report that gave John Ward his 

irst real suspect. Some reporters had taken a 

trip to the spot where Julie’s vehicle had been 

discovered. Like Julie, they had been stuck in 

the gully. As they revved the engines, a ranger, 

Peter Kipeen, based nearby at the Makari 

Outpost, had shown up to help pull them out. 

He claimed to have heard them. If this was the 

case, perhaps he had heard Julie doing exactly 

the same thing?   

At the outpost, a tube of English toothpaste 

and a button battery was discovered by one 

of John’s friends. The rangers there seemed 

extremely jumpy and uncooperative. Other 

tourists commented on the atmosphere being 

suspiciously tense and ‘shady’. 

As the truth unfolded it became obvious that 

all aspects of the case had been tampered with 

– even Julie’s signature at the reserve register. 

This meant David Nchoko, the game reserve 

clerk, had been lying when he stated that he 

had seen her. She could have been abducted at 

any point along the route.

It was a Swiss ilm crew, led by Henri Berney 

and his wife Monique, that held the inal clues 

needed to force the Kenyan inquest into Julie 

Ward’s murder. They could guarantee that her 

vehicle had not been in the gully for that length 

of time since they had been there and had seen 

no signs of an accident. So where had Julie been 

kept for that time? By far the most likely answer 

was at the Makari Outpost where Peter Kipeen 

and his fellow ranger, Jonah Magiroi, resided. 

But this deception could not have been carried 

out by lowly rangers alone. Somebody higher 

up the chain must have helped them distort the 

truth. For John Ward the choice was obvious – 

Simon Makallah.

Without the evidence gleaned from Henri 

Berney, it is doubtful if the investigation would 

have resulted in an inquest at all. The crew 

comprised 12 individuals stationed in the 

south east of the Masai Mara parkland. A fire 

was burning all the time they were there, and 

generators were used to continuously light 

the campsite. Julie’s vehicle had been found 

no more than 400 metres down the river 

from where they were situated. It would have 

been impossible for them not to have either 

seen her or for her to have not known of their 

existence. The sound of the generator alone 

carried a long distance across the land.

Equally suspicious was the reaction from 

the nearby Makari Outpost rangers, who 

refused either to discuss or offer help 

when news filtered through to them about 

the disappearance of an English woman 

in the vicinity. Such evidence was used to 

undermine the official explanation.

SWISS FILM CREW 
CONNECTION

Simon Ole Makallah (front right), the Chief 

Warden of the Masai Mara Game Reserve, 

was a powerful man with a clear motive for 

keeping the murder a secret. He repeatedly 

lied but was ultimately acquitted for his 

involvement in Julie’s death
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THE AFTERMATH

On 14 March 1989 the two suspicious rangers 

were brought in for questioning. A blood stain 

and a clump of hair had been found in one 

of the outpost huts. Scotland Yard’s British 

forensic team established that the hair had 

belonged to Julie. Simon Makallah was also 

questioned, since he had clearly lied from the 

start and had much to gain from covering up 

his two murderous rangers’ exploits: the tourist 

trade would have dipped dramatically had it 

been known just how dangerous the Masai 

Mara was – not only from the animals, but from 

its rangers too. Magiroi and Kipeen were held in 

custody for a few days before their release.

In 1992 the rangers went on trial for Julie’s 

murder, but without any conclusive evidence 

they were acquitted. Seven years later, Makallah 

was tried but also acquitted before receiving 

a promotion, becoming chief warden of the 

spectacular Tsavo West Game Reserve. The case 

appeared to be over.

However, in 2009 a new inquiry into the 

murder of Julie Ward was started by John 

Yates, the head of Scotland Yard’s anti-terrorism 

squad. With further DNA evidence, believed 

to have belonged to one of her attackers and 

a new credible witness who claimed to know 

where Ms Ward’s remains were buried, things 

began to look more promising. However, this 

would only bear fruit if there was full support 

and co-operation from the authorities. The 

Wards had known all along that the Kenyan 

oicials had hampered the investigation, but 

they were horriied to discover that the British 

High Commission in Kenya and the Foreign 

and Commonwealth Oice had also become a 

hindrance in order to maintain good relations 

with the Kenyan president at the time, Daniel 

arap Moi. Ward compiled a ile of over 50 FCO 

obstructions, but so far nothing has come of it.

By 2013, Ward was claiming that both he 

and Scotland Yard knew who had murdered 

his daughter, but various political groups and 

the FCO continued to pervert the course of 

justice. The murder investigation was rapidly 

turning into a full-blown conspiracy theory. The 

police appeared to agree. They claimed that the 

FCO and British High Commission had been 

economical with the truth in relation to their 

knowledge of events surrounding Julie Ward’s 

murder. Redacted copies of reports trickled 

down but were ultimately useless, leaving the 

investigation no closer to getting the killers. 

It was a frustrating, emotional and expensive 

situation that John Ward found himself in. 

The closest he came to an apology grudgingly 

came from an FCO spokesman: “We could, and 

should, have handled this case better and have 

learned from the mistakes made.” This is the 

only tiny consolation for John Ward and his 

grieving family, left to wonder what dreadful 

events befell their daughter and who ultimately 

ended her tragically short life.

Rumours about Julie’s death are inevitable. 

Caught out in a lonely place where only the 

wild animals stand witness, and embroiled in a 

political web as odious as the outpost latrines 

likely means that John Ward’s questions, despite 

all his eforts, will remain unanswered.

KENYAN OFFICIALS MAY HAVE WALKED AWAY FROM THE CASE BUT SCOTLAND YARD HASN’T

A clothes seller met John Ward and handed him a letter that named the prime suspect as the murderer

LEFT Julie’s father, John Ward, 

and Kiraitu Murungi, Kenya’s 

Justice Minister, speak to the 

press on 3 February 2005 as 

the case is reopened
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INTERVIEW WITH A

VAMPIRE
NOTEBOOK IN HAND, DOCTOR BERG STEPPED INTO A DIMLY LIT ROOM FOR A 
RARE CHANCE TO SPEAK TO A MONSTER – THE VAMPIRE OF DÜSSELDORF 
WORDS BEN BIGGS
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P
sychiatrist Karl Berg sat across the table from 

Peter Kürten and began taking notes, assessing his 

personality. Even at this stage, as the killer awaited his 

sentence, it surprised the doctor how open and detailed 

his subject could be. None of it sounded like a confession; 

there was no remorse. This slim, carefully groomed man 

with intelligent blue eyes was relaxed and seemed quite 

prepared for whatever lengthy interrogation came his way. 

He seemed to be telling his life story: “I used to stab sheep, 

for instance,” the serial killer said, recalling a very misspent 

youth on the Grafenberger meadows in west Germany. 

“When I did that I realised that it gave me an agreeable 

feeling, but without any ejaculation. That was the start 

of it all… I had also at that time cut of the head of a dog. 

Then I realised that there was something nice in it. You 

can imagine that, professor, and you must try it for yourself 

sometime – how the blood rushes absolutely silently… 

seeing blood gave me a pleasant feeling.” 

bloodlust

Dr. Berg allowed Kürten to continue in this vein: he spoke 

of squeezing the neck of a squirrel, taking pleasure in 

watching pigs being slaughtered, and in his early teens 

being spotted by a school friend as he snuck into a stable 

block and stabbed a pig – he just wanted to watch it bleed 

and hear its squeals. In these formative years Kürten 

experimented, thinking nothing of attempting intercourse 

with farmyard animals purely because a girl his age had 

resisted what must have been an overt and mechanical 

efort at satisfying his sexual curiosity. He described a 

watershed moment at around the age of 13, just before 

he led home, when he inally married his two hellish 

perversions to each other by stabbing a sheep in the back as 

he had sex with it, “At that moment I ejaculated. I repeated 

that frequently for two or three years.”

Kürten was initially reluctant to admit any sexual 

motive for the dozens of women and children (plus a 

few men) he had stabbed, bludgeoned and strangled in 

Düsseldorf. Up until that moment his story was that he was 

angry with society: he was born in 1883 into a desperately 

poor household in Mülheim am Rhein (west Germany), 

the eldest of 13 children after his two older siblings died. 

His parents were alcoholics, and his father would beat the 

children and his wife. He would even force the children to 

watch as he had sex with their mother. 

Kürten told the police that he wanted vengeance and to 

cause “outrage”. Knowing his background, the doctor could 

easily imagine unchecked corruption in the young child 

turning Kürten into the bloodthirsty monster who sought 

to terrorise Düsseldorf. But Dr. Berg did not believe revenge 

was his primary motive – if it was any motive at all. He irst 

gained Kürten’s trust by impressing upon him the fact that 

their conversations were protected by a duty of professional 

conidentiality, then coaxed the truth out with careful 

interjection. When Kürten opened up it was like a deluge. “I 

took everything I said about my excitability and inner tension 

from books, namely Lombroso [Cesare Lombroso, the 19th-

century criminologist]. The statement of motive I made was 

the result of the trend of the criminal director’s questions 

– he was so preoccupied with the psychological aspects of 

the case… The sexual urge was strongly developed in me, 

particularly in the last years, and it was stimulated even 

more by the crimes themselves. For that reason I was always 

One of the reasons Kürten was able to kill so many women was because of his immaculate appearance and courteous manner. It seemed like he couldn’t hurt a fly

LEFT A safe distance from the 

horrors occurring in the German 

city to the east, a French 

newspaper headlines with a 

dramatic report on the “Vampire 

of Dusseldorf” in 1929

PETER KÜRTEN

 I WONDER WHAT IT WAS, THAT URGE TO GO 
OUT, THAT DEMON WHICH DREW ME OUT EVERY 

EVENING WITHOUT EXCEPTION 
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driven to ind a new victim… It was not my intention to get 

satisfaction by normal sexual intercourse but by killing.”

In the years following his light from his family’s grotty 

one-bed apartment, Kürten found himself in and out of 

prison, for more minor ofences than the horrifying crimes 

he was later convicted of. It began with fraud, deserting the 

army and numerous counts of arson and burglary. Kürten 

admitted that he gleaned some sexual arousal from setting 

ire to barns, but the thought of burning whoever might be 

sleeping inside was the real thrill, rather than the ire itself. 

He also confessed to many murders and attempted murders 

besides the dozens he was convicted of, but these were 

impossible to prove. Dr. Berg was well aware of Kürten’s 

willingness to bend the truth (as if his grave crimes needed 

any embellishment) but having briely described his fumbling 

eforts at bloodletting in the name of sexual satisfaction 

during his early 20s, Kürten talked about his irst bona ide 

murder. This was an opportunistic crime in his home town, 

the details of which left the doctor aghast.

“In the summer of 1913 I committed many thefts. It 

was my speciality to frequent at such times houses where 

the ground loors were utilised as business premises… One 

Sunday evening I broke into a house, an inn owned by Klein. 

I went up to the irst loor. In a room facing the stairs there 

was a bed… in the bed I saw a sleeping girl of about ten. I 

seized her by the neck with my hands and throttled her for 

one or two minutes. The child woke up, struggled to free 

herself, scratched my hand and then became unconscious 

and still… with one or two ingers I penetrated the genitals. 

With a small but sharp pocket knife I made a deep cut in the 

throat of the child… I heard the blood gurgle up and drip on 

the mat. It spattered my hand. The whole business did not 

take more than three minutes.” 

REMEMBERING THE DEAD

Nine-year-old Christine Klein’s autopsy ile corroborated 

most of what Kürten had said, and the detail of his 

description was noted by Dr. Berg. He had murdered the 

little girl 17 years earlier and had killed many since, yet his 

recollection of the occasion was exceptional. Either Kürten’s 

memory was particularly keen or – much more likely – this 

was an event he had frequently thought about over the 

years, as someone else might relive and relish a previous 

sexual encounter in their mind. Now that the dam had been 

breached, each and every one of Kürten’s crimes spilled out. 

Dr. Berg’s notes were clinical and to the point: “Next follow 

several cases of strangling. Case 16. Maria Kiefer… Case 17. 

Maria Wack… Case 22. Annie Ist.” Kürten’s accounts of this 

sequence of murders were abrupt, probably because each 

of his victims managed to escape before he could achieve 

satisfaction. Mariah Kiefer had apparently invited Kürten 

into her house but broke his grip when he tried to strangle 

her and screamed, prompting her would-be murderer to 

Crime scene photos show Kürten’s various methods of incapacitating and dispatching his victims: blunt hammer blows to the head and stabbing, first with scissors and later with a dagger

INTERVIEW WITH A VAMPIRE

DOCTOR KARL BERG HAD A SMALL WINDOW 
OF OPPORTUNITY TO INTERVIEW THE 
‘VAMPIRE OF DUSSELDORF’ BEFORE HE 
DIED. HE TURNED THIS STUDY INTO A BOOK 
– THE SADIST

STUDYING A 
SERIAL KILLER

Peter Kürten’s trial began on 13 April 1931, charged with 

nine counts of murder and seven attempted murders (a 

small fraction of his likely total). Kürten chose to plea not 

guilty by reason of insanity, so the prosecution turned to 

five of Germany’s top doctors and psychiatrists, including 

Dr. Karl Berg, to counter his plea. Each of them concurred: 

Kürten was sane at the time of his crimes and furthermore, 

their testimony countered Kürten’s claims that his motive 

was revenge for his childhood abuse. After ten days of trial, 

it took just 90 minutes for the jury to return a unanimous 

guilty verdict on all charges. He spent the next two months 

awaiting his execution. Dr. Berg continued to visit him, 

interviewing the serial killer for the sake of science. As 

Kürten was led to the guillotine at 6am on 2 July 1931 he 

asked the doctor, “After my head is chopped off, will I still 

be able to hear, at least for a moment, the sound of my own 

blood gushing from the stump of my neck? That would be 

the pleasure to end all pleasures.”
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lee. Similarly Mariah Wack and Annie Ist put up a ight that 

saved their lives. Although Kürten committed many murders, 

there were far more victims who escaped. It was not because 

of any sloppiness on the killer’s part but quite the opposite 

– Kürten was as fastidious about how he committed his acts 

as he was about his appearance and his work in the factory: 

“moderate and economical,” Doctor Berg wrote. The merest 

potential of being caught before he consummated his act 

and Kürten would abandon it altogether. In a few cases the 

victim survived because Kürten had ejaculated before he 

killed them. Although the sadist derived some pleasure in 

their demise, murder seemed more of a by-product to the 

act of making his victim bleed. “I felt nothing while actually 

throttling,” Kürten said when he described the murder of 

ive-year-old Gertrude Albermann. “That was why I repeated 

what I did in the Mulheim case, putting my ingers into the 

child’s vagina… that was only an attempt, for my member 

relaxed again and I had to stab. Then only ejaculation took 

place. I can hear the bleeding, even when the stabbing is 

through the clothing, into the heart.” 

REST IN PEACE

“Case 52. The Hahn Case.” Dr. Berg considered this the 

most signiicant in terms of understanding the Vampire 

of Düsseldorf’s personality. Mariah Hahn was apparently 

looking for marriage when she went for a date with a smartly 

dressed and comely man she had met on a park bench on 8 

August 1929. They met the following Sunday afternoon and 

drank wine and beer in the Neanderthal region of Düsseldorf. 

He bought her a slab of chocolate, and in the evening they 

had supper. Following a walk by the riverbank, Mariah Hahn 

succumbed to this charming man’s urges and he had his way 

with her. Going by Kürten’s statement of this encouter, it’s 

unlikely that Mariah had much time to realise her suitor’s 

true ulterior motive for the day before she was beyond help: 

“After sexual intercourse we left the bank of the river and 

went into the meadow. Here I decided to kill her… Suddenly 

I strangled her until she became unconscious, but she came 

to herself quickly again… after a bit I stabbed her in the 

throat with the scissors. She lost a lot of blood but regained 

consciousness, repeatedly asking me in a feeble voice to spare 

her life… the process of dying probably took an hour.” 

Kürten stole her watch, rolled Mariah Hahn’s body into 

a ditch, covered it with some branches and then left for 

home. His long-sufering wife of six years, Auguste Scharf, 

was angry however. This was far from the irst time he 

had disappeared and returned late in the day, and she was 

suspicious. They argued and Kürten 

became worried that if the body was 

discovered Auguste would link the 

crime with his bloodstained clothes. 

After work the following day he broke 

the cardinal rule of any criminal and 

returned to the scene of the crime. He 

considered where to bury Mariah’s 

corpse before retrieving a shovel from 

his house. This became far more than 

an efort to cover his tracks. It was 

a ritual for Kürten, and there was 

emotional investment. “I dug a deep 

hole in a fallow ield… By the hole 

I put the body down. I got into the 

hole and dragged the body down 

to me. Here I laid it on its back 

as one buried a body. A shoe had 

slipped of when the body was 

dragged down and I laid it beside it. 

Then I illed the hole. During the 

whole of this funeral ceremony a 

sentimental feeling possessed me. 

I caressed the hair and the irst 

shovelful of earth I strewed thinly 

and gently on the body. I stamped 

the earth down and smoothed the 

soil as it was before.”

BELOW The case inspired many 

films and books, including Fritz 

Lang’s M, about fictional child-

killer Hans Becker, which was 

released weeks before Peter 

Kürten’s execution

PETER KÜRTEN

KÜRTEN’S MOTIVES WERE COMPLEX AND SEEM STRANGE EVEN FOR A SERIAL KILLER. PSYCHOLOGIST 
DR. KATHERINE RAMSLAND GAVE REAL CRIME SOME INSIGHT INTO THE VAMPIRE’S COMPULSIONS

BLOODY INTENT

How significant was blood to his crimes? Was it a genuine fetish, or was ‘the 

vampire’ just a media epithet?

We can only go by what he has said, and he describes his lust in some detail. 

Given the types of wounds he inflicted to get more blood flowing, it seems like 

a genuine paraphilia. I don’t use media accounts to make this determination, I 

use what he said in his interviews with Dr. Karl Berg. He didn’t have a specific 

victim type in mind, so he was driven by something else. He liked power over 

others, especially via rape and strangulation. He loved the struggle. He found 

no satisfaction (he said) by setting a body on fire. He also liked stabbing. 

Although he sometimes admitted to tasting the blood, it seemed to be more 

about hearing and seeing it that excited him. Thus, although he had a blood 

lust, he would not qualify for the paraphilia of vampirism.

He describes feeling satisfied when he returned to Mariah Hahn’s grave, in the 

knowledge of what lay under the ground. Was he proud of his murders? 

I don’t know if he was proud of it, but he loved the feeling of power he 

experienced in his secrets. The idea that serial killers have an ‘art form’ is a 

late-20th century view. Kürten was addicted to doing it for sexual gratification. 

Why do you think he released Maria Budlick in the middle of strangling her and 

allowed her to go home?

Not because he wanted to be caught. That idea is a myth. It’s possible that 

he thought she was weak or was too afraid of him to do anything about it. She 

wasn’t the first female that he allowed to live after his assault, so it’s possible 

that having gotten away with it before, he figured he was safe. There’s a 

concept called narcissistic immunity that sets in, in which an offender believes 

he is untouchable. This seems more likely than that Kürten subconsciously 

wanted to be stopped.

BIO

Dr. Ramsland is a professor of forensic psychology at DeSales 

University in Pennsylvania, who has written many books and articles 

on the subject of serial killers. The popular The Mind of a Murderer – 

Privileged Access to Demons That Drive Extreme Violence is available 

from Praeger Publishers and Amazon.

 DR. KATHERINE RAMSLAND

 Forensic Psychologist
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Unlike the deaths of his victims, Kürten’s end was 

thoroughly digniied right up until the guillotine blade parted 

his head from his shoulders. When Maria Budlick escaped his 

clutches and eventually told the police of her close encounter, 

Kürten realised that the net had tightened to the point he 

could not escape and decided to allow himself to be captured. 

First he set his afairs in order, confessing to his wife that 

he was the Vampire of Düsseldorf, though she seemed more 

concerned at the prospect of being left destitute than the fact 

her husband was a notorious serial killer. But Kürten had a 

plan: Auguste was to go to the police station and tell them he 

had just confessed and that she was completely unaware that 

he had been involved in any of the murders. 

This literally paid of – not long after his sentencing, 

Auguste received a 4,000 German mark reward (around 

£13,000 today). Kürten seemed unpeturbed when, following 

his trial, he received the death sentence. He told the court, 

“I detest the crimes and feel deep sorrow for the relatives,” 

then asked for forgiveness, though Berg remarked in his book 

that he was incapable of feeling remorse. He made no attempt 

to appeal either and seemed characteristically buoyant 

even in his inal days in prison, a condemned man. Though 

he showed no fear of his impending death, he expressed 

his opposition to capital punishment and petitioned for a 

pardon, telling the court of his regrets and that ending his life 

would achieve nothing – he had made his peace with God 

and the bloodlust had left him. He may have genuinely felt 

the Vampire of Düsseldorf was now dust but for his victims’ 

families, the execution of Peter Kürten was the only sure way 

to stake its heart.

Kürten disposed of many of his 

victims near a farm in Papendell. 

Huge crowds arrived at the scene 

when police began digging up the 

grave of one of his victims on 18 

November 1929
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T H E

S W E E N E Y
SLEAZY

IN THE 1960S AND 1970S LONDON’S SOHO DISTRICT WAS AWASH WITH DIRTY MONEY. 
TOP COPS AND GANGSTERS WERE IN EACH OTHER’S POCKETS, BUT WHEN THEIR 

EMPIRE WAS BROUGHT DOWN THE SCALE OF POLICE CORRUPTION SHOCKED BRITAIN
WORDS NEIL ROOT
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A 
man approached Bow Street Magistrates Court in 

London on 30 March 1976. Grossly overweight, his 

expensively overfed stomach protruded over the 

waistband of his straining trousers, his suit hardly containing 

him. His grey hair was swept back, with bristly sideburns 

in the style of Lorne Greene in the hit American TV show 

Bonanza. He was, in the eyes of some, ‘a pig in a poke’. 

To others he was an open sore on the vast backside of the 

most powerful police force in the country, roasting in his 

own disgusting swill of venal corruption. The man was ex-

commander Kenneth Drury, the former head honcho of the 

Flying Squad, the Sweeney, the Heavy Boys, pinnacle of the 

CID and the crème de la crème of the Metropolitan Police. 

Another TV show, The Sweeney, had already cemented 

the image of the Flying Squad in the minds of the public. 

Its third season was due to begin in September that year. 

Hard-hitting and uncompromising, it had revolutionised the 

portrayal of the London police force on British TV when it 

irst aired in 1975. This had followed on from the quaintness 

of Dixon of Dock Green and the slightly more hard-edged Z 

Cars. Hints of corruption were written into the scripts of The 

Sweeney, but there was always nobility and a sense of ‘doing 

it for the right reasons’ in the central characters. 

Now Ken Drury was in the dock facing charges of bribery. 

Drury’s television equivalent wasn’t Detective Sergeant 

George Carter, played by Dennis Waterman, nor Detective 

Inspector Jack Regan, played by John Thaw. It was Detective 

Chief Inspector Haskins, the boss of the above-mentioned, 

played by Garield Morgan. Haskins was an honest copper, 

although in one memorable episode he was framed by a 

gangster, and the audience was forced to question their own 

judgement about him until the end of the episode exonerated 

him. Not that Regan or Carter ever doubted their boss. If only 

the same could have been said of ex-commander Drury, head 

of the real Sweeney. But would anybody under his command 

at that time have raised any concerns?

Ken Drury had resigned as commander of the Flying 

Squad almost four years earlier. This was after his (almost) 

unbelievably corrupt links to the top Soho pornographer 

and club-owner Jimmy Humphreys were exposed by the 

Sunday People newspaper on 27 February 1972. Less than 

three weeks later, on 17 April 1972, Sir Robert Mark became 

commissioner of the Metropolitan Police. Mark’s avowed 

mandate was to clean up the institutionally bent organisation, 

which happened to be the largest and most powerful police 

force in Britain. This rooting out of corruption would lead 

to Drury being arrested on 28 February 1976, taken from 

his home with a blanket over his head while the tabloids 

snapped him – an example of illicit police tip-ofs to the 

media targeted against one of their own. 

Sweating, breathless and dying for a smoke, Drury was 

facing the music at last. The number one single in the British 

music charts that week was Save Your Kisses for Me by 

Brotherhood of Man. Drury knew that only his wife wanted 

to kiss him now – he was very much alone. But something 

happened in court that day that proved a clue to the true 

depths of Drury’s black heart, something for which Drury 

would never face punishment. 

A young man, dressed very casually, suddenly stood up 

and started shouting at Drury in front of the entire court: 

“You know me! You picked up my brother Cooper for the 

Luton murder!”

There was no reaction from the already red-faced and 

sweating Drury. The man was referring to David Cooper, 

one of the men Drury had framed for the Luton Post Oice 

Murder on 10 September 1969, when a sub-postmaster 

named Reginald Stevens was shot dead by a gang of armed 

robbers. The dark arts of Drury were used to their full in that 

case – just one of many that came to light. Drury’s under-the-

table dealings went back at least to the mid-1950s, to a time 

when corruption in the Metropolitan Police was rife. 
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MET POLICE CORRUPTION

KENNETH DRURY 

Commander, Head of the Flying Squad

Joined the Metropolitan Police in the late 

1940s, did stints in various divisions, 

mainly in South London, with a short 

attachments to the Flying Squad. He was 

a chief superintendent on the Murder 

Squad by the late 1960s. After carrying 

out a sensitive investigation in Derry, 

Northern Ireland on one of the first 

violent attacks of the Troubles, Drury was 

made head of the Flying Squad in 1971. 

Straight cops 

managed
Bent cops 

managed.

THE CHAIN LINKING THE 

METROPOLITAN POLICE 

WITH SOHO GANGSTERS 

AND PORNOGRAPHERS 

CENTRED ON THESE 

THREE VERY HIGH-

RANKING OFFICERS

A CAROUSEL OF 
CORRUPTION

LEFT The Central 

Robbery Squad 

office, known as 

the Flying Squad, at 

New Scotland Yard 

circa 1960. Here, 

switchboard operators 

and detectives 

manning the phones 

are ready to respond 

to violent crimes and 

armed robbery, sending 

squad members out 

on jobs or take witness 

statements from call-ins



‘WICKED’ ALFRED WILLIAM 

‘BILL’ MOODY 
Chief superintendent, head of the Obscene Publications 

Squad (AKA the Dirty Squad)

Joined West End Central in 1965 as a Det. Inspector 

and was soon making criminal contacts and organising 

his illegal licensing and protection system. A close 

corrupt relationship was forged between Moody and John 

‘Eric’ Mason. In 1966 Moody was promoted to Detective 

Chief Inspector, and in 1968 he became a Detective 

Superintendent. He finally reached the rank of Detective 

Chief Superintendent and was head of the Dirty Squad. 

Straight cops 

managedBent cops 

managed

So what did Drury do in the investigation of the Luton 

Post Oice Murder? He was the reverse-Columbo: he 

fabricated evidence to it his innocent suspects, falsiied 

witness statements and leaned on a guilty man who was 

probably actually involved in the Luton job. Drury framed 

three men, one of whom served almost four years in prison, 

while the other two served nearly 11 years – ruining their 

lives, hopes and dreams. The latter two died prematurely. 

Drury proited inancially, having taken a substantial share of 

the Post Oice reward money. But more importantly, having 

got convictions in this high-proile murder case Drury’s stock 

in the Metropolitan Police had never been higher – sending 

him soaring to the top.

Just over a year after the convictions of Murphy, Cooper 

and McMahon, Kenneth Drury was a commander and 

head of the Flying Squad, and the following year, in 1972, 

his corrupt links to Soho gangsters were exposed by a Fleet 

Street newspaper. This led to the exposure of ‘Wicked’ Bill 

Moody of the Dirty Squad and Wally Virgo, overseer of all the 

elite Metropolitan Police squads.

THE SOHO CONNECTION

Soho in London’s West End in the early 1970s presented a 

riotous scene of crime and debauchery: the streets of this 

inner-city village of vice buzzed, and shady-looking men 

stood in doorways demanding a £1 entrance fee for a show 

or a strip, promising the allure of female lesh. Membership 

books were signed with ictitious names, including ilm stars, 

cartoon characters and dictators. Topless bars, sensational 

revues, international artistes – it was all there if you wanted 

a peep, a peek or a gander. Forbidden fruit danced, some 

more bruised than others, some bored, some on auto-pilot, 

some inspired – it depended on the venue. For 50 pence you 

couldn’t expect a beauty, ‘you’ve got to speculate to ejaculate’. 

Nearby was the Hogarth Club, one of the places where 

Commander Ken Drury of the Flying Squad met Soho face 

Jimmy Humphreys. The Premier was another place where 

police-villain transactions took place, and the White Horse 

pub, where Humphreys and one of the most powerful men 

in Soho, Bernie Silver, would leave payments for bent police 

oicers. But this wasn’t the time for business. Striptease 

cabaret was all the rage – beautiful girls on ofer – and if you 

had the notes, in some places you could take away. ‘In for a 

penny, in for a pound’, they said, but to those who knew Soho 

there was also an undercurrent of menace. 

The Metropolitan Police iles show that Humphreys 

had a criminal record as long as boxing legend Muhammad 

Ali’s arm and had strong links to the powerful gang that 

ruled Soho vice in the 1960s and 1970s, known as the 

 HE WAS THE REVERSE-COLUMBO: HE 
FABRICATED EVIDENCE TO FIT HIS INNOCENT 
SUSPECTS, FALSIFIED WITNESS STATEMENTS 

AND LEANED ON A GUILTY MAN 
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THE SLEAZY SWEENEY

HAROLD ‘WALLY’ VIRGO 

Commander

A member of the Dirty Squad in the early 1960s, 

then head of the Murder Squad (pre Drury). He was 

in overall command of the Met’s COC1 department 

from 1 April 1970. Virgo was no fool. He oversaw all 

nine elite squads with real independence, the Flying 

Squad and Dirty Squad among them.

Straight cops 

managedBent cops 

managed



Syndicate. This was run by gangsters Bernie Silver and ‘Big’ 

Frank Mifsud. The Metropolitan Police calculated that the 

Syndicate was pulling in an astonishing £100,000 a week 

(£1.5 million today) in 1970, the golden period of Soho vice.

THE TAKEDOWN

“Police chief and the ‘porn king,’” read the front page 

headline of the Sunday People on 27 February 1972. “A grave 

question in the public interest – was it wise for Commander 

Drury of the Yard to go on holiday with this old lag? …the 

head of Scotland Yard’s world-famous Flying Squad has 

just been spending an expensive holiday abroad with one 

of Britain’s most notorious pornographers – a man with 

an appalling criminal record. Commander Kenneth Drury, 

49, and wife, with ‘dirty’ bookshop tycoon James William 

Humphreys, 42, and wife, were together for a fortnight, 

partly in Cyprus, partly in the Lebanon.”

The newspaper had been looking into the strange links 

between Commander Ken Drury and the Soho gangster 

Jimmy Humphreys, who then ran a large porn and striptease 

empire in the red-light district of Soho with his wife Rusty, 

an ex-dancer. 

When Jimmy Humphreys was questioned about his 

links to Commander Drury and the holiday they had shared, 

Humphreys claimed that he had, “helped out the police in 

the past,” meaning he was a police informant – which had 

long been suspected by many – that he and Drury were just 

friends and had shared the cost of the holiday. In his own 

interview, Drury unsurprisingly agreed with Humphreys. 

Other members of the Flying Squad loyally supported 

their boss Drury in police interviews, denying any knowledge 

that Humphreys was a notorious pornographer, which was 

at that time illegal. Even more incredibly, members of the 

Obscene Publications Squad, known as the Dirty Squad, 

also denied any knowledge that Humphreys was engaged 

in the selling and distribution of pornography, despite 

him controlling a huge Soho porn empire. It was the Dirty 

Squad’s job to close down porn bookshops and illegal sex 

establishments. But then again, the head of the Dirty Squad, 

Chief Superintendent ‘Wicked’ Bill Moody, would get 12 years 

for his Soho corruption, and other members of the squad 

would go down too. The police iles conirm that Moody sold 

porn shop ‘licences’ for as much as £10,000. These were the 

very shops he was supposed to be closing down.

Drury had sent a postcard to the Flying Squad oice 

during his holiday with Jimmy Humphreys, which went 

 MOODY SOLD PORN SHOP ‘LICENCES’ FOR AS 
MUCH AS £10,000. THESE WERE THE VERY SHOPS 

HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE CLOSING DOWN 
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Reverand Vernon Mitchell inspects Soho venues to decide which clubs should be censored, in late 1960



on the noticeboard. It was well-known that Humphreys 

bought the overweight Drury a rowing machine to help him 

shift weight he had gained from the expensive meals he had 

enjoyed. But it has recently been revealed that Drury received 

his itness machine at New Scotland Yard, the Metropolitan 

Police’s base. Then again, Humphreys and the head of the 

Syndicate, Bernie Silver, had attended the annual Flying 

Squad dinner and dance at the swanky Grosvenor House 

Hotel and nobody had so much as raised an eyebrow.

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Gilbert Kelland, who was 

chosen by Commissioner Mark to oversee the investigation 

into pornography and corruption in the Metropolitan Police, 

summarised how this worked in a police report: “Silver 

dealt with the senior oicers such as ex-commander Virgo 

and ex-det. chief superintendent Alfred Moody and those 

who had a direct responsibility for enforcing the Obscene 

Publications Act, whilst he [Humphreys] concerned himself 

with cultivating the head of the Flying Squad and certain of 

his oicers. Seemingly, middle rank oicers from any sphere 

of police activity whom they thought could be bought or 

inluenced were fair game to be cultivated by either one or 

both of these devious and unscrupulous characters.” 

After Drury was forced to resign from the Flying Squad 

and the Metropolitan Police, he unwisely sold his inside 

story to The News of the World, and in the exclusive all but 

named Jimmy Humphreys as a police informant – which the 

Metropolitan Police iles now conirm is true. Humphreys 
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ABOVE The image of the 

trusty bobby on the beat 

popularised by TV’s Dixon 

of Dock Green and Z Cars. 

These officers in early 

1970s Soho walk past a 

porn bookshop, which could 

well have been licensed by 

Det. Chief Superintendent 

‘Wicked’ Bill Moody, head 

of the Obscene Publications 

Squad, whose remit was to 

shut down premises like this

FAR LEFT 1970s Soho – 

Porn, Striptease and Sleaze: 

Jimmy Humphreys, one of 

the leading porn merchants 

in Soho and a menacing 

hardcase, with his wife Rusty. 

She was an ex-dancer whom 

he swore had ‘never danced 

nude in public’

IT FELL TO DEPARTMENT A10 AND 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KELLAND TO 

INVESTIGATE DRURY AND COMPANY

A COP INVESTIGATES 
THE POLICE

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Gillbert Kelland, the head of 

A10, the Metropolitan Police’s internal corruption unit, gave 

his impressions on the bent cops he investigated in an April 

1975 report.

ON EX-SUPERINTENDENT ‘WICKED’ BILL MOODY: 

“Moody was interviewed in June 1974, and he adamantly 

denied receiving money from either Silver or Humphreys... 

As a result of arrangements made by him, his daughter 

honeymooned in July 1971 free of charge in an apartment 

in Malta owned by a convicted pornographer… there 

are many enquiries yet to be made concerning Moody’s 

relationships with other pornographers, particularly with 

John Mason.”

ON EX-COMMANDER KEN DRURY:

“According to Humphreys, at a very early stage in their 

association he gave Drury £50, and the reason is best 

explained in his own words: ‘It was the custom in the West 

End. It was a token of friendship of a form. I wanted him 

as a friend in case he could help me. In the West End you 

could get involved. He was the head of the Flying Squad 

and could be a useful friend.’ Later in this statement when 

questioned as to why he decided to pay Drury £100 a week 

he said, ‘He was a useful friend and it kept the Flying Squad 

away from the porn business.’... An enquiry is currently 

being conducted by A10 officers on behalf of the Director 

of Public Prosecutions respecting allegations that Drury had 

a half share in a £2,000 reward he paid to a man who gave 

information leading to the arrest of persons for the murder 

of a sub-postmaster.” (The reward refers to what Drury 

skimmed from 1969’s Luton Post Office Murder, for which 

he would never face prosecution in the end).

ON EX-COMMANDER WALLY VIRGO: 

“In October 1974 he suffered a severe heart attack, is 

still convalescing, and has declined to be interviewed. 

He has sent a formal letter in which he absolutely denies 

receiving any money or gifts from Humphreys. According 

to Humphreys they first met in 1969...” (Humphreys had 

claimed that he had met Virgo on ‘Buffalo Lodge Ladies 

nights’ at the Criterion restaurant in Piccadilly Circus and 

that Virgo had introduced him to Moody).

ON BERNIE SILVER: 

“Although he describes himself as a property dealer he was 

a notorious West End ponce who specialised in flat farming, 

and who, according to Humphreys, was in partnership with 

him in his pornographic enterprises. He is now serving a 

sentence of six years’ imprisonment for conspiracy to live 

on the earnings of prostitution. He has lodged notice of 

appeal and is still awaiting trial for murder and conspiracy to 

murder” (the 1956 gangland slaying of Tommy Smithson).



gave information to the police on cases including the Great 

Train Robbery. Humphreys must have spat his cornlakes all 

over his silk monogrammed pyjamas that morning when he 

read Drury’s story in the paper. Humphreys knew that his 

life could very well be in danger as a ‘grass’, and when he was 

later arrested in Amsterdam he sang like a canary and gave 

Drury, Moody and Virgo both barrels in police interviews. It 

really was a self-preservation society.

Along with all the dinners, gifts, expensive meals, holidays 

and illicit payments, Humphreys revealed that he had paid 

Drury £1,000 to prevent a frame-up – fearing irearms or 

gelignite explosives would be placed in Humphreys’s car. 

Kelland discovered through investigation that Humphreys 

had in fact paid that money to Drury to smooth things over 

with the more powerful Bernie Silver on his behalf to avoid 

the frame-up, as Humphreys had had an afair with Silver’s 

girlfriend Dominique Ferguson, which had enraged Silver. 

“Obviously Humphreys genuinely believed that such a plot 

was being hatched by Silver,” Kelland said. Either way, this 

showed that Drury held considerable sway with Silver, the 

joint head of the Syndicate.

In the end it would be the pornographers who brought 

down Drury, Moody and Virgo, along with lower rank corrupt 

oicers Jimmy Humphreys, John ‘Eric’ Mason (Moody’s 

close associate), Evan ‘Big Jef’ Phillips and Gerald Citron. 

Many others also gave evidence – 17 in all – with some of the 

porn merchants’ claims corroborating each other.

An inspector in the Flying Squad who worked closely 

with Drury – and was later convicted for corruption himself 

– further tightened the noose around the necks of the three 

police bosses. The iles show that this oicer told A10, the 

internal unit leading the Metropolitan Police corruption 

investigation under Kelland, “Like other junior oicers I may 

well have been lulled into a false sense of security as far as 

this man [Humphreys] is concerned because of his apparent 

friendliness with oicers much senior than myself.”

THE SWEENEY and DIRTY 

SQUAD GO DOWN

Drury would inally get eight years for his part in 1977, 

reduced to four on appeal as he hadn’t corrupted junior 

oicers – although another inspector in the Flying Squad 

was also jailed for four years. Until 2010 that former oicer 

was a director at Stroud Masonic Hall Ltd, a catering 

company in Gloucestershire. Drury was never prosecuted 

for his corruption in the Luton Post Oice Murder, despite 

already being in prison when two of the men he framed 

were released due to their unsafe convictions. Cooper and 

McMahon would inally be fully exonerated in 2003, though 

sadly their reprieves were received posthumously. Drury died 

in 1984 and reportedly asked to be buried with his telephone 

book so that he could still call his ‘men’. 

This was just the warm-up for the second trial, in March 

1977. Ex-commander Harold ‘Wally’ Virgo, ex-detective 

chief superintendent Alfred Wicked Bill Moody and four 

other Dirty Squad oicers entered Bow Street Magistrates 

Court, presided over by Judge Mars-Jones. There were more 

than 30 pornographers giving evidence this time, including 

Humphreys, who recalled his 1969 negotiations with Virgo 

and Moody over his porn licence. It was obvious that both of 

them would attract most of the lak from the prosecution, as 
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their hands were by far the dirtiest. The corruption they were 

being prosecuted for had taken place between 1964 and 1972. 

The enormous sum of £87,485 (well over £1 million today) 

was the total for the 27 counts of bribery and corruption – 

and that was only the dirty dealings that had been uncovered.

It was alleged that Moody had accepted the biggest single 

payment or bribe: £14,000 from pornographer John ‘Eric’ 

Mason, who paid that sum to have a charge lifted. This 

was £4,000 more than Humphreys had paid Moody for his 

licence. The chief prosecuting counsel said in his opening 

statement that Virgo alone had received £60,000 in illegal 

payments from pornographers. But it could only be proved 

that Virgo and Moody together had received £53,000 over 16 

months, which is a very conservative estimate. 

A harmless-looking Virgo had smoothed things over at 

a higher level, as he had been the head of central oice and 

overseer of the elite squads. Virgo had irst met Bernie Silver 

in 1965 when he was investigating the murder of the boxer 

Freddie Mills. The former champion had been found shot 

dead in his car outside his nightclub, Freddie Mill’s Nitespot, 

in Goslett Yard, just of Charing Cross Road and within 

shouting distance of Soho. Virgo also maintained that when 

‘Wally’, his nickname, appeared in Humphreys’s diaries, it 

didn’t refer to him. Virgo said Humphreys “hated” him.

Moody was more operational, setting up and negotiating 

licences and payments when he was not swanning around 

swinging London in his gleaming Lancia, a gift courtesy of 

Humphreys. Moody was revealed to work by intimidating 

the younger, more junior oicers under his command with 

cutting sarcasm and bullying. Moody had asked for a ‘transfer 

fee’ of £100 if an oicer wanted out of the Dirty Squad, or 

so it was alleged. One detective constable even thought that 

Moody was insane. But Wicked Bill wouldn’t ride in his 

Lancia again.

Virgo, aged 58, and Moody, aged 51, each received 12 years 

in prison. In addition, Virgo was ordered to pay £15,000 in 

costs and Moody £10,000. Four other Dirty Squad oicers got 

between three and ten year sentences. But ex-commander 

Virgo would have his conviction quashed in August 1978 by 

the Court of Appeal. The reason given was that the judge, Mr 

Justice Mars-Jones, had not directed the jury properly on 

the corroboration of the evidence that Humphreys had given 

against Virgo. 

This was just a technicality, as Virgo was undoubtedly 

extremely corrupt, but it proved to be enough to free him. He 

might have escaped real justice for his abuse of power, but 

Virgo was reportedly a broken man following his release, and 

died in 1980.

 ALONG WITH ALL THE DINNERS, GIFTS, EXPENISVE MEALS, 
HOLIDAYS AND ILLICIT PAYMENTS, HUMPHREYS REVEALED THAT 

HE HAD PAID DRURY £1,000 TO PREVENT A FRAME-UP 
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Ex-commander Kenneth Drury 

on the way to court in 1977 to 

face corruption charges related to 

Soho – he was never prosecuted 

for rigging the outcome of the 

1969 Luton Post Office Murder

ABOVE Sir Robert Mark, 

Metropolitan Police 

Commissioner from 1972-

1977, cleaned up the 

force more than any other 

commissioner and oversaw 

A10’s investigation into Drury, 

Moody, Virgo et al and their 

Soho corruption

FAR LEFT Jimmy Humphreys 

being driven from court after 

giving evidence against Drury, 

Moody, Virgo and several 

other officers
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HAPPY FACE

MY FRIEND THE

KILLER
WHEN M. WILLIAM PHELPS BEGAN WRITING TO A NOTORIOUS SERIAL 

KILLER SERVING THREE LIFE SENTENCES FOR EIGHT MURDERS, LITTLE 
DID HE KNOW THAT IT WOULD LEAD TO AN UNUSUAL FRIENDSHIP

WORDS SETH FERRANTI



E
verybody wants to know what makes a serial killer tick. 

But if you get close enough to ind out, you might not like 

the consequences. It’s not an everyday thing to form a 

friendship with a known serial killer, and not many have the 

fortitude to see it through. Being assailed, even on a mental 

level, by a diabolical creature that views you as his outlet to 

the world must be unnerving on multiple levels. 

But when you’re drawn to investigating the dark side like 

M. William Phelps, then you form relationships with people 

like the Happy Face Killer Keith Hunter Jesperson – going so 

far as to feature the Canadian serial killer on his Investigation  

Discovery show. Phelps made Jesperson a consultant on his 

show, allowing viewers a glimpse into the mind of a serial 

killer in the hope that that Jesperson’s input would help him 

better understand cold cases, while at the same time bringing 

viewers into the world of a serial killer, if only for a few 

minutes at a time.

The Happy Face Killer

Jesperson started killing in January 1990. He engaged in a 

multi-state murder spree that began in Oregon, just south 

of his Canadian roots. As a long-haul trucker he had both 

time and opportunity. His movements covered his tracks, 

enabling him to kill eight women over ive years, lying under 

the radar until he turned himself in. This was after he’d 

confessed to a murder and drawn a smiley face on the wall 

at a truck stop bathroom – a signature announcing himself to 

the public as the ‘Happy Face Killer’. 

He was also writing letters to the Multnomah County 

District Attorney’s Oice and The Oregonian newspaper, 

admitting his crimes anonymously. He was begging for 

attention. He must have loved it when the press came up 

with the Happy Face Killer name, an ominous moniker for 

a deranged human being. Convicted of multiple murders, 

Jesperson is now serving three life sentences for his heinous 

crimes in the Oregon state system. 

“His philosophy about life is based in the simple fact 

that he’s a psychopath,” M. William Phelps, the author of 

Dangerous Ground: My Friendship With A Serial Killer, 

told Real Crime. “The way that he looks at things is to 

dehumanise and devalue life, so his philosophy of life was 

that karma and the universe always balances things out. That 

karma played a role in everything he did. He believed that 

every single one of his victims was supposed to die.” 

Jesperson told Phelps, “If it wasn’t her it wouldn’t have 

happened. She was near me at that time. We both came in 

contact with each other at a speciic time, on a speciic day, 

and I was meant to be there to kill her.” 

“That’s how Happy Face viewed life,” Phelps explained. 

“His big thing was, don’t try to use him. If you try to use him, 

especially if you’re a female, that lips a switch, a volcanic 

rage switch inside of him and watch out – you’re dead.”

A Professional Overture

Many years ago Phelps created a show called Dark Minds. 

It focused on revisiting and investigating cold cases for new 

information. He needed a serial killer to appear on the show, 

someone who was incarcerated and was willing to talk about 

cases, analyse them and proile them. Phelps started writing 

to diferent serial killers, and Jesperson was the one who 

wrote back the most vigorously. He just started writing to 

Phelps, and he didn’t stop.

“In the beginning I wrote him back,” Phelps told Real 

Crime. “But after a couple of months he was just writing 

me, and then we’d talk about the letters on the phone. The 

biggest thing about the letters is the overwhelming amount 

of material that he sent me and continues to send me. I have 

about ten to 12 letters I’m staring at right now [from] over 

the past couple weeks I have yet to open, just because it’s too 

consuming. I would drive to my PO box, I’d open it up and 

grab the mail. I’d pull out all his letters and within ive days 

there’d be 60, 80, 100 pages of material from him.”

After visiting his PO box Phelps just sat in his car, shook 

his head and asked himself, “What am I supposed to do with 

all this, it’s too much.” Over the years Phelps received more 

than 7,000 pages of letters, including artwork and recorded 

hundreds of hours of audio interviews, three hours of Skype 

interviews, and even visited the serial killer in prison. The 

relationship grew, and the Happy Face Killer became a 

regular part of Phelps’s professional life. 

“When I started dealing with Jesperson he was an 

anonymous voice on the phone on my TV show Dark Minds,” 

Phelps said. “The relationship was based on him proiling 

cases for me on television using the anonymous name 

‘Raven’. We began communicating three or four times a week 

in 2011, and over the years it just grew. The interviews I was 

doing with him were just incredible. He was being so open 

and honest.”

BIO

Phelps is a New York Times 

bestselling author, a crime/

serial killer expert and the 

creator, producer and host of 

Dark Minds. The investigative 

journalist has authored over 30 

books and has appeared on 

Deadly Women and Snapped, 

along with over 200 media-

related appearances talking 

about crime and serial killers. 

M. WILLIAM 
PHELPS
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Jane Doe’s skull was mapped and combined with Jesperson’s sketch to try and identify the victim

KEITH HUNTER JESPERSON



When Phelps irst reached out to Jesperson in 2011, a 

psychologist friend had a warning: “Phelps, you’re a big guy, 

you lift weights, you’re a spiritual guy, a tough guy, but let me 

give you some advice. If the devil knocks at your door and 

you invite him in, you better be fucking ready to dance with 

him or he’s going to get in your head.” Phelps laughed and 

told his friend, “Come on, I’ve been doing this for years, I’ve 

been writing these books for years, nothing can break me.” 

But in the end Phelps wasn’t laughing anymore, because the 

psychologist was right.

“When you pick up the phone, when you go visit 

him, always let him see you as M. William Phelps,” the 

psychologist told Phelps. “Never allow him to see you as 

Matthew. That’s your personal side.” Phelps later recalled 

how diicult it was to separate his professional and personal 

lives when it came to Jesperson, who was slowly trying to 

worm his way into Phelps’s psyche. 

“It was very diicult because I interviewed him over 

ive years,” Phelps told Real Crime. “At some point through 

that ive years, you’re going to slip, and sure enough I did 

slip a couple of times, and it was very shocking. It was very 

alarming really, because I’d be on the phone and say, ‘Listen, 

I’ve got to go, my daughter’s got a volleyball game, I’ll talk to 

you again some other time’ and hang up.”

 But the next time Jesperson would call he’d say, “How 

did that volleyball game turn out?” Phelps would tell him, 

 IF THE DEVIL KNOCKS AT 
YOUR DOOR AND YOU INVITE 

HIM IN, YOU BETTER BE... 
READY TO DANCE WITH HIM 
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HAPPY FACE’S SIXTH VICTIM, A WOMAN 

FOUND IN FLORIDA 23 YEARS AGO, HAS 

STILL NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED

WHO IS JANE DOE?

The Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office found a woman 

decomposing in 1994 and still has not been able to identify 

her. A forensic imaging specialist, Paul Moody, was brought 

in to work with Jesperson in 2014 on a sketch of the victim. 

Happy Face claims to have killed the woman, whom he 

said was named Suzanne, in the Florida Panhandle. The 

sketch was superimposed on the skull of the victim to 

produce a 3D image of the woman. They even put out a 

video on youtube  – Who Am I? Victim #6 of the Happy 

Face Killer to see if someone could identify the victim. 

The sketch that Moody worked with was originally drawn 

by the serial killer. The colourful picture he painted in 

prison put a face to the decomposed body that Florida law 

enforcement found on the side of Interstate 10. Jesperson 

particularly remembered the woman’s frizzy sandy-blonde 

hair. The victim’s body was found in Okaloosa County with 

a ratty floral dress and a 

Native American bead 

bracelet. Jesperson 

claims he picked the 

woman up in Tampa 

Bay at a truck stop and 

dumped her body in the 

swamplands almost 400 

miles away. 

BELOW The Happy Face Killer 

as a younger man when he 

went on his killing spree. The 

long-haul trucker might have 

never been caught if he didn’t 

turn himself in 



“Listen man, you don’t go there, you cannot go there, that’s 

not a space for you to enter, we don’t have a personal 

relationship.” But Jesperson could be charming, and Phelps 

didn’t even realise it. “You’ve got to really be in touch with 

what’s going on all the time,” Phelps explained. “It was very 

diicult to keep up that persona of M. Williams Phelps.”

He talked to Phelps about everything – from the moments, 

hours, and days before he stalked a woman up to the point 

where he picked her up. He talked about what he was 

thinking and feeling before he decided to kill her, what he 

was thinking and feeling as he was killing and after he had 

killed a woman. Generally speaking, he held nothing back. 

“One of the things he told me was as a killer you have to 

put some distance between you and the body,” Phelps told 

Real Crime. “The more time you spend next to that body the 

higher the chance you’re caught. The further you are away 

from the body, the less your chances are of getting caught. 

For example, one of his victims he picked up in Tampa. They 

drove up the I-10 to Pensacola. He’d killed her somewhere in 

between at a rest stop and dumped her right of the highway 

near an exit in Pensacola.”

 IF I HAD TO I CERTAINLY CAN KILL YOU. 
I’D HAVE NO TROUBLE WITH THAT 

Slipping Inside His Head

The irst time Phelps went and visited the Happy Face Killer 

he sat down in front of him, and they sat facing each other. 

The serial killer – all six feet seven inches and 300 pounds 

of him – was a massive man. He sat with his hands on his 

knees, and his hands were one and a half feet from Phelps’s 

throat. The only thing Phelps could think about while 

looking at those big hands was how they had killed eight 

women – squeezed the life right out of them. It was one of 

the more sobering moments of Phelps’s life. Sitting there and 

pondering that, a question came into Phelps’s mind and he 

was never afraid to ask the killer anything.

“The question was, ‘Could you kill me?’” Phelps said. “And 

his answer was, ‘If I had to I certainly can kill you. I’d have 

no trouble with that.’ That set the tone of our relationship 

really. I wanted to see if a psychopath, if someone who’s born 

that way and develops into this monstrous serial killer, if that 

person had any humanity left in them. I igured I could ask 

the right questions and maybe I’d get the right answers.”

One day Phelps asked Jesperson about his thoughts on the 

show Dark Minds that they both worked on. “Tell me what 

you think the show is about, tell me how you’re feeling about 

it, tell me what you see as dark. What is a dark mind to you 

inside your head?” After that the Happy Face Killer sent him 

a painting of a man. “There’s tropical trees in his head, there’s 
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The Happy Face Killer confessed to 

the murder of Taunja Bennett and 

promised to kill again, which he did

Laverne Pavlinac, wrongly convicted for the murder of Taunja Bennett, was released in 1995  



blood, and that’s how he imagined Dark Minds,” Phelps said. 

“The other thing that struck me was a painting of Charles 

Manson he sent me. The swastika on the man’s head is 

bleeding. He knows what people want him to do. He knows 

what people expect from him, but another part of that is just 

the way his mind works.”

Phelps knows that Jesperson’s mind works in a very dark 

way, which comes out through his art. He has sent Phelps 

paintings of everything – from parakeets, donkeys and 

elephants, to some of the most gruesome things you could 

imagine, like the shower stabbing scene in Psycho. Happy 

Face is a dark person, and his art certainly reflects that.

“It was torture,” Phelps told Real Crime. “It didn’t start 

out as that, but it turned into psychological torture for me. 

It started to deteriorate my soul, my physical health, my 

mind. It just kind of grew as Happy Face took over my life 

spiritually, emotionally, and physically. What happened over 

that time period, the six years that I communicated with him, 

was that he began to slowly get inside of my head. What I 

started to do, as a compassionate human being, was to search 

for answers and any form of humanity in this individual.” 

So much so that Jesperson started to look at Phelps as a 

surrogate father figure. “He’s older than me, so the surrogate 
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THE HAPPY FACE KILLER HAS EIGHT CONFIRMED VICTIMS, THOUGH HE HAS 

SINCE CLAIMED TO HAVE KILLED OVER 100 WOMEN DURING HIS ACTIVE YEARS 

VICTIMS OF HAPPY FACE

Taunja was killed on 

30 January 1990 near 

Portland, Oregon. 

Jesperson brought 

her home to have 

sex with her, but 

she refused and he 

beat her to death. 

A woman claimed 

to have committed 

the murder with her 

boyfriend, stealing 

Jesperson’s thunder. 

TAUNJA BENNETT Claudia is a Jane 

Doe that hasn’t been 

identified. She was 

killed on 30 August 

1992. She was 

raped, strangled and 

dumped near Blythe, 

California. Jesperson 

liked to kill women 

with his bare hands 

after violating them. 

That was the pattern 

he followed.

CLAUDIA In September 1992 

Cynthia was found 

murdered in Turlock, 

California. Jesperson 

thought she was 

a prostitute that 

he picked up at a 

truck stop. With his 

job as a trucker he 

could kill women in 

different areas and 

be gone before the 

investigation started. 

CYNTHIA LYNN 
ROSE

Laurie was a 

prostitute from Salem, 

Oregon who had the 

misfortune of running 

into Jesperson when 

he was in the thick 

of his killing spree. 

Her body was found 

in November 1992. 

Jesperson said he 

killed her after she 

tried to double her fee 

after they had sex.

LAURIE ANN 
PENTLAND

In June 1993 a 

Jane Doe was found 

dead in Santa Nella, 

California. Police 

thought she died of 

a drug overdose, but 

Jesperson confessed 

to the murder of the 

woman he called 

Cindy. He said she 

was a street person 

that he took in for the 

night and killed. 

CINDY

In 1990 Daun survived an 

attack by the Happy Face 

Killer. On 12 April she got into 

an argument with her husband 

and left their Mount Shasta 

home with her four-year-old 

son. Happy Face approached 

her and they started talking. 

After trying to sexually assault 

her for hours Happy Face, 

maybe due to her son’s crying, 

took the woman back and 

dropped her off in town. 

DAUN RICHERT-
SLAGLE

In September 

1994 another Jane 

Doe was found in 

Crestview, Florida 

in the Panhandle, 

murdered and 

badly decomposed. 

Jesperson said her 

name was Suzanne. 

Happy Face not only 

wanted to have sex 

with these women, he 

wanted to kill them. 

SUZANNE She hitched a ride 

with Jesperson in 

January 1995 from 

Spokane, Washington 

to Indiana. When she 

complained about 

how long it was taking 

to get there he raped 

and strangled her. He 

strapped her to the 

undercarriage of his 

truck to grind off her 

face and fingerprints. 

ANGELA 
SURBRIZE

The only victim that 

Happy Face actually 

knew. She was his 

girlfriend before he 

murdered her. He 

strangled her to 

death on 30 March 

1995 in Washougal, 

Washington. Her 

murder set the police 

on his trail as she was 

the only victim that he 

had a link to. 

JULIE ANN 
WINNINGHAM

His gentle appearance was a fraud. 

The Happy Face Killer murdered 

numerous women with his bare 

hands – strangling them to death 

after he raped them



father thing was strange,” Phelps said. “Because he made me 

feel like I was the only person he could trust, 100 per cent. 

To this day he trusts me 100 per cent, and that felt strange, 

because that puts a lot of pressure on you. Because now I 

have this serial killer who looks to me as his everything –

his conduit to the outside, his voice. He looks to me as his 

storyteller, as someone who he can run things by and ask 

advice on, and I don’t want to be all those things. I just want 

to be a journalist. But on a project like this there’s no such 

fucking thing as objectivity; throw that out, because you can’t 

be objective all the time and be that journalist all the time. 

Inherently you just become involved in the story, and that’s 

what happened with me.”

Severing the Cord

Before Phelps started corresponding with Jesperson he’d 

written 32 books – seven of those about serial killers – and 

believed that he was hardened and that nothing could get 

inside his head. Phelps thought that he’d seen everything, 

heard everything and that nothing could break him, but 

Jesprerson proved him wrong. His relationship with the 

Happy Face Killer taught him that you always have to keep 

your guard up against the devil, because the devil is always 

looking to get inside your head and possess you.

“I asked Jesperson, ‘If you were let out of jail tomorrow 

would you kill again?’ and his response was, ‘I’d tell you no, 

Phelps, because that’s what you want to hear, you want to 

hear that I’ve been rehabilitated. So I’d tell you no. But in 

reality the truth is I probably would.’ I could take the word 

‘probably’ out of there and say he definitely would, because 

he’s a born psychopath, and he developed into this really 

violent killer, and he can’t change. He can’t change who he is, 

even if he wanted to. Serial killers cannot stop killing. They 

will not stop killing.

“What surprised me the most was his honesty over 

certain things. Cynthia Rose was victim number eight. But 

he told me he found out in 2009, when he saw a picture of 

her, that she wasn’t the girl he killed. They found Cynthia 

Rose close to where he dumped this other girl, so they 

attributed Cynthia Rose to him. At first I didn’t believe him. 

I’m thinking he’s just a fucking lying serial killer piece-of-shit 

psychopath who’s trying to play me.”

But when Jesperson kept coming back to that point 

Phelps decided to investigate the case. He got Jesperson’s 

trucker logbook, the autopsy report and all the police reports 

connected to Cynthia Rose. Phelps started questioning 

him, without Jesperson knowing Phelps already had the 

information. He questioned the serial killer for a year and a 

half regarding that case and found out that Happy Face was 

KEITH HUNTER JESPERSON
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ABOVE The drawing displays 

Jesperson’s obsessive-

compulsive fixation on the 

Taunja Bennett murder 

investigation. The circles 

represent the matrix of cop 

corruption that exists only in 

Happy Face’s twisted mind



almost certainly telling the truth. “One of the victims he’s on 

the books for, he didn’t murder,” Phelps said. “He murdered a 

diferent girl. [I hoped] he could possibly identify a Jane Doe 

that I could bring home to a family.” 

This is the main reason Phelps initiated the 

relationship, but he learned a lot about himself through his 

correspondence with the Happy Face Killer. “It taught me 

that what you have as memories of your life, of who you 

are, your family, the things you’ve been through, the trauma 

that you’ve been through, what you have in your mind is 

diferent than when you put it out on paper and you really 

allow it to stare back at you. I learned things about my life 

that I thought I had been through, that I had thought I had 

gotten over. I learned things about myself that I didn’t know, 

through the process of writing about all of it. When you write 

about yourself it forces you to look at yourself, and I didn’t 

like what I saw a lot of the time. It scared me.”

Phelps knows what the families go through when a 

loved one is murdered – because his own sister-in-law was 

murdered in 1996, in a case that remains unsolved to this day. 

He admits that his relationship with Happy Face could have 

been a subconscious attempt by him to come to grips with 

and deal with the tragedy and loss he has experienced in his 

own life. But Phelps didn’t go for the bait that Happy Face 

threw to him. 

“Jesperson kept telling me, ‘I want to help you understand 

the person who killed your sister.’ But I kept pushing him 

back saying, ‘let’s not make this personal between us, this is 

about you, and this is about the questions I ask you. This is 

not about you trying to help me, this is about me asking you 

questions and you answering them.’ In the end he really does 

reveal some information to me that helped me understand – 

not only the person who killed my sister-in-law, but the kind 

of person that she is seen as in the public.”

As of 4 September 2017 Phelps was still in contact with 

the Happy Face Killer but more sparingly these days – once 

a week, or every ten to 12 days. “I pick up the phone and the 

only reason I’m doing that is because the book’s out and I’m 

doing some media. I’m actually heading out to LA to start 

shooting a documentary about the book. I kind of need him 

in that respect, but come October, I would say the middle 

of October when I don’t need him anymore, I’m cutting the 

cord and just saying, ‘Listen, I can’t talk to you no more. If 

you want to write letters that’s up to you, but I can’t talk to 

you anymore. I have to move on from this, I can’t be your 

friend’. The word ‘friend’ should always be in quotes, because 

that’s a slippery slope for me, because we were never friends. 

We were acquaintances I guess you could say, but yeah, I’m 

going to cut that cord,” and end his ‘friendship’ with the 

Happy Face Killer once and for all.

MY FRIEND THE HAPPY FACE KILLER
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The Happy Face Killer wasn’t caught 

by law enforcement, he turned 

himself in. He wanted to get caught 

and craved the attention 

ABOVE Phelps understands the 

pain the victims’ families go 

through. His sister-in-law Diane 

was murdered in 1996 when 

she was five months pregnant. 

The case has never been solved

FAR RIGHT M. William Phelps 

with the Happy Face Killer in 

the prison visiting room. Phelps 

is not a small guy, but he is 

dwarfed by the Happy Face 

Killer’s huge frame 
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MINUTE MINUTEBY

ERICK SCHMITT HAD A FAILED BUSINESS AND A DESIRE FOR 
MONEY. HE ALSO HAD 16 STICKS OF DYNAMITE, A PISTOL AND 
PLENTY OF CHILD HOSTAGES
WORDS ROBERT WALSH

46 HOURS 
WITH THE 
HUMAN BOMB

E
rick Schmitt entered French criminal history when 

he walked into the Commandant Charcot nursery 

school in Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, on 13 May 1993. 

He took hostage a class of schoolchildren and their teacher, 

demanding 100 million francs (around 18 million euros today) 

to not detonate the suicide bomb.

For 46 hours Schmitt held irm. Negotiators and 

police tried to talk him down. The longer they kept him 

talking, the more likely they could negotiate his surrender. 

Reconnaissance also showed several devices planted by the 

school gates. The police knew that the longer Schmitt stayed 

awake, the weaker he would become. If negotiation didn’t 

work, a squad of elite RAID anti-terrorist operatives were 

on hand. If necessary they would break the siege, killing or 

capturing Schmitt before he could detonate. 

Schmitt was a failed businessman and former army oicer 

with convictions for speeding and drink-driving who had 

recently been laid of from his job. Police believed his threat 

was entirely serious.

Several smaller devices had been detonated locally before 

the siege. Like Schmitt’s ransom note, delivered by a released 

hostage, the individual claiming responsibility identiied 

himself as ‘HB’ – Human Bomb.

Police knew they were one mistake away from disaster, 

rightly believing that Schmitt and HB could be the same 

person. They believed his threat to kill himself and his child 

hostages was credible. Every conversation, every interaction 

would be an all-or-nothing afair. If anything went wrong, 

Schmitt and his hostages would die.

One negotiator was Nicolas Sarkozy, then Mayor of 

Neuilly-sur-Seine and later president of France. He entered 

the building seven times, negotiating and bringing out young 

pupils as Schmitt released them. 

Ultimately most were released, but Schmitt retained six. 

Their teacher Laurence Dreyfus also remained, most of the 

time voluntarily after Schmitt had released her. 

By now the French media were aware of events at the 

nursery school. Unsurprisingly they viewed it as a national 

story, and journalists looded into the area. They were kept 

under strict control by the police, who didn’t want anything 

to afect the negotiations and unnecessarily raise tensions.

Families were also starting to arrive. Naturally, their main 

focus was on the safe return of their children, alive and 

unharmed. Police took a gentler line with them, both out of 

sympathy for their situation and knowing they might be able 

to assist in ending the siege peacefully.

THE CLOCK WAS TICKING…

13 MAY 1993
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 IF ANYTHING WENT WRONG, SCHMITT AND HIS 
HOSTAGES WOULD DIE 

Schmitt enters classroom 

8. He carries a pistol and a 

large amount of explosives 

strapped to his torso.

Showing his hostages the 

bomb and pistol, Schmitt 

rounds up 21 young school 

children and their teacher 

Laurence Dreyfus. 

09.27
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MINUTE BY MINUTE

Schmitt summons 

headmistress Suzanne 

Soulier and tells her to call 

the police, which Soulier 

does without hesitation. 

Police respond immediately, 

sealing of the school and 

alerting their elite RAID 

commando unit.

09.35

Louis Bayon, chief of the 

RAID unit, enters the 

building. He knows nothing 

about the man he’s about to 

meet. Asking simple, careful 

questions, Bayon secures as 

much information on ‘HB’ 

as he feels safe to obtain. He 

returns to the incident room 

with the information.

10.00

Using Bayon’s information 

police assess the threat 

posed by ‘HB’. They decide 

the threat is highly credible 

and that ‘HB’ will indeed use 

his bomb if he feels provoked 

or threatened. They start 

gathering information on the 

building, how many hostages 

there are and their location, 

in case they have to force an 

end to the siege.

10.15

By now negotiators have 

begun talking to Schmitt. 

While they try to keep him 

calm and secure as much 

additional information as 

possible, the RAID team puts 

together initial plans to free 

the hostages by force. Not 

knowing when or if they will 

be needed, the RAID team 

needs to formulate a basic 

plan – and quickly.

11.00

Negotiations are well 

underway. Of the 21 

hostages, ive have been 

released. Sarkozy demands 

the release of a sixth in 

return for two million francs. 

This is one of seven trips 

Sarkozy makes to negotiate 

with Schmitt. Sarkozy will 

draw criticism later but at 

the moment he is a vital part 

of the negotiations.

13.15

Erick Schmitt was a failed 
businessman and ex-army officer. 
Crippled by debt, claiming welfare 
and possibly mentally unstable, 
he was desperate enough to take 
children hostage for ransom 

Safe and sound, some 

of the child hostages are 

brought out by elite RAID 

commandos. Heavily armed 

and highly trained, RAID is 

the Police Nationale’s go-to 

team for this kind of work



Armed intervention gets 

inal approval from senior 

oicers. The RAID team, 

including Daniel Boulanger, 

awake from their brief 

sleep. They will need time 

to review their intelligence 

and ready weapons and 

equipment before going 

into action. The raid itself is 

slated for 7.20am

05.15

By now Schmitt’s mental 

state is deteriorating 

dramatically. He starts to 

ramble incoherently and 

periodically hallucinates 

from stress and fatigue. 

Police are convinced that 

armed intervention will be 

necessary sooner or later.

01.30

Negotiations break down. 

Police have ofered to 

exchange the children for 

adult hostages. If this can 

be done, armed plainclothes 

RAID oicers can be in 

classroom 8 right under 

Schmitt’s nose. Schmitt, 

growing increasingly erratic, 

is becoming hard to contain. 

He refuses the deal. Any 

armed raid must come from 

outside the building.

20.00 

Schmitt still holds six 

children hostage, and 

negotiations are close to 

breakdown. Police consider 

spiking Schmitt’s cofee with 

a powerful sedative. They 

can’t be sure if it will work, 

so test it on one of their own. 

They decide to go ahead. 

Evelyne Lambert, a doctor, 

is allowed to stay in the 

classroom with the children.

17.30

Laurence Dreyfus tries 

to keep the children calm 

and quiet and persuades 

them to take a nap. The 

children, however, are 

restless, and their noise is 

aggravating Schmitt. Dreyfus 

understands the danger and 

does all she can to keep the 

situation as calm as possible.

14.00

RIGHT Despite its friendly and welcoming appearance, classroom 8 was the scene of a 

terrifying 46-hour seige and the stage for the shooting of Schmitt by RAID commandos
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46 HOURS WITH THE HUMAN BOMB

14 MAY 1993 15 MAY 1993

Teacher Laurence Dreyfus was a 

hero of the siege. Her courage and 

devotion kept the children from 

provoking the increasingly erratic 

Erick Schmitt

Police keep watch on classroom 8 on 13 May 1993. Intelligence gathering is a vital part of seige-breaking



Schmitt’s body is examined. 

The suicide bomb is made 

safe and removed, as are 

the devices planted by the 

front gate. Oicers haven’t 

conirmed the hostage-

taker’s identity, but crucially 

the hostages are free and – 

remarkably – unharmed.

07.40 

With Schmitt dead and the 

siege over, the hostages are 

free. After medical checks 

they are reunited with their 

families. Police, having 

secured the scene, now look 

to identify the helmeted 

igure slumped on the loor 

of classroom 8.

07.35

Lambert checks that Schmitt 

is asleep then signals 

the RAID team. Three 

team members enter the 

classroom. Schmitt begins to 

stir and is shot three times in 

the head.

07.25

Boulanger’s team move to 

their start point. They must 

get as close as they can to 

Schmitt before Lambert 

signals them. The closer they 

are, the quicker they can act. 

But they must also move 

covertly, staying out of sight 

at all costs.

07.00

Boulanger and his team 

are ready to go. All that is 

needed is the inal order. In 

the meantime surveillance 

continues, and the RAID 

team have to be ready to 

move at a moment’s notice 

as Schmitt could lose control 

of himself at any time.

06.00

NIGHT NIGHT, 
SLEEP TIGHT
POLICE SPIKED SCHMITT’S COFFEE WITH POWERFUL 
SEDATIVES TO MAKE HIM MORE VULNERABLE. IT 
WAS A HIGH-RISK STRATEGY
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MINUTE BY MINUTE

Even though the police tested the sedative on one of their 

own officers and saw it have the desired effect, drugs can’t 

be completely relied upon to work; some people are more 

susceptible than others, and a dose that knocks out one 

person might have little effect on another.

Sometimes a drug will have the opposite effect to that 

intended. Ritalin, for instance, is a powerful stimulant to 

most people, but for children suffering from Attention-Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) it acts like a tranquiliser.

Police couldn’t predict how exactly the drug would affect 

Schmitt. They knew he’d already been awake for days, 

making it highly likely he’d pass out, but they couldn’t be 

sure. If Schmitt had realised he’d been drugged he might 

have detonated the bomb anyway. Or, if still clear-headed 

enough, feigned sleep until as many victims as possible were 

within the blast radius. The police took no chances. They 

simply couldn’t afford to.

There are many drugs that can be used to spike a drink. Police would have used one that was tasteless, odourless, colourless and fast-acting to avoid arousing Schmitt’s suspicions



DEFUSING THE 
HUMAN BOMB
BREAKING A SIEGE ISN’T ALWAYS ABOUT 
BLACK-CLAD COMMANDOS BURSTING INTO 
BUILDINGS AND SHOOTING EVERYTHING 
THAT MOVES. THE SUBTLE, STEALTHY 
APPROACH OFTEN PAYS DIVIDENDS

1 
WATCHING AND 

WAITING 

Before police can act they 

need as much accurate, 

up-to-date information as 

possible. Spy cameras, 

listening devices and 

constant surveillance are 

essential for gathering 

intelligence on which 

a plan can be based. 

Without it, police can do 

absolutely nothing. The 

team use a periscope to 

confirm the layout and 

positions in the room.

2 
STEALTHY AND SECRETIVE 

Force is always a last resort in breaking a siege. The first 

option is a peaceful resolution. Coupled with his increasing 

fatigue, drugging Schmitt’s coffee rendered him seemingly 

harmless. If Schmitt hadn’t stirred and looked like waking 

from his induced slumber he wouldn’t have died. 

3 
DOPED AND DROWSY 

Drugging Schmitt’s coffee was a potentially risky strategy. 

The room wasn’t big and Schmitt’s bomb certainly was. If 

he’d realised in time to push the button, everybody would 

have died. As it was, he went to sleep for the last time.
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Unqualiied praise was reserved for just a few, for their part 

in resolving the siege with minimum bloodshed. Laurence 

Dreyfus and Evelyne Lambert were honoured for their parts; 

both were awarded membership of France’s prestigious 

Legion d’Honneur. Dreyfus later left education and became a 

psychologist. She also co-wrote Chronicle of a Hostage-taking 

with writer Beatrice Casanova. 

Nicolas Sarkozy, courageous though his actions were, was 

accused of interfering for political advantage by journalist 

Jean-Pierre About, former prosecutor Pierre Lyon-Caen 

and former regional police chief Aime Touitou. He was 

also accused of angering Schmitt, causing him to break of 

negotiations. The allegations troubled Sarkozy’s climb up 

the political ladder. Ultimately they didn’t derail his political 

ambitions: he later became president of France.

Charles Pasqua, Interior Minister at the time, was accused 

of explicitly ordering police to kill Schmitt, not capture him. 

The allegation arose in a book written by Alain Vogelweith 

and Beatrice Patrie. The book was later withdrawn. The 

RAID team was in turn accused of deliberately executing 

Schmitt rather than trying to take him alive.

The siege also entered French popular culture in several 

ways. Bands One-eyed Jack and Zabriskie Point released 

songs about it. In 2005 writer and playwright Emmanuel 

Darley wrote the play Being Human based heavily on 

Schmitt’s actions. 

The siege also provided fodder for the drama-

documentary HB Human Bomb – Maternelle in Hostage, 

screened in 2007 and again in 2013, retitled as Human Bomb: 

20 Years Later. In 2010 former hostage Marion Bazin, aged 

only three when Schmitt burst into the nursery school, 

appeared on French game show Secret Story – similar to 

What’s My Line? She admitted being a former hostage after 

two days on the show.

HONOURS FOR 
SOME, CRITICISM 
FOR OTHERS
SOME WERE LAUDED FOR THEIR ROLES IN 
SUCCESSFULLY DEFUSING THE HUMAN BOMB. BUT NOT 
EVERYONE INVOLVED CAME OFF SMELLING LIKE ROSES
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5 
RESCUING THE HOSTAGES 

The six remaining hostages were covered with mattresses as 

the RAID team entered with silenced weapons. Thanks to Dreyfus 

getting them to play ‘Turtle’ the children were spared the sight 

and sound of Erick Schmitt receiving three bullets to his head.

6 
A FATAL FUMBLE 

Despite being doped and 

exhausted, Schmitt stirred 

as the RAID team moved in. 

Aware of the possibility that 

he was either half-awake 

or simply shamming being 

asleep, RAID officer Daniel 

Boulanger took no chances. 

Seeing Schmitt move, 

Boulanger aimed and fired.

4 
THE SECRET SIGNAL 

It was Lambert who 

started the final act 

in the nursery school 

drama. When she shook 

Schmitt and discovered 

he was fast asleep, she 

unbuttoned her jacket in 

front of the spy camera. 

The RAID team, awake 

hours before, was armed 

and ready to move in.
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ABOVE Evelyne Lambert stayed with the hostages during 

the seige and received the Legion d’Honneur for her 

selflessness and bravery



a bleach-blond Daniel Craig showing of a 

surprising comedic side as an incarcerated 

safecracker called Joe Bang. His black and 

white striped prison garb has a pantomime 

feel to it, and the occasional heightened 

aesthetics and brisk pace of the ilm recall 

the haphazard antics of Wes Anderson’s 

hilarious The Grand Budapest Hotel. 

The Logans have to break Bang out of 

jail for a day, and their plan is ingenious – as 

is a staged prison riot used to distract the 

warden (Dwight Yoakam). A superb Game 

of Thrones dig used in a hostage negotiation 

situation once again belittles stereotypes of 

stupidity and illiteracy, with their rebellion a 

charming rather than violent interlude. 

These characters are articulate and, 

vitally, very aware of how huge institutions 

run, which they use to their advantage. 

Logan Lucky is concerned with capitalism, 

greed, the one per cent and moral corruption 

in the USA, but it never gets bogged down 

with these themes – instead subtly weaving 

them into an enjoyable caper. 
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The heist is hatched out of desperation 

after Jimmy Logan (Channing Tatum) is 

laid of from his construction job due to 

an insurance issue with his pre-existing 

medical condition – a limp. The plan is to 

steal a small amount of one day’s takings at a 

popular NASCAR event and leave without a 

trace. We irst meet Jimmy telling his young 

daughter and pageant competitor Sadie 

(Farrah Mackenzie) a story about why John 

Denver’s Take Me Home, Country Roads 

is a favourite song of his. It’s a touching 

opener that demonstrates divorcee Jimmy’s 

dedication to his daughter and family. His 

one-handed brother Clyde (Adam Driver) 

has served two tours in Iraq and now works 

as a bartender, while his sister Mellie (Riley 

Keough) is a dedicated hairdresser and 

enthusiastic petrol head. When the family 

team up to carry out the heist her knowledge 

of the local roads and fast cars proves 

imperative to their mission. 

The stellar ensemble cast turn in 

committed and amusing performances, with 

Steven Soderbergh 

returns to filmmaking 

with a scrappy and 

spirited heist flick

B
ack in April 2017 the S-Town podcast 

was released with the tag of a true-

crime whodunnit. An email had been 

sent to This American Life asking them to 

investigate “the son of a wealthy family who 

had allegedly been bragging that he got away 

with murder.” What the podcast, hosted 

by Brian Reed, actually did is examine the 

life of an Alabama resident and challenge 

stereotypes of blue-collar white people in the 

American Deep South. Steven Soderbergh 

does something similarly open-minded 

in his spirited and smart heist ilm set in 

North Carolina. He blends the humour and 

slickness of Ocean’s Eleven with the heart 

and mind of Magic Mike, and the result is 

hugely entertaining. There’s also more than 

a trace of the Coen Brothers’ screenwriting 

skill in the script written by Rebecca Blunt. 

LOGAN LUCKY
RELEASED 26 DECEMBER

DIRECTOR STEVEN SODERBERGH

DISTRIBUTOR STUDIOCANAL
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W
hat would it be like to attend a prison 

group therapy session? After watching 

The Work, you’ll feel like you’ve 

experienced it irst-hand. 

Shot over four days of an intense 

rehabilitation programme, The Work follows 

the Inner Circle Foundation’s prisoner 

support: a group of free men go inside the 

maximum security Folsom Prison to try 

to work through prisoners’ problems by 

participating in a series of therapy sessions 

with some long-term inmates. Documentary-

makers Jairus McLeary and Gethin Aldous 

don’t interfere or talk directly to the 

participants; they just observe. But what 

they’ve captured here is more powerful than it 

ever could have been if they had scripted the 

whole thing.

Within 20 minutes a heavily tattooed 

former gang member has collapsed to the 

loor sobbing. Later, a man is overcome 

with rage and tries to ight the entire group, 

bellowing uncontrollably. Over the course of 

the ilm everyone involved visibly changes, 

dredging up their most deeply suppressed 

hurts and sharing them with the group – all of 

whom clearly know exactly how it feels.

When one prisoner props a cardboard sign 

next to his chair asking ladies to write to him, 

you might suspect some of the dramatics are 

being put on for the camera. But McLeary 

and Aldous had both volunteered with the 

programme long before ilming began, using 

their time to gain the trust of everyone 

involved, and the rawness and vulnerability 

in the men’s faces as they describe their worst 

moments suggest it’s all painfully real.

Fluid camerawork and striking sound 

design – since the therapy sessions all take 

place in one room, howls and cries from other 

groups often break through the silence of 

the core group – make The Work a visceral, 

afecting watch. It’s not about playing 

voyeur to other people’s pain; it’s about 

acknowledging it and feeling along with them 

as they ight towards some kind of peace.

A note at the end of the ilm explains 

that over the last 17 years more than 40 

prisoners have been released after completing 

the programme, and none have ever been 

rearrested. Given that US prisons have a 

recidivism rate of between 45 and 77 per cent, 

that’s a pretty incredible statistic. The Work 

might not ofer an easy answer to the problem 

of violent crime, but it does suggest that 

therapy helps – and that there’s no such thing 

as a lost cause.

I
t is easy to be fascinated with crime and 

drawn to tales of violent deaths, as well 

as the subsequent trials of the possible 

murderers. This is part of human nature, 

for how else can we explain the crowds that 

attended public hangings until the 1860s? It 

has always been part of society, which is made 

evident from the Folio Society’s reissuing of 

the Famous Trials series of books that were 

irst published in the 1940s. It is a beautifully 

produced and well-illustrated book that will 

sit well on any bookcase. But has it stood the 

test of time?

Sadly, the answer has to be no. Writing 

style, as well as content, has changed over the 

decades. The cases covered here – including 

notorious 19th and early 20th century crimes 

such as Florence Maybrick’s trial in 1889 and 

Dr. Crippen’s capture via telegraph in 1910 – 

are written by various authors, but all follow a 

rather lowery, overly formal fashion.

That isn’t to say the cases aren’t 

interesting, and they are all fascinating in 

diferent ways despite sometimes reading 

like academic essays. They highlight the 

possibily of miscarriages of justice and of 

people being incarcerated when they might 

have been innocent all along. But time has 

moved on, and some of the discussions here 

seem hopelessly outdated in the 21st century. 

For example, Alma Rattenbury’s adultery 

is seen as a result of her being so “highly 

sexed” that she may have been on the verge of 

nymphomania, rather than as the result of a 

sociable, extrovert woman in her 30s seeking 

more exciting company than her far older, 

antisocial, depressive husband. 

The new introduction by Geofrey 

Robertson QC seems as outdated as the 

original chapters in places, and his history is 

lawed. For example, he states that, “the police 

were assumed to be incorruptible” in the 

past (they weren’t – and there were certainly 

periods of public distrust towards policemen 

and detectives) and like the other writers here 

who are preoccupied with female sexuality, 

he highlights the possibility that Crippen 

poisoned his wife Cora in order to “calm her 

sexual demands”. In this light, the book is 

interesting both for the crimes it includes and 

the attitudes towards female sexuality and 

criminality it inadvertently exposes.

REVIEWS

THE WORK

FAMOUS TRIALS
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I
f you believe that really great TV 

shows get better and better with 

each new season, then Narcos 

exemplifies this. Season three is 

arguably the best ten episodes yet of 

the Netflix show, detailing the rise and fall of 

the South American drug cartels. We’re now 

into the 1990s: Pablo Escobar is dead, Bill 

Clinton is president, the USA’s war on drugs 

rages on, and the self-proclaimed ‘gentlemen’ 

of the city of Cali in Colombia rule the cocaine 

transportation roost. Crime, just like politics, 

deplores a vacuum, and with one kingpin gone 

others must take his place. As they toast the 

death of Escobar – “The king is dead, ling live 

the kings” – the Cali Cartel takes centre stage. 

But, of course, being the new kingpins means 

that all the efforts of the DEA, as well as the 

non-corrupt elements of the Colombian justice 

system, are now coming for them.  

In a quite extraordinary and audacious 

move the Rodríguez Orejuela brothers who 

led the Cali Cartel offered to surrender to the 

Bogota government in return for immunity. It 

could have worked – except that criminals are 

criminals and giving up the life of a super-rich 

‘Trafficante’ isn’t easy. Cue distrust, stretched 

loyalties, greed and corruption. The series 

also zooms in on the incredible intelligence 

operations of the Cartel – the so-called ‘Cali 

KGB’ – and its mastermind Jorge Salcedo. 

At its height the Cali Cartel moved 180 

tons of dope every six months to the USA. 

That put them in the DEA and President 

Clinton’s spotlight. They invented the ‘Mexican 

trampoline’ – they flew coke into the USA via 

the Mexican cartels (Juarez to be precise) and 

the US dollars bounced right back, via Mexico, 

to Cali. It made the Mexicans very rich… but 

that’s another Narcos story.

NARCOS
RELEASED OUT NOW 

CREATOR GAUMONT INTERNATIONAL TV

DISTRIBUTOR NETFLIX

on Dante’s nine circles of Hell, Stone’s scale 

ultimately ofers us 22 categories, ranging 

from Category 1: justiiable homicide, to 

Category 22: psychopathic torture-murders 

with torture as their primary motive – with 

all manner of monsters in-between. We are 

introduced to a wide variety of characters 

that gloriously bring to life each category 

and help us to understand Stone’s scientiic 

process. Some are instantly recognisable. 

The reader will not be surprised to see 

Ted Bundy, Charles Manson and Richard 

Ramirez rubbing shoulders with John 

Wayne Gacy and Tommy Lynn Sells at the 

higher end of the scale. But don’t be fooled 

into thinking you’ve heard all of this before. 

Lurking within these pages are a host of 

unusual and unfamiliar killers, with some 

fascinating tales to share: from Clara Harris 

the jealous dentist, to Jean-Claude Romand 

the compulsive liar guilty of ‘familicide’. 

Both the infamous and the little-known have 

been clinically assessed and scientiically 

pigeonholed according to Stone’s scale.

This is an extremely brave book that will 

divide its readers and spark some fascinating 

conversations long after the cover has been 

closed. It is a rare breed among criminal 

psychology tomes in that it strikes such a 

superb balance between accessibility and 

studious intent. It will shock, confound, 

surprise and challenge you but ultimately 

entertain you too.

T
he moral concept of evil behaviour has 

been analysed numerous times with 

deeply unsatisfying results, amounting 

to little more than a theological debate. How 

exciting then to be given a wholly original 

angle on the topic from The Anatomy of 

Evil. Through a startlingly clear scientiic 

approach religious doctrine is swept to one 

side and the disturbingly dark personality 

traits of humankind are clinically assessed, 

until we are left with evil in its purest form 

and truest sense.

It is undoubtedly an audacious prospect, 

but one that the author, renowned 

psychiatrist Michael H. Stone, MD, is 

more than qualiied to undertake. Having 

successfully mastered academia – holding 

a professorship in clinical psychiatry 

at Columbia College of Physicians and 

Surgeons – and the world of media-based 

pop psychology through hosting Discovery 

Channel’s Most Evil series, Stone has created 

a complex but genuinely entertaining book 

that clariies without patronising the reader. 

The book attempts to draw the line where 

the “very bad ends and the ‘truly evil’ begins,” 

through use of a makeshift scale – or as Stone 

refers to it, “gradations of evil”. Based loosely 

THE 
ANATOMY 
OF EVIL

RELEASED 7 NOVEMBER 

AUTHOR MICHAEL H. STONE, MD

PUBLISHER PROMETHEUS BOOKS

(SEASON 3)
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M.
William Phelps, a master 

of true crime is back, and 

his latest book promises to 

inally reveal with whom he has been 

conversing during the episodes of 

Investigation Discovery’s Dark Minds. 

Fans of the series will know that the 

show delves into some of the world’s 

most chilling cold cases, looking to 

crack them wide open with the help 

of Phelps’s friend ‘Raven’, a convicted 

serial killer with inside knowledge on 

how criminals operate. In this book 

Phelps reveals for the irst time his 

source’s identity.

Initially it’s an emotionally raw 

account of how Phelps’s family 

struggled with alcohol, drug addiction 

and the unsolved murder of his 

brother’s wife in 1996. Phelps believes 

that a serial slayer operating in the 

area likely killed her, and he lets the 

reader in on how her murder afected 

his loved ones. Along this personal 

journey he comes into contact with 

Raven. Phelps reveals how he came 

to be a close conidant to the serial 

killer through many years of letters 

and meetings and how he convinced 

Raven to confess to a Jane Doe slaying 

in Florida that remains unsolved. 

Dangerous Ground is another 

fantastic book from the investigative 

journalist and a gripping read from 

cover to cover.

I
n the bleak wilds of northern 

England, among the moors and tiny 

villages close to the Scottish border, 

a peculiar event played out. On the 

night of 6 January 1931 a female taxi 

driver, 27-year-old Evelyn Foster, was 

discovered by passing motorists. She 

was severely burned. The car she 

was driving had been torched, too. 

Earlier in the evening she’d picked up 

a mysterious male passenger. Before 

Evelyn died from her terrible injuries 

she gave a muddied inal account. 

Death at Wolf’s Nick is very well 

researched, and Janes explains how 

Evelyn Foster’s death made national 

headlines, and how the police latched 

onto the ground-breaking idea of 

promoting the case on the radio to 

drum up publicity and appeal for 

potential witnesses. The author also 

describes how some higher-ups in the 

Northumberland police found Foster’s 

account unbelievable and believed the 

whole drama was ‘poppycock’. 

Diane Janes’s account is certainly 

intriguing as a relatively unknown 

unsolved murder case, but the 

presentation of information and 

construction of timelines is dry and 

occasionally confusing. True crime 

books are at their best when a lavour 

of the time period and feel for the 

environment come to the fore, and 

that’s what is lacking here.

DANGEROUS GROUND: 
MY FRIENDSHIP WITH A SERIAL KILLER DEATH AT WOLF’S NICK
RELEASED OUT NOW

AUTHOR M. WILLIAM PHELPS

PUBLISHER KENSINGTON BOOKS

RELEASED OUT NOW

AUTHOR DIANE JANES

PUBLISHER MIRROR BOOKS

WIN! A YEAR’S SUPPLY OF CRIME
We’re giving away an incredible stash of the latest 

crime fiction and non-fiction to five lucky readers, 

worth over £500! The first two entrants out of the hat 

will each receive a copy of Narcos Season One & Two 

(£24.99) plus a surprise book bundle worth £100, 

while the next three will each receive a copy of Narcos 

Season Two (£19.99) plus a book bundle worth £80. 

Simply go to http://bit.ly/2gEwUbi and spend a 

few minutes filling in our reader survey form to enter.

Terms and Conditions: By taking part in this competition you 

agree to be bound by these terms and conditions and the 

competition rules. The closing date will be 13 December 2017. 

Multiple entries will be disqualified. After the closing date, five 

winners will be drawn at random from the completed surveys – 

please ensure you enter your correct email address. 

Others terms and conditions may apply. Please see www.

futureplc.com/competition-rules for more details.

WORTH OVER 

£500!
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 I DO NOT PRETEND TO HAVE 
ALL THE ANSWERS. I GENUINELY 

WANT TO KNOW: WHAT DO YOU 
THINK HAPPENED? 

AUTHOR INTERVIEW
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW

ANTONY M. BROWN
ANTONY BROWN TELLS US WHY HE’S INVITING READERS TO SIT ON THE 
COLD CASE JURY AND HELP SOLVE A 98-YEAR-OLD MURDER MYSTERY

Why did you decide to start your Cold Case Jury series 

with the Green Bicycle Mystery?

It’s a fascinating story set just after the end of World War I. 

As night fell on 5 July 1919 a farmer herding cattle along a 

lonely Leicestershire lane found the body of a young woman 

lying next to her bicycle. Bloodied bird tracks led from it to 

a nearby wooden ield gate, the top of which was smeared 

with blood. In the adjoining ield there was a recently beaten 

path and a dead crow. The woman, who was later identiied 

as 21-year-old Bella Wright, was last seen cycling with a man 

on a distinctive green bicycle. Despite intensive investigations 

and appeals by the police the man had seemingly 

disappeared, and within a week the case went cold. There 

are many twists and turns to the story, but it was this scene 

that initially caught my attention. When my subsequent 

research unearthed new evidence and photographs, which 

are published in my book, I realised the complete story of 

Bella’s Wright death could be told for the irst time.

What were you most shocked to discover during your 

research on this case?

The diference in standards of criminal investigation a 

century ago compared to today. When the body was found it 

was placed on a horse-drawn milk loat and taken to a local 

cottage. During the initial medical examination the local 

doctor failed to wash the blood from Bella’s face and missed 

the fact that she had been shot. Not surprisingly, when the 

entry wound was later discovered it was not thoroughly 

examined because ballistic science was in its infancy. It could 

have provided critical evidence. After a massive stroke of 

good fortune the police traced the man on the 

green bicycle and charged him with the murder 

of Bella Wright. At the ensuing trial, which 

captivated the country, he was acquitted. Three 

days later he walked into a police station and 

stunned detectives with what he told them. This 

conversation is published for the irst time in my 

book and may change the complexion of the 

case for readers.

The book is broken into sections: the 

story, the evidence and the verdict. 

Why split the case this way?

The irst part engages the reader. 

Rather than passively describing 

events, I wanted to show the reader 

what happened – and what might 

have happened – through dramatic 

reconstruction. So at times there is the feel 

of a historic novel to the narrative. The second 

[section] presents the original evidence for the reader to 

examine, including inquest statements and autopsy indings. 

The third part presents not only my view of what happened 

but also the views of other writers on the case. 

Readers can leave their verdicts on the case on the Cold 

Case Jury website. What prompted you to make your 

books more interactive? 

Although I have researched and presented all the facts of the 

case, I do not pretend to have all the answers. I genuinely 

want to know: what do you think happened? Although the 

book has only recently been published, over 200 readers 

have already delivered their verdict online. Even if we cannot 

conclusively prove what occurred a century ago, perhaps 

closure can be brought to this unsolved crime through the 

court of public opinion. I certainly hope Real Crime readers 

will take their seats on the Cold Case Jury.

What can readers look forward to most with this title?

If readers ever wanted to be a juror on a classic murder 

case they should enjoy the book. I hope they will become 

engrossed in a true crime mystery, knowing that they do not 

have to accept my verdict; they can deliver their own. They 

will also be taken back in time to see how much – and how 

little – has changed over a century. I’ve been delighted with 

reader feedback so far; it shows they are really engaged with 

the case and the book.

What do you think influenced you most in the creation of 

your Cold Case Jury books? 

I irst enjoyed reading the Sherlock Holmes stories 

at university and later wondered if there were 

intriguing real-life cold cases that would have been 

‘three-pipe problems’ for Holmes. I researched 

unsolved crimes from the past, particularly those 

that occurred in the years the Strand Magazine 

published the original stories by Conan Doyle. I 

became fascinated with cases that combined 

history with a real-life whodunit. This is the 

premise of the Cold Case Jury books.

What’s next for the Cold Case Jury 

readers to sink their teeth into?

I have completed the manuscript for 

the murder of Julia Wallace, a real-

life Agatha Christie case from 1931. It 

includes new evidence and a new theory. 

I am also working on Gay Gibson’s death in 

1947, known as ‘The Porthole Case’. I am the 

irst writer to have access to the police ile.

The Green Bicycle Mystery is 

out now and available to buy 

from mirrorbooks.co.uk 

MORE ON 
THE CASE

THE GREEN BICYCLE 
CASE H. R. Wakefield 
(1930) 
Herbert Robert Wakefield’s 

book concludes that the 

prime suspect in the Green 

Bicycle mystery, Robert Light, 

was innocent. He admits that 

Light’s behaviour before he 

was arrested was “craven” but 

insists that his shifty behaviour 

was “very human”. Wakefield 

writes that he “must accept 

it [the verdict] absolutely and 

without a trace of reservation 

as the profound conviction of 

the twelve persons who had an 

infinitely better opportunity than 

anyone else of deciding the case 

on its merits.”

THE GREEN BICYCLE 
MURDER C. Wendy 
East (1993)
British author C. Wendy East 

wrote one of the most popular 

books on the murder of Bella 

Wright. The author’s view was 

that Light was indeed guilty, 

despite the not-guilty verdict in 

his trial. East, who delves into 

the background of the prime 

suspect, regards him as little 

more than a perverted and 

pampered war veteran who 

literally got away with murder. 

She blames a rigid class system 

for his reprieve from justice.

ANTONY M. BROWN

PRIOR TO BROWN’S BOOK, 
TWO AUTHORS FROM 
DIFFERENT GENERATIONS 
GAVE ARGUMENTS FOR 
AND AGAINST THE JURY’S 
VERDICT IN THE CASE OF 
BELLA WRIGHT’S MURDER.
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STRANGE CASE

STRANGE CASE!

W
hen Rifat Çetin posted some meme 

images on Twitter physically 

comparing President Recep Tayyip 

Erdoğan to the hunched, emaciated Gollum 

from Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings in 2014, he 

had no idea how serious the consequences 

would be. Erdoğan didn’t laugh – especially 

not the throaty, choking laugh of Gollum. 

Instead he got his lawyers to mount a 

prosecution against Çetin.

Political satire is not the rage in Turkey. 

Article 299 of the country’s penal code 

stipulates that anybody who insults the 

president can receive up to four years in 

prison, although this statute was rarely used 

before Mr Erdoğan came to power. 

Close to 2,000 cases against those deemed 

to have insulted Erdoğan have been mounted 

in recent years, including against a former 

Miss Turkey. Merve Buyuksarac was given a 

14-month suspended prison sentence in May 

2016, suspended for ive years. Her ofence 

was to post a satirical poem alluding to 

President Erdoğan on Instagram. 

The following month Rifat Çetin was 

inally sentenced for his Gollum memes, 

over two years after they appeared on social 

media. He was given 12 months in prison, 

also suspended for ive years. Devastatingly 

Mr Çetin also had his parental custody rights 

removed. Çetin said that he would appeal 

the sentence, as Mr Erdoğan was still prime 

minister at the time the images were posted 

and not yet president so Article 299 could 

not apply. 

Çetin wasn’t the irst person to fall foul 

of the thin-skinned president on social 

media, however. Also in 2014 Bilgin Çiftçi, a 

doctor in the Turkish public health service, 

posted some images online with Erdoğan 

next to pictures of Gollum in various poses, 

GUILTY OF A GOLLUM INSULT: 

PRESIDENT TAKES OFFENCE

WHERE TURKEY WHEN 2014-2016

including one of Gollum and Erdoğan eating, 

in a comparison that could easily have made 

the British satirical magazine Private Eye’s 

regular ‘Separated at Birth?’ feature. 

Dr. Çiftçi had already been dismissed 

from his hospital post after a civil service 

investigation, but in 2015 President Erdoğan’s 

lawyers pressed for him to receive a two-year 

prison sentence for the ‘insult’ under Article 

299. A Turkish court called for the assembly 

of an investigative panel, including two 

behavioural scientists and a psychologist, to 

assess the toxicity of the character of Gollum 

and therefore how defamatory it was to 

President Erdoğan. 

Gollum was introduced by Tolkien in his 

book The Hobbit in 1937 and was described 

by the author as “a small slimy creature,” 

but most people visualise the character as 

Andy Serkis portrayed him in Peter Jackson’s 

phenomenally popular The Lord of the Rings 

ilm trilogy. It is this portrayal that is thought 

to be the screenshot images used by the 

defendants in both cases. 

While certainly an unsavoury character, 

physically and morally, Gollum was originally 

called Sméagol– a kind and happy character, 

corrupted in appearance, mannerisms and 

morals by his covetous yearnings for the 

‘One Ring’, which is central to the quest 

throughout The Lord of the Rings saga set in 

the fantasy world of Middle Earth. Gollum 

and Sméagol are presented as two characters 

in a single body. 

Peter Jackson, the director of The Lord 

of the Rings and The Hobbit ilms, released 

a statement in Dr. Çiftçi’s defence. He said, 

“None of them [the images] feature the 

character known as Gollum. All of them 

are images of the character called Sméagol. 

Sméagol is a joyful, sweet character. 

Sméagol does not lie, deceive, or attempt to 

manipulate others. He is not evil, conniving, 

or malicious – these personality traits belong 

to Gollum, who should never be confused 

with Sméagol.”

Tellingly, many of Dr. Çiftçi’s fellow 

Turks took to social media to defend him, in 

opposition to the hard line taken by the thin-

skinned President Erdoğan.

Spot the difference: the images 
posted on social media by Dr. Bilgin 
Çiftçi of Sméagol and the thin-
skinned President Erdogan

INSULTING TURKEY’S PRESIDENT ERDOGAN IS RISKY – HE DOESN’T SEE THE FUNNY 

SIDE OF BEING COMPARED TO A GROTESQUE LORD OF THE RINGS VILLAIN
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